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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the activity of the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company between 1879 

and 1888. Actress-manager Nellie Boyd formed the company around 1876 and from 1879 

onward she decided to pertorm exclusively in the western L'.S., pioneering several 

southwestern territories. This thesis discusses the Boyd company's impact on the life of 

particular western towns; the organization of the company, its repertoire and the possible 

significance of Boyd's choice of roles: and the critical reception accorded to Boyd and her 

company. 

The study of Boyd's career in the West offers insights into the significance of 

traveling companies on the cultural and social development of growing communities, 't 

illustrates the activity of independent traveling companies parallel to the rise of the 

combination managerial system. It also reveals the story of a woman leading a successt'ul 

show-business enterprise and enhancing her personal and professional reputation in the 

nineteenth-century western scene. 
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In 1903 the local amateur theatrical group of Fresno. Calitomia. gave a benefit 

pertormance at the prestigious Barton Opera House. In the role of a little girl the company 

boasted the renowned Nellie Boyd, at that time fifty-five years old. Boyd had chosen this 

peculiar role for what was to be her last appearance on the stage, the definitive farewell 

pertormance of one of the best-known traveling actresses in the West. Not that after this 

benefit soiree Boyd could just step off stage and leave. Local thespians and the Fresno 

high school theatrical group continued in the following years to require her direction and 

her assistance in the mounting of their productions. The actress always responded 

willingly, working with energy and merriment behind the curtain, since her fondness for 

the theatre dated back many years. Before becoming a resident of Fresno. Boyd had been 

the successful leading lady and manager of the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company, with 

which she toured extensively the western United States between 1879 and 1888. 

The Boyd Company was one of the many theatrical troupes that began touring the 

United States in the 1870s. As resident stock companies were disappearing, a great 

number of performers chose to take to the road, either in combinations traveling with one 

established hit play, or as leading performers of their own troupes.' Some of these newly 

formed companies pushed their way into the farthest comers of the country, playing 

isolated and just-bom villages as well as better established cities. The Nellie Boyd 

Dramatic Company was among them. Put together by Boyd around 1876, for the first 

three years the troupe toured the midwestem states from Illinois to Nebraska, performing 

for the rest of its life only in the western part of the country. 

Together with vaudeville players, medicine showmen, and other performers featuring 

either legitimate or nonlegitimate drama, Boyd covered with her company the western states 
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from British Columbia to Mexico, pioneered the southwestern territories, played both small 

towns and large cities, and made a name for herself as a greatly versatile actress and a 

favorite all over the West.-

Many traveling troupes in this period were led by enterprising women, who 

succeeded in becoming stars ot a regional weight. The popularity of leading ladies grew 

larger during the 1880s. as more and more actresses formed repertory companies, gave 

them their names, and took them on the road (Slout 18).' Probably one of the most 

acclaimed second-tier traveling stars in the West was Katie Putnam, leader of her own 

comedy company. Other very popular actresses-managers, beside Nellie Boyd, were 

Phosa McAllister. Margaret Fisher, and Jolly Delia Pringle. Of course, male actors also 

traveled with their own companies. Eddie Foy. Robert McWade. Frederick Warde. 

William Horace Lingard, and many more led their troupes throughout the country. Some 

leading actors and actresses were supported by the fame they had acquired on eastern 

boards, but many more of them earned a popularity in western regions and maintained it 

there. 

Like the Boyd company, independent dramatic troupes touring in the last quarter of 

the nineteenth century worked in a transitional time, which saw the decline of the stock 

company and the rising of the combination. Combination designates also a touring 

theatrical system that evolved in correspondence to the creation of a centralized managerial 

and booking organization. Companies were booked through a central agency and played in 

theatres that were part of a chain, or circuit, controlled by a single manager. Traveling 

companies like Boyd's, though, usually did not refer to a central agency and represent a 

middle stage in the transition from the stock to the combination system: they were often 

managed by the leading actor or actress, though usually supported by the new tlgure of the 

business manager, they pursued their bookings individually, contracting with the owners 

and managers of small-town theatres, but at times could arrange a tour on a theatrical 
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circuit: they usually traveled by private conveyance, thus not depending on railroads and 

main routes of travel: they played towns that first-rate combinations or stars hardly ever 

reached: they usually repeated annually the same itinerary, thus conquering a place in the 

hearts of their audiences and establishing a name for themselves. 

The great majority of these legitimate companies featured a repertoire of popular 

melodramas and comedies. Only a few performed Shakespeare's plays, although the 

dramatist was considered the leading exponent of literature and theatre. Shakespeare had 

been greatly appreciated on far-western boards during the Gold Rush and up into the 

1860s. but in the last three decades of the century melodrama was by and large the most 

popular genre among traveling troupes and theatregoers alike.-^ Great eastern stars 

continued to play and tour in Shakespearean roles, but very rarely did they reach smaller 

frontier towns. 

Nellie Boyd, then, was not alone in her roaming and winding throughout the country. 

A bustling theatrical activity covered the entire nation through the work of an incredible 

number of more or less well-known traveling troupes that offered any kind of theatrical 

entertainment. Apparently, traveling companies playing annually in the same towns 

developed a special relationship with those communities, especially with smaller ones. 

Sometimes local amateur talents played little parts in the troupe's performances, or sang a 

favorite song during a vaudeville company's show (Gipson 29). At times, the arrival of a 

professional troupe brought about the renovation of the existing playhouse (Ryan 55) or 

even the construction of new ones. The Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company became involved 

in the life of several of the towns it visited, revealing the many ways in which traveling 

troupes would interact with a community. In particular. Boyd's choicc to pioneer the 

southwestern territories offers insights about the cultural and social impact that traveling 

companies bore on some communities and shows how directly they contributed to the 

town's development. For these reasons, and because Boyd chose never to take her 
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company back east after 1879. this thesis will focus on the activity of the Nellie Boyd 

Dramatic Company between 1879—year of its first tour in the West—and 1888. last year 

of the troupe's life. 

The career of Nellie Boyd is a particularly good example of how professional theatre 

continued to penetrate the remote western U.S. territories in the last quarter of the 

nineteenth century. It also reveals the story of a woman leading a successful show-

business enterprise and of an actress enhancing her personal reputation in the nineteenth-

century western scene.-"" Boyd's theatrical activity mingles with the social, political, and 

business engagements that she took up after she left the professional stage. An active 

vineyardist in Fresno. California, she became a leading spirit in the civic and club life of the 

city until her sudden death in 1909. She was involved in the suffragist movement and took 

a prominent part in activities promoting the participation of women in the public life of the 

community. The close relationship that Boyd's company developed with the towns in 

which it played often discloses a direct link between her work as an actress and her interest 

toward cultural advancement in the West. In particular, looking at Boyd's stage career 

from the standpoint of her later involvement in favor of women's social and political 

awareness, it is possible to interpret some of the choices the actress made on stage as 

fostering —more or less consciously— change and advancement in women's position in 

nineteenth-century society. In this respect, a section of this thesis will examine if and how 

some of the roles Nellie Boyd performed helped the construction and promotion of her 

professional as well as personal image. This part would call for further future research on 

the use that actresses made of melodramatic characters and themes to foster change in 

women's social condition. Research in this direction has been done in literature, examining 

the work of women writers. It is a relatively new and fascinating field in theatre studies. 

In summary, this thesis will discuss the following topics: the Boyd company's 

itinerary through the western U.S. states and territories, with particular attention to those 



instances in whicii the visiting company and the shrewd personal conduct of Nellie Bovd 

had a specific impact on the life of the town: the composition of the company, its role 

policies, and its managerial system: a discussion of Boyd's repertoire and on the possible 

significance of Boyd's choice of roles: and a survey of the reception accorded to the 

company by audiences and press. 

This study is based for the most part on primary sources. The richest source of 

information has been newspapers from the 1880s. which also give a lively account of the 

atmosphere in the developing cultural life of American western territories. Information is 

derived mainly from reviews and announcements printed in newspapers throughout the 

West, but a number of doctoral dissertations and master's theses on the western theatre of 

last century mention the activity of Nellie Boyd and have been used to determine dates and 

places of her tourings. 

Data on the Boyd company's itinerary are incomplete due to several factors: lacks in 

newspaper files as they appear in microfilms, unavailability of non-microfilmed 

newspapers, and scholars' vagueness in indicating dates or sources for their information. 

As a result, there is a certain confusion pertaining in particular to the beginning years of 

Boyd's career, as well as enormous gaps of information studding her later traveling 

seasons. 

From about 1885 on, newspapers seem to have dedicated shorter and shorter space to 

the theatre, and especially to the pertormances of non first-rate traveling troupes. As the 

theatre became more and more a stable part in the life of a community, there was apparently 

no more reason to struggle for attracting people to the evening show. Papers published just 

a paragraph announcing the company's arrival in town, followed by short reviews of the 

performance each day after. Moreover, as railtracks and roads expanded to link American 

cities from coast to coast and from North to South, also audiences in small towns slowly 

became able to enjoy the performances of more renowned attractions. In the case of Nellie 
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Boyd, newspaper advertising dwindled much in the later years of her traveling. After 

1885. printed handbills about her performances are no longer found. Nonetheless, reviews 

and articles covering the first six years of Boyd's traveling west are illustrative enough of 

the activity and relevance of this company in that portion of the country. 

Aside from the aforementioned dissertations and theses, no other secondary sources 

about Boyd's activity exist. In general, literature on the theatre in the far West is not 

lacking, but presents some characteristics that are not favorable to the study of late 

nineteenth-century traveling theatre in that part of the country. First, a great deal of 

research regards the theatre of the Gold Rush period up into the 1860s. but rarely goes 

beyond that time. The adventurous life of pioneer-miners and pioneer-strollers proved 

fascinating to many, and that time period has received copious scholarly attention. 

Apparently, though, the last three decades of the century were not as appealing to historians 

of the theatre. Second, the many dissertations and theses on western theatre and the few 

books about it are chronological surveys of theatrical activities in certain regions or cities. 

Although extremely useful as collections of data, most of them were not meant to study the 

practice of theatre, either of resident companies or of traveling troupes. Thus, the field is 

unexplored as to managerial aspects of traveling theatre, impact and significance of the 

theatre in western towns, critical reception and interpretation, stage and acting habits, and 

so forth. Third, many of the texts on western theatre tend to romanticize the facts they are 

relating, and sometimes to look upon them with a kind of compassionate gaze. The lives of 

actors experimenting with "makeshift facilities and a makeshift existence." as Slout 

described them (13). nourished the taste for folkloristic adventures in the mythic West. At 

times, and especially in older texts, the desire to render an effective narration made the 

researcher color the poverty of the information. Although there is nothing wrong with this, 

it was not unusual for those authors to omit the inevitable footnote citing the source of the 

colorful information or explaining where their imagination began to supplant the data. In 
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some accounts the actual information was arranged so to give the most picturesque idea 

possible of what theatre must have been like in the rough days of western people's lives. 

Although this tendency has practically disappeared in the most recent historical studies on 

the subject, a large part of the existing literature on the theatre in the West is thus colored. 

Literature about traveling theatre in the last quarter of the nineteenth century is instead 

scanty. When studying that period, scholars concentrated mostly upon the decline of the 

stock company and the rising of the combination, and on the parallel shift in the theatre 

managerial system. Nonetheless, over the last twenty years some interesting studies on 

independent traveling troupes have been published. Slout's Theatre in a Tent, for instance, 

examines the activity of so-called ten-twenty-thirty repertoire companies and their 

development into tent shows.'' Philip Lewis's Trnupin^ gives an example of the romantic 

savor that easily tinges some historical surveys of traveling performers' lives and 

complicates that of the historian. But the majority of the research on independent traveling 

troupes takes the form of essays, published in anthologies or in several scholarly journals. 

Thus, while the study of the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company in particular is an entirely 

original research, I relied on essays for parallel information about nineteenth-century 

trouping. booking, and in general about less-known performers touring North America. 

Levi D. Phillips's article on McKee Rankin's combination is a very detailed study of 

traveling with the combination system, and will be cited often. Richard Hiatt's essay in the 

important Theatre West deals with women troupers in the West. Several articles study the 

work of a particular—now forgotten, but then acclaimed —performer or company, 

following mainly a micro-historical methodology. Alan Woods's, Charles Pecor's. 

Charles Lauterbach's and John Marsh's articles are examples of such procedure. All these 

studies have been of great help in writing this thesis. Woods's study on Thomas W. 

Keene gives insights on the reception of a particular acting style in the provinces that have 

proved very useful for my interpretation of the critiques on Boyd's performances. 
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In general, little information about itinerant troupes has been recorded at the time ot' 

their traveling, so the historian has to struggle with little data and much speculation. Since 

much of the professional theatre was brought to the West by traveling troupes, most of 

what pertains to the western theatre has been long deemed of minor relevance, of 

unimportant artistic value, and but deserving a passing note as a folkloristic section of 

American theatre history. Moreover, traveling companies from the late 1870s onward 

featured melodrama, a genre that has begun to attract the attention of scholars only in the 

last fifteen or twenty years. Being traditionally dismissed as having no artistic value 

whatsoever, melodrama became a label of the supposed low value of repertory companies 

and of the nil artistic contribution they brought to American theatre.^ The academic 

persuasion about the natural separation between high and low culture and about their 

different artistic significance, cast out from scholarly interest the work of independent 

traveling companies. These troupes occupied a strange position in the scholars' orderiy 

map: they could not be considered part of the so-called popular entertainment, because, 

after all. they featured legitimate drama. But their representations were thought not good 

enough to compete with those of first-class stars populating the eastern boards. Melodrama 

especially degraded to a sub-genre when it exited the New York stage. Thus, the study of 

swarms of repertory traveling companies was easily shelved. 

Newspaper articles from the 1880s and the scholarly surveys of the theatrical life in 

western towns, instead, bespeak the relevance of such traveling companies' presence in 

those regions. Their theatrical work marked the cultural development of western towns and 

probably contributed to differentiate the character of American theatre in the West, though 

eastern (New York) tastes and critics always literally dominated the scene. It is necessary 

to integrate the study of nineteenth-century western theatre with the consideration of 

independent traveling companies to better define American theatre's historical development 
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and its role in the cultural life of this countr>'. This thesis aims to take a step forward in this 

direction. 
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Notes 

' There is some confusion in the literature about nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 

theatre on the use of the term "combination." According to Phillip Walker, combination is 

a term used in the nineteenth century to indicate touring companies established for the 

purpose of producing one single play usually brought around on the basis of a system of 

one-night stands. These companies carried with them all that was needed for a 

performance 4). But in the 1880s the term was used also to denote traveling 

repertory companies, as was the case for the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company {Tombstone 

Epitaph. 14 Dec. 1880). Rosemarie Bank observes that "there were two kinds of 

combination companies in the 1870s: those offering several attractions and those touring 

one established hit" ("A Reconsideration" 67). In this thesis, where not specified 

otherwise, the term combination will indicate a company traveling with one hit play. 

According to the New York Clipper, for the season of 1880-81 about one hundred and fifty 

combinations were on the road, twenty more than the previous season (29 May 1880: 79). 

For a discussion on the development of combination companies, see Bemheim. Poggi 

(especially 5-6). Bank, and Davis. "From Stock to Combination." 

2 I am referring here to what is known as legitimate theatre, as opposed to other forms 

of theatrical entertainments, such as vaudeville, minstrelsy, opera shows, circus, 

pantomime, burlesque, variety shows, musical comedies, medicine shows, and others. 

Legitimate theatre includes serious drama (classic plays, melodramas) and comedies. 

White's Annotated Dictionary defines "legitimate drama" as follows: "Specifically a term 

indicating the licensed theatres in England after the Restoration which were the only ones 

licensed to present traditional drama. Pirate theatres got around these restrictions by 
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inserting musical and/or dance numbers in their shows. This practice led to hybrid forms 

of 'music hair entertainments" (101). The h'acts On File Dictionary of the Theatre adds: 

"the term eventually came to be used of any straight drama (especially those of literary 

merit) as opposed to a musical comedy, vaudeville show, or similar entertainment" (289). 

Some secondary sources cite Nellie Boyd as being the first woman to organize a legitimate 

repertory company in San Francisco, but no primary evidence has been found on this 

assumption. On the contrary, there is no record of Nellie Boyd ever playing San 

Francisco, although the Arizona Daily Star reported the company going from Tucson to 

southern California and San Diego, "from which place they will follow the coast towns to 

San Francisco, where they will open for a regular season" (22 December 1881). 

These leading ladies often were also managers of their own companies. As Jane 

Curry noted, the activity of such actresses-managers is still waiting to be not only studied, 

but even recorded systematically (126). 

For Shakespeare in the West see Koon. Frederick Warde was a popular 

Shakespearean actor "frontier style." as Pat Ryan defined him (57). He was tounng the 

United States in the 1870s and 1880s. 

^ Curry points out that nineteenth-century women who undertook theatre management 

are usually incorrectly treated by scholars as "isolated anomalies." while their number was 

significant (7-8). The author records and studies the activity of more than fifty women 

theatre managers, excluding traveling actresses managers, which were much more 

numerous. 

^ Ten-twenty-thirty was the denomination for repertory companies traveling with 

popular melodramas and practicing a popular price policy with admission prices of ten. 
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twenty and thirty cents. Ten-twenty-thirty soon became a synonym for cheap and 

sensational productions of melodramas. See Slout 13-14. 

^ In concluding his study of tent shows. William Slout states that. "|i|f tent shows 

contributed nothing to the art of the theatre, they at least created a mass audience for the 

drama" (109). 
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CHRONOLOGY 

The following is a chronology of Nellie Boyd's theatrical career between the years 

1875 and 1890. Where available, the name of the theatre in vvhich she performed is given 

after that of the town. Dates of engagements are given when known, otherwise only the 

town is specified. A question mark will follow all those data about which uncertainty 

exists. Interpretation and commentary of the data will follow the chronology. 

Helen (Nellie) Boyd. Bom in Pennsylvania, 27 November 1848.' 

1860s 

Plays in touring repertory companies outside New York. 

1870s 

According to Walker, she arrives in San Francisco in the early 1870s and organizes a 
company in San Francisco (59). But: 

1873 

El Paso, Illinois; in May she plays as the stellar attraction in the Sawtelle Dramatic 
Company. 

SEASON 1873-74 

Chicago. Academy of Music: Boyd works in the theatre's stock company. 
4 December she plays at the opening of the New Opera House in Danville. Illinois, 
supported by a company from the Hooley's Opera House of Chicago. 
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NEW YORK SEASONS 

1875-76 

Booth's Theatre. 20 September to 8 October 1875. As Ned Compo in Boucicault's 
Flying Scud supporting George Belmore. an English comedian. 

1876-77 

According to the /Vew York Clipper and to Odell (10:257) she played in Augustin 
Daly's Fifth Avenue Theatre Company both in New York and on the road. 
January 1877: New York, Grand Opera House. As Molly in Divorce. 
February: New York. Olympic. As Mile. De Vincey in Biji Bonanza. 
March: on the road with Lemons, supporting Maurice Barrymore. Boyd as Bertha. 
But the Clipper a\so reports the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company touring various 
Illinois cities in February and March. 
May: the Clipper reports that the "Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company is to close for the 
season in Lacon. Illinois. May 12" (12 May 1877).-



SEASON 1877-78 

Illinois: 

Tiskiiwa 
Sandwich 
Abingdon 
Macomb 
Morrison 
Princeton 
Abingdon 
Avon 
Rushville 
Canton 
Carthage 
Dallas 

6-11 Auaust 1877 
13-18 August 1877 
20-25 August 1877 
27 August-1 September 1877 
3-8 September 1877 
10-15 September 1877 
17-22 September 1877 
24-29 September 1877 
1-6 October 1877 
8-13 October 1877 
29-3 1 October 1877 
1-3 November 1877 

Iowa: 

Mt. Pleasant 
Sigoumey. opening Opera House 
Albia 
Creston 
Red Oak 
Brownville 

5-1 1 November 1877 
12-17 November 1877 
19-24 November 1877 
26 November-8 December 1877 
10-15 December 1877 
17-22 December 1877 

Nebraska: 

Nebraska City 
Seward 
York 
Lincoln 
Hastings 
Kearney Junction 

Kansas: 

Washington 
Concordia 
Beloit 

24-29 December 1877 
31 December 1877-5 January 1878 
7-12 January 1878 
14-19 January 1878 
28 January-2 February 1878 
4-9 February 1878 

4-9 March 1878 
11-16 March 1878 
18-23 March 1878 

Ohio: 

Boyd alone takes some time off to play an engagement supporting Helena Mojeska 
Camille. Romeo and Juliei. and Adrienne. They played in 

Cincinnati 1-5 April 1878 
Louisville ? 

Kansas: 

Abilene ?-25 May 
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SE-XSON 1878-79 

Illinois: 

Mendota 
Eari 
Macomb 
Princeton 
Canton 

New York: 

Boyd plays at the Theatre Comique. 13 January to 24 May 1879. As Eunice 
Snow supporting Harrigan and Hart in The MulUf>an Guard Ball. 
The combination then is on the road: 

Brooklyn. Park Theatre 26 May for one week. 
Boston. Museum 2 June tor four weeks. 

12-17 August 1878 
19-24 August 1878 
26-31 August 1878 
1-6 September 1878 
8-13 September 1878 
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SEASON 1879-80 

Montana: 

Helena. Sawtelle's Theatre 2-10 July 1879 
Deer Lodge 
Butte, a makeshift theatre 21 July-2 August 1879 
Missoula. Courthouse 4 nights 
Stevensville 2 nights 
Missoula. Courthouse 
Fort Benton 
New Chicago 
Philipsburg August 1879 
Butte 1 -15 September 1879 
Glendale 
Silver Star 
Gallatin City 
Bozeman 
Helena, courthouse? 29 September-7 October 1879. Fair Week. 

New York: 

Brooklyn 17-19 November 1879, with Robson and Crane in 
Our Bachelors. As Spinster Courtney. 

California: 

Marysville 22-28 March 1880 
Oroville 29 March-4 April 1880 
Chico 5-11 April 1880 
Sacramento 12-18 April 1880 
Napa 3-5Mayl880 
Vallejo 6-8 May 1880 
San Jose 10-12 May 1880 
Sacramento 13-15 May 1880 
Stockton. Stockton Theatre 17-19 May 1880 
Plymouth 3-5 June 1880 
Placerville 7-13 June 1880 
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SEASON 1880-81 

New Y ork: 

Standard Theatre. 14-29 August 1880 in Our Gentlemen Friends with 
George and Joseph Holland. Boyd as Rose. 

Montana: 

mining towns 

Oregon: 

Baker City 
Jackson 

California: 

Chico 
Fresno. Metropolitan Hall 
Visalia 
Bakersfield 
Los Angeles, Tumverein Hall 
Anaheim. Anaheim Hall 
Riverside. Riverside Hall 

29-5 October 1880 
6-7 November 1880 

4-10 October 1880. Fair Week 
11-12 October 1880 
13-14 October 1880 
15-16 October 1880 
18-28 October 1880. Fair Week 

San Bernardino. Jackson's Theatre 10-13 November 1880 

Arizona: 

Tucson. Levin's Hall 
Tombstone. Ritchie's Hall 
Prescott 

18-27 November 1880 
29 November-15 December 1880 
Christmas season 1880 

New Mexico: 

Silver City 
Socorro 
Albuquerque 
Santa Fe. Plaza Theatre 
Las Vegas 

6-20 February 1881 

?-27 February 1881 
28 Februarv-5 March 1881 
7-14 March 1881 

Colorado: 

Trinidad. Mitchell's Theatre 
Pueblo. Seventh Street Opera House 
Denver until 1 May 1881 

To Chicago by way A.T.&S.F. railroad. 



SEASON 

Iowa: 

Marengo 
Newton 
Des Moines 
Atlantic 
Council Bluffs 

Colorado: 

Boulder 
Colorado Springs 
Pueblo 
Leadville. Tabor Opera House 
Pueblo 
Trinidad 
El Moro 

25 

1881-82 

27-29 June 1881 
30 June-2 Julv 1881 
4-5 July 1881' 
6-7 July 1881 
8-9 July 1881 

4-10 September 1881 
12-14 September 1881 
15-17 September 1881 
26 September?-1 October 1881 

New Mexico: 

Santa Fe, Mottley Centennial Hall 1-5 November 1881 

Texas: 

El Paso. Hill's Hall. 25November-3 December 1881 

Arizona: 

Tombstone, Schieffelin's Hall 5-16 December 1881 
Tucson. Levin's Hall 17-29 December 1881 

California: 

San Bernardino. Jackson Theatre 31 December 1881-2 January 1882 
Los Angeles. Tumverein Hall 3-11 January 1882 
San Diego ? 
Pacific Coast up to San Francisco 
Stockton, Stockton Theatre 27 March-1 April 1882 
Sacramento 

The company sailed from San Francisco on 10 May to 

British Columbia: 

Victoria 157-21 May 1882 

Washington: 

Seattle, Squire's Opera House 22 May-17 June 1882 
Port Blakely 2 nights 
WallaWalla 
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SEASON 1882-83 

Oregon: 

Portland, New Market 
The Dalles 

Washington: 

Walla Walla 

Oregon: 

Idaho: 

Boise, Good Templars' Hall 
Bellevue 

Montana: 

Helena 
Butte, Renshaw Hall 
Missoula 
Deer Lodge 
Virginia City 

Utah: 

25 June 1882. one week 
3 nights 

3 nights 

Baker City, Rust's Opera House July 1882 

9-19 August 1882 

25 September-c. 1 Oct 1882 
c. 2-8 October 1882 
c. 9-16 October 1882 
c. 17-23 October 1882 
c. 24-29 October 1882 

Salt Lake City, Walher Opera House 30 0ctober-6 November 1882 
Park City 

Wyoming: 

Evanston 
Green River 
Rawlins 
Laramie 

c. 7-12 November 1882 

13-14 November 1882 
15-16 November 1882 
17-18 November 1882 
20-22 November 1882 

Colorado: 

Pueblo 

New Mexico: 

towns 7 

Texas: 

El Paso 
Colorado City 

c. 2-9 December 1882 

for a fortnight 

1-6 January 1883 
7-? January 1883 

Arizona: 

Tombstone February 1883 
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Texas: 

Marshall 29-31 March 1883 

SEASON 1883-84 

Texas: 

El Paso, Schutz Opera House 23 July-? 1883 

Mexico: 

Chihuahua 

New Mexico: 

Silver City 

Arizona: 

Tombstone 

California: 

Riverside. Riverside Pavilion 
Los Anoeles. Rink Theatre 
Fresno, Metropolitan Hall 
Merced 
Modesto 
Stockton. Avon Theatre 
Chico 
Calusa 
Woodland 
Napa 
Eureka 31 December 

July 1883 

August 1883 

September 1883 

25-29 September 1883 
8-12 October. Fair Week 
25-28 October 1883 
29 October-1 November 1883 
2-3 November 1883 
5-10 November 1883 
10-16 December 1883 
17-18 December 1883 
19-22 December 1883 
24 December 1883. one week 
1883 or 1 January 1884. one week 

Oregon: 
Portland. New Market 
The Dalles 
Salem 
Portland 

Washington: 

Seattle. Yesler's Hall 
Port Townsend 
Tacoma 

21 January 1884 one week 
I -6? February 1884 
7-9 February 1884 
II February 1884 

13 February 

British Columbia: 

Victoria 17 February 1884. one week 
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Washington: 

Seattle. Yesler's Hall 23-25 February 1884 

Montana: 

Helena 7 April 1884. one week 
Bozeman 14-15 April 1884 
Livingstone 16-17 April 1884 
Billings 18-19April 1884 
Miles City 21 April 1884. one week 

Season 1884-85 

Wvomins: 

Utah: 

Green River 24 September 1884 
Evanston 25-27 September 1884 

Park City 29 September-1 October 1884 
Ogden 2-4 October 1884 
Salt Lake City, Walker Opera House 9-11 October 1884 

California: 

Vallejo 20-22 November 1884 

The company sailed for Victoria. B.C. on 23 November. 

British Columbia: 

Victoria arrived 26 November, played 27-29 November 1884 

Washington: 

Seattle. Frye's Opera House 1-6 December 

California: 

Fresno. Metropolitan Hall 13-14 February 1885 
Visalia 16-19 February 1885 
Bakersfield 21 February 1^5 
Los Angeles. Grand Opera House 24-28 February 1885 
San Diego 5-7 March 1885 
San Bernardino 9-11 March 1885 

Arizona: 

Tucson 12-14 March 1885 



Tombstone 

New Mexico: 

Silver City 

Texas: 

El Paso, Schutz Opera House 
Colorado City 
Abilene 
Cisco 
Weatherford 
Fort Worth 
Grandville 
Denison 
Sherman 
Dallas 

29 

16-21 March 1885 

24-26 March 1885 

23-25 March 1885 
26-28 March 1885 
30-31 March 1885 
1 April 1885 
2-4 April 1885 
6-7 April 1885 
8-9 April 1885 
10-11 April 1885 
13-14April 1885 
15-16 April 1885 

SEASON 1886-87 

California: 

Sacramento 
Y reka ? 
Los Angeles. Grand Opera House 
San Diego. Leach Opera House 

Washington: 

Seattle. Frye's Opera House 

British Columbia: 

Victoria 

Washington: 

WallaWalla 

late fall? 

17-18 December 1886 
27-28 December 1886 

23-25 March 1887 

Oregon: 

Portland 
Ashland 
The Dalles 
Pendleton 
Baker City, Rust's Opera House 20-27 April 1887 

Idaho: 

Boise 
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SEASON 1887-88 

California: 

Los Angeles. Grand Opera House 
San Diego. Leach Opera House 
Stockton. Avon Theatre 
Fresno. Fresno Opera House 
Redlands. Lugonia Opera House 
Riverside. Riverside Pavilion 
San Diego. Louis Opera House 

Washington: 

Seattle. Frye's Opera House 

Montana: 

Billings, Billings Opera House 

20-22 August 1887 
21 August-1 September 1887 
27-28 February 1888 
2 March 1888 
16 March 1888 
17 March 1888 
21-22 March 1888 

2 November 1888 

22-28? November 1888 

1890 

New York: 

Bowery Theatre in The Blacksmith's Vow. 7-12 July 1890 
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Fig. 1. The Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company's itinerary in the seasons 1881-82 and 1882-
83. Map from Warren Beck. Historical Atlas of the American West 

(Norman: U of Oklahoma P. 1989) 55-58. 
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"DRAMA IN TOWN!" TRAVELING THEATRE AND THE COMMLNITY INTERACT 

A rapid glance at the chronology shows that Nellie Boyd established her western 

touring pattern gradually in the first couple of years of her traveling, suggesting the ability 

of the leading lady to build her itinerary around possibilities and occasions as they 

presented themselves. 

Before forming her own company Boyd built a solid theatrical experience as a stock 

actress supporting many stellar attractions in Chicago and New York. Although no sure 

date exists, Boyd probably formed her own company in 1876 and began touring as leading 

lady and manager for the 1876-77 season. She dedicated the 1877-78 season exclusively 

to traveling the midwestem states, and the forty-two weeks the company spent on the road 

account for the success it encountered. ' During the first years of her troupe's traveling 

Boyd maintained the habit of returning to New York to play in name companies, but once 

she had established a name for herself and her own company, she broke with the City and 

pursued her career as traveling star. 

Boyd's first touring seasons in the West look very much like attempts to see whether 

the adventure would prove profitable in any way. After playing a regular season in 

Harrigan's and Hart's The Mullij^ati Guard Ball on the East Coast at least up to the end of 

May 1879. Nellie Boyd took her own company on a summer tour of Montana between 2 

July and mid-October 1879. playing extensively throughout the territory. Montana 

represented a good choice to begin touring the western states. Traveling companies could 

count on a circuit comprising several towns not too far apart and all interested in supporting 

theatrical activity. Thus, transportation and travel expenses could be well off-set by the 

high number of performances the circuit assured."^ Moreover, Boyd could probably count 

o n  t h e  e x p e r i e n c e  o f  J .  A l  S a w t e l l e .  w i t h  w h o s e  c o m p a n y  s h e  h a d  p l a y e d  i n  1 8 7 3  ( N e w  

York Clipper. 1 June 1873 : 78) and whom she very likely contacted before commencing 
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her tour in Montana. The actor and manager had arrived in the territory in 1878 after 

appearing "in various theatres throughout the East" (Clark 303) and was leading a very 

successful local company, which had its seat in Helena and regularly toured the Montana 

circuit (A'e^w York Clipper. I Nov. 1879: 254). Boyd's company played in the Sawtelle 

Theatre in Helena while Sawtelle was touring the territory with his company during the first 

week of July 1879. 

For the regular 1879-80 season the leading lady was back in New York, where she 

played Brooklyn with Robson and Crane in Our Bachelor. In March 1880 she left again 

with her own troupe to play northern California during the summer. With this tour Boyd 

tested the ground once more, trying one of the best known —and physically viable — 

western theatrical routes. There is no record of the company playing in San Francisco, but 

the gap between 18 April, when it was in Sacramento, and 3 May. when it opened in Napa, 

leads one to suppose a possible stand in the city. Again. Nellie Boyd returned to New 

York at the end of August 1880 to play a preliminary season at the Standard in Our 

Gentlemen Friends with Joseph and George Holland. This was her last appearance in the 

city for many years."* Trouping west evidently proved successful, and from this time on 

the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company toured exclusively the western states. 

By 4 October 1880 the company was in Chico. California, opening the season at Fair 

Week. The troupe went on covering many small towns in the state, from Fresno to Visalia. 

to Bakersfield. Los Angeles, and San Bernardino (Earnest 3. part II; 32). Few legitimate 

companies played the smaller towns in California, more regularly visited instead by 

omnipresent, indefatigable vaudeville troupes, minstrels, and magicians. Boyd did not 

disdain any town, however small, playing, as Sue Earnest put it. "under circumstances that 

would have daunted a less valiant soul" (1: 84). In Los Angeles. Boyd's was the only 

legitimate company to perform in 1880. It played at the enormous Horticultural Hall during 

Fair Week (84).'* From California the Boyd troupe entered Arizona and was saluted as the 
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first professional legitimate company ever visiting the territory." The troupe played 

Tucson. Tombstone, and Prescott between November 1880 and January 1881. 

The decision to tour the still rough Arizona and to pert'orm in emerging towns like 

Tombstone bespeaks the cleverness of the young actress and her understanding of show 

business: the theatrical conquest of a booming and already famous mining outpost would 

certainly bring her and her troupe excellent reviews and strongly help in constructing a 

good reputation for the artistic merits of the company. At the same time the troupe left a 

significant mark in the cultural history of Arizona towns. 

The theatre, especially legitimate drama, was believed to have a highly beneficial 

influence on the raising of a community from an unretlned far-westem group of people into 

a civilized society. The arrival of the Boyd company in Tombstone and Tucson sparked a 

discussion on the educational and moral value of the theatre. The Tomhstone Epitaph sided 

in defense of the drama: "Much has been and always will be said by some, derogatory to 

the stage and its effects, and while this theorism resolves itself into facts as regards a 

certain class of performances, we contend it does not hold good concerning the legitimate 

drama" (30 Nov. 1880). In Tucson, the Arizona Weekly Star engaged in profound 

considerations about drama and expressed the sincere hope that the Boyd company would 

honor the town's boards. One opera company and two vaudeville —called at the time 

novelty —troupes, had visited Tucson in 1879 and 1880. The Nellie Boyd Dramatic 

Company was the first legitimate professional troupe to play the town (Gipson 25-30). 

"The arrival of a dramatic company in this 'Ancient and Honorable Pueblo.' marks a 

new era in our advancing civilization, and we chronicle it with pride." opened the Star. 

"The great events of life." it continued, "are perpetuated in history, song, and story; but the 

most vivid representation of the passion of mankind are pictured in the stage. . . . The 

drama is living human history. . . . Even the crucifixion of our Savior has been 
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dramatized." Shakespeare. Talma, and Hackett, the paper declared, had been the passion 

of as many personages of history: Queen Elizabeth. Napoleon the Great, and President 

Lincoln (25 Nov. 1880). Both in Tucson and Tombstone newspapers agreed that "Ia|ll 

who have left their homes in the older States and especially in the large cities . . . sadly 

miss the delight engendered by witnessing the operate and dramatic performances" 

(Tonihsinne Epitaph, 30 Nov. 1880). With the coming of the Boyd company, stated the 

Star, "[flor the hardy frontiersman ... an opportunity is presented to see the whizzing 

world in miniature once again." The paper also stressed the value of drama for the younger 

natives of Tucson, "whose isolation from educational advantages has left a blank on the 

mind." They especially "should take a photographic impression as the actors tlit upon the 

stage of life." Finally, the paper invited men to take also "the fairest of (life's] sex" along 

with them to the theatre. "For the honor of the Old Pueblo," the reporter concluded, "we 

hope the Nellie Boyd Troupe will have reason for a grateful remembrance, will merit an 

applause which will lift the roof from Levin's Hall" (25 Nov. 1880). Tucson and other 

Arizona towns saw in the arrival of the Boyd company a precious occasion to improve their 

cultural status. Even more than that, serious, educational theatre would fertilize the soil for 

the establishment of a higher degree of respectability for the city. The Star emphasized this 

uplifting role of the theatre when stating that a good company would benefit the honor of 

Tucson. This interest in legitimate drama reveals also the desire such emerging towns had 

to become dignified in the eyes of the entire nation and somewhat to receive recognition as 

urban societies. A community that cultivates the arts, and respectable drama especially, 

raises beyond the limits of the tough frontier town or mining spot —a place of saloons, six-

guns, and gambling —to become a civilized oasis in the desert. 

Southwestern towns were not the only ones concerned with the issue of the stage's 

respectability and morality. Throughout the West papers wrote columns supporting 

legitimate theatre, and Nellie Boyd met their expectations. The plays she presented were 
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judged of high moral merit, besides being very good artistic productions. The Baker 

County Reveille, after the first appearance of Boyd's troupe in town, reported with 

satisfaction that the plays presented by the company were capable of exerting a "healthful 

influence upon community. .. . Baker City, morally considered, will have no just cause to 

regret that the Nellie Boyd troupe performed within her borders" (2 Aug. 1882). 

The Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company had also a more direct impact on the life of the 

towns it visited. As Pat Ryan noted, the company impressed the citizens of Tombstone so 

much that the amateur thespians sought to emulate Boyd's triumphs by reproducing some 

of the plays she had performed. Ryan observed that those plays became "staples in the 

local amateur bill" for long after the troupe had left Tombstone (54). Moreover, here, as in 

several other towns, the arrival of the Boyd company fueled the perennial protest against 

the inadequacy of playhouses in town. The Tomhsicme Epitaph remarked: "It is greatly to 

be regretted that Tombstone has not a hall or opera house sufficiently large to accommodate 

the people who desire to witness such first-class entertainments" (8 Dec. 1880). In 1881. 

the construction of the Schieffelin Hall, "for nearly two decades the only theatre of any size 

between El Paso and San Francisco" (Ryan 52), filled this "long felt want in the 

commumXy" {Tombstone Epitaph. 28 Apr. 1881). The coming of the Boyd company 

caused a concrete improvement in the city's theatrical equipment. In turn, a good 

playhouse was certainly appealing to traveling companies, which would now consider to 

stop in Tombstone. In this sense, the Boyd company's pioneering Arizona and the 

Southwest proved beneficial to the cultural progress of several towns. 

With the year 1881 the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company proceeded from Arizona 

north to New Mexico and Colorado, where it stayed until I May 1881. Santa Fe, New 

Mexico was another town seizing the occasion of having a troupe in its borders to start a 

petition for an appropriate playhouse. The Daily New Mexican urged the people of Santa 

Fe to patronize the Boyd company, since it was a good one. and "ln|ow that there is a 
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continuous line of railroad from Kansas City to San Francisco by way of New Mexico 

traveling companies will no doubt pass over the route frequently if they are well supported" 

{2 Mar. 1881). To support well and attract good traveling companies "the city needs a 

good playhouse" (3 Mar. 1881). Together with reviews on Boyd's performances, the 

paper dotted its pages with such claims during the company's engagement in town. 

in the summer of 1881 Nellie Boyd returned east to Chicago to visit her mother, who 

was living in that city {Arizona Weekly Star. 27 Jan. 1881). The actress remained in the 

East for a couple of months and at the end of June she was on the road again. The 1881-82 

season was a very long and profitable one. The success that the company had obtained 

made its leading lady confident as she decided to extend the itinerary to the northwestern 

territories. Commencing in Marengo. Iowa, on 27 June 1881. the Nellie Boyd Dramatic 

Company traveled very likely through Nebraska,^ then played Colorado, New Mexico, 

pushed on as far as El Paso. Texas, and went back to Arizona. 

Newspapers shows that this company represented an important presence in some 

towns. In Santa Fe. during Boyd's engagement of November 1881. the Daily \'ew 

Mexican acknowledged the company's activity in town, pointing out that it had "done 

much towards increasing the pleasure of life in Santa Fe" (5 Nov. 1881) and that its 

members had gained many friends among the citizens of the town (1 Nov. 1881). In 

Trinidad. Colorado. Frank Lockwood. trumpet player and director of the local band, 

declared he could "hang up his comet" after hearing the Boyd company's "splendid band." 

But Boyd's band constituted an incentive for the "Trinidad band boys." for whom "the 

right thing to do is to go right ahead" and become as good as Boyd's boys, because 

"Trinidad can't afford to be without a good band" (qtd. in Daily \'ew Mexican. 28 Oct 

1881). In Tucson, Arizona, papers again paid particular attention to Boyd's presentations 

as morally uplifting lessons: Hazel Kirke impressed a reviewer so much as to make him 

strongly encourage all of the school children to attend the performance. The play, he wrote. 
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"is the embodiment of the noblest principles of life land] a sermon which no child will ever 

forget" {Arizona Weekly Star, 22 Dec 1881). 

For her part. Nellie Boyd showed a genuine interest in collaborating with the social 

and cultural activities of the communities she visited. In December 1881. the Ladies' 

Episcopal Society of Tucson organized a benefit entertainment for the church in Levin's 

Hall. Local amateur artists and performers participated in it, and Boyd gave them free use 

of her company's scenery. The published a "Card of Thanks" by the Society: "The 

members of the Ladies' Episcopal Society . . . desire also to express their thanks to Miss 

Boyd, who so kindly placed at their disposal all of the scenery connected with the troupe." 

Boyd had actively engaged in a local cultural production on which the paper proudly 

commented: "the culture exhibited .. . proves that Tucson is not only a metropolis, but an 

art center." The reporter pointed out that almost none of the local artists were bom in 

Arizona: "these social re-unions weld together a cosmopolitan society which is unique and 

at the same time unequalled. We ... feel that the elements of literary and social cultivation 

are abundant" {Arizona Daily Star. 22 Dec. 1881). At the end of this engagement, Boyd 

and her troupe had become part of the life of Tucson citizens, having "made many friends, 

who will always be glad to greet them in our city" (29 Dec. 1881). Similarly, in El Paso, 

on November 1881, the Boyd company's orchestra furnished the music to a ball given by 

the Knights of Pythias (Lone Star, 26 Nov. 1881). Boyd never hesitated to give her direct 

contribution to the activities of lively cities that were striving to earn a reputation also as 

centers of culture. 

Such contributions were at the same time clever moves promoting Boyd's business. 

In El Paso a "large number of El Paso's best citizens" attended the Knights of Pythias' ball 

(Ume Star. 26 Nov. 1881), and on this occasion Boyd certainly made acquaintances that 

might have proven useful in supporting both her reputation and the fmancial success of her 

engagements in town. The coming of her troupe in El Paso, however, was also a 
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particularly powerful motive to the citizens' calling for the erection of a playhouse in town. 

Simeon H. Newman, editor of the Lone Star and a "booster for culture and education for 

the people of the frontier town" (Brady 4). promoted a journalistic campaign requesting a 

theatre. On 5 November he wrote: "If such a place be provided ... we may expect visits 

from theatrical troupes this winter . . . which will be denied us if it gets abroad that we 

have no suitable hall." By 21 November, thanks to the prompt and financial efforts of 

wealthy W.S. Hill. Hill's Hall had been built, expressly to accommodate the Nellie Bovd 

Dramatic Company, that began its first engagement in town on that night (Brady 5). Both 

the Ume Star and the El Paso Herald complimented Hill and architect Buchanan for the 

construction of the building (19 and 23 Nov. 1881). But Boyd's engagement showed that 

Hill's Hall was still inadequate to respond to the necessities of good theatre companies. 

After Boyd had left, the Lone Star launched a new attack: 

Among the many things that would redound the credit and material benefit of El 

Paso is a good theatre or opera house. We do not mean a mere hall suitable for 

any and all public meetings, but a building specially adapted to theatrical 

exhibitions. The city occupies a favorable position for securing first-class 

theatrical performances: for it is half way between St. Louis and San Francisco. 

... El Paso is to be a metropolis, and now is the time to . . . take the necessary 

steps for the early completion of an opera house that will be a credit to the city 

and place it among the theatrical points of the West. (26 Nov. 1881) 

In El Paso, Hill's Hall represented the most direct result of the Nellie Boyd Dramatic 

Company's presence in western towns. At the same time, the good quality of a troupe 

performing on an under-equipped stage promoted the continuation of the fight for a 

playhouse, and consequently —and most importantly— for the improvement of the city 

itself. Finally, in 1883 the Schutz Opera House was constructed, and El Paso invited the 

Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company to perform at the theatre's opening. With this action the 
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city overtly recognized the troupe's central role in the development of the city's cultural 

awareness. 

By the end of December 1881 the Boyd company was in San Bernardino. California, 

and from there proceeded to Los Angeles. Due to the lack of railroad transportation to the 

city, only three troupes from the East performed in Los Angeles in the season 1881-82. 

The Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company was one of them, together with the Charles Davis 

Company and the Robert McWade Company (Kaufman 138). Boyd's troupe then 

continued up to San Francisco. 

On 10 May 1882 the company sailed from San Francisco to Victoria. British 

Columbia, overcoming the northern frontier. After a successful week in Victoria, the 

troupe went on to Seattle, Washington, where two of the actors were hospitalized for a case 

of smallpox they had contracted on the steamer from San Francisco. Nellie Boyd 

determined to remain in Seattle until the two men healed completely, and to this end she 

canceled the troupe's planned engagements south of the city. The forced vacation lasted 

until 17 June 1882, two weeks after the close of the Seattle official engagement. The 

mishap proved somehow profitable to Boyd, who was offered a benefit performance on 14 

June to repay the generosity she had demonstrated toward her colleagues in supporting 

their medical expenses out of her own pocket (Searrle Daily P./.. 15 June 1882}. 

The Boyd company's contacts with Seattle citizens also include an amusing incident. 

The newly formed city band had rented the hall on the third floor of the Squire Opera 

House and used it for rehearsals. Unfortunately, rehearsal time coincided exactly with that 

of the Boyd troupe's performance, on the first floor. On the nights of 24 and 25 May 1882 

the din disturbing the play was formidable. Realizing they had been inadvertently guilty of 

such annoyance, the musicians publicly apologized: "The band boys wish it understood 

that their playing . . . during the Nellie Boyd entertainment, was not meant as a disrespect 

to the company or the audience." But they hastily asserted their rights; "the band ... are 
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(sic| compelled to meet there for practice. They have been engaged to play on Decoration 

day [30 May|, and having . . . entirely new music, it was then and it is yet absolutely 

necessary for them to meet in their room and practice during the evenings" {Seattle Daily 

Chronicle. 26 May 1882). After this explanation, the incident did not have any more 

(public, at least) consequences. During those two weeks in Seattle the leading lady earned 

for herself the respect of the population and for her company a great deal of publicity 

through the papers. 

On 25 June 1882 the company reached Portland, Oregon, where it played a one-week 

engagement, followed by short stays in other towns of the state. August and September 

were dedicated to Idaho. October to Montana, and in the following months the troupe 

performed in Utah. Wyoming, and went back to Colorado. Texas, and Arizona, 

concluding the season in Marshall. Texas, on 3 I March 1883.'^ Boyd's engagement in Salt 

Lake City on November 1882 brought advantage and publicity to two members of the 

commerce community in town. A column appeared in the Salt Lake Tribune announcing: 

The magnificent Cream and Gas-Blue Ottoman Brocade Dresses worn by Miss 

Nellie Boyd last evening at the Walker Opera House, were made by one our 

most fashionable Dress makers. Mrs. M. McDaniels. and the beautiful silks and 

laces were purchased at F. Auerbach & Bro's popular Dry Goods 

establishment. U is a matter of pride to Salt Lake City, as no fmer wardrobes, 

both in style and make up. have been seen on any metropolitan stage. (5 Nov. 

1882) 

Large towns offered actors the possibility of renewing their stage wardrobe, at the same 

time enhancing the prestige of the local business people who worked for the traveling star. 

By the summer 1883 the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company had become renowned in 

the western states and territories. In July the troupe also crossed the southern L'.S. borders 

and entered Mexico. If just for one time. Boyd led her company as far as Chihuahua. 
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Mexico, boldly defeating all the imaginable desert areas of southwestern regions.'" 

Between July 1883 and December 1884 the Boyd company was invited to perform at the 

opening of at least four playhouses: the Seventh Street Opera House in Pueblo. Colorado, 

in April 1881; the Schutz Opera House in El Paso, Texas, on 23 July 1883; the Rink 

Theatre in Los Angeles, California, on 8 October 1883: and the Frye's Opera House in 

Seattle. Washington on I December 1884. 

The engagement of the Boyd company in Seattle on December 1884 was considered a 

significant event. Manager Beade. of the Frye's Opera House, offered a very nice deal to 

all those people 

down of the west side of the Sound who wish to attend one of the Nellie Boyd 

entertainments. ... He will sell them for a dollar and a quarter a first-class 

ticket to the theater, and give them a ride on the Washington to Seattle for 

nothing, and another ride home again, also for nothing. The people of 

Whatcom, a hundred miles distant, will be enabled to witness this fine show as 

advantageously as the people of [Seattle!. (Seattle Weekly P.I.. 1 Dec. 1884) 

Nellie Boyd was the honored guest at one of the grandest events in Seattle's theatrical life, 

and theatregoers arrived in great number to her performances. 

Boyd did not need to experiment any longer. She had succeeded in establishing for 

her company an itinerary that extended from Texas to British Columbia, and newspaper 

reviews of her engagements in town show that she was a very much appreciated actress 

leading a very much enjoyable company: "The Nellie Boyd company gave the people an 

idea of what a good theatrical company could do in their short season. . . . The company 

could have successfully played for another week, and their departure is sincerely deplored 

by the major portion of the community" (Idaho Tri-Weekly Statesman. 19 Aug. 1882). 
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And upon her returning in a given town: "As Nellie is a favorite among our people, she will 

be greeted with crowded houses" (Baker Counn' Reveille, 30 Mar. 1887). 

For the following five years the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company kept touring the 

West, both playing return engagements in many communities and conquering the boards of 

other new towns along the way. One conquest was the town of Billings. Montana, created 

only in 1882 by a subsidiary of the Northern Pacific company to become a major site on the 

Pacific Railroad line. By 1884, when the Boyd company first visited it. Billings had 

become "an important shipping point for cattle, sheep, and wool." with a population of 

about one thousand and no suitable hall for theatrical performances (Brown. History 335-

36). Yet. Boyd did not hesitate to incorporate the new-bom town into her itinerary, only to 

be "jubilantly" announced at her 1888 engagement at the Billings Opera House, in fact the 

town's courtroom; "Tonight the Nellie Boyd Company will present His Natural Life to the 

Billings people. The mere mention of Miss Boyd's name in connection with a dramatic 

company in Montana is sufficient guarantee she will be greeted by a full house" (qtd. in 

Brown. History 350). 

Once more, on this occasion, the Boyd company gave reasons to the local newspaper 

to protest for the lack of a good playhouse and to ask for its construction. The courtroom 

had proved inadequate in hosting theatrical performances during Boyd's engagement, and 

the Billini^s Gazette noted: "It is greatly to be regretted that this city is not provided with a 

playhouse that is a credit to its enterprise and in keeping with the strides of advancement 

that have been going on the past few months. We predict that with the opening of spring 

some concerted actions will take place" (qtd. in Brown, History 350). This recurrent 

theme attached to Boyd's visit to many towns show how the theatre was considered an 

essential part in the development of a community. At the same time, it demonstrates that 

for these towns Boyd's performances and acting were of high quality, or of a quality 

judged good enough to deserve equipped stages and decent playhouses. In a word. 
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traveling companies and stars of Boyd's magnitude often were the ones to set the measure 

for high-standard theatrical offerings in small western towns. Better-known stars, if they 

ever appeared, represented exceptions in the cultural life of many western communities. 

Nellie Boyd, and many others like her. influenced the theatrical history of the West much 

more than first-magnitude stars and famous eastern companies, however informed about 

them western audiences might be. 

Boyd's annual engagements in Los Angeles show how the standard for good theatre 

could change with the cultural and urban development of a community. Boyd played Los 

Angeles for the first time in 1880. when the city was still a small town in the California 

"sleepy southland" (Earnest I: 82). and for the last time in 1888. after Los Angeles had 

become a major stop for great touring stars from the East. As the population in Los 

Angeles grew larger, the Boyd Company played shorter and shorter seasons. Probably the 

company suffered from the competition with the big stars that year after year visited the city 

in greater number. Rose Eytinge. Helena Modjeska, W.E. Sheridan. McKee Rankin and 

Fanny Janauschek. among others, played the city in the 1880s. As critics became 

accustomed to such attractions, they accorded Boyd less and less rewarding reviews. The 

actress received "liberal applause" in 1880 (qtd. in Earnest 1: 85); in 1885 she still pleased 

her critics with "conscentious" and "well presented" work [Los Angeles Daily Times. 28 

and 27 Feb. 1885). but her artistic merits did not convince them in 1887: "Of Boyd herself 

the most that can be said is that she possesses the ease of one long accustomed to the stage, 

knows when to make a desperate flirt of her graceful draperies, and when to cast a chilling 

glance —no more" (Los Angeles Times, 26 Aug. 1887). Although in this case the reviewer 

accused the Passion's Slave's "dull" script of giving Boyd "small chance to show her 

talent." he was not more merciful in his next, ambiguous critique; "As Bessie Merribright 

nothing beyond a lady-like mediocrity was expected; this Miss Boyd can show, 

maintaining her composure and her sweet smile through murder and sudden death with 
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praiseworthy calm" (27 Aug. 1887). At any rate, no enthusiastic reviews greeted Boyd in 

this late tour.'' 

This slight drop in the consideration of the reviewers would suggest that Boyd's 

company, as many other non first-class troupes, played always an important role in the 

growth of developing towns, but failed to satisfy completely their critics as soon as the 

town was large enough to support main attractions. Second-tier stars stimulated and 

nurtured the cultural conscience of many small towns. Once this was done, the public 

demanded higher standards of theatrical productions, and once a name star came in town, 

theatregoers went for it. Nonetheless, as Earnest's study demonstrates, a great number of 

minor companies continued to play Los Angeles together with first-class louring stars in the 

1880s, showing that their popularity did not dwindle at the same rale as their critical 

acclaim. Nellie Boyd, together with thirteen more leading ladies and men. totalled a 

minimum of between one hundred and one hundred and fifty performances in her tours of 

southern Califomia (Earnest 2: 53 1).' -

CIRCUITS 

Indefatigable Nellie Boyd led her troupe up and down the country from British 

Columbia to Texas. Covering an area that extensive did require a lot of time. Boyd offered 

performances throughout the year, with only but short periods of rest, either at the 

beginning of summer or right after Christmas Holidays.'' Even assuming that the 

company traveled all year long with no vacations, generally it was able to return to the same 

town every two years. After the first couple of years in which Nellie Boyd worked out the 

itinerary for her company, the troupe spent about one year traveling the north-western 

states and the following year traveling the Southwest. In both the northern and southern 

route the company included Califomia. which became the hinge of her itinerary and the 

only state enjoying annually Nellie Boyd's presence on the stage, with the only exception 
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of 1881. Considering a single touring season of the company, though, it is impressive to 

see how it started for instance in June from Iowa and finished in Washington Territory the 

following May. after roaming the southern states as far as EI Paso. Texas.' 

In most cases repertory companies did not follow any established circuit in their 

traveling seasons, as did combinations touring with one hit play. By the 1870s companies 

began to be formed in the theatrical centers of the East with the purpose of touring the 

country and presenting one play that had scored a decided success on the east coast. More 

than one company might take on the road the same play. These companies often bore the 

name of the play they toured and were generally labeled as "combinations": Aldrich &. 

Parsloe's My Partner Combination. McKee Rankin's The Danites. Roman Rye 

Combination and the like. However, the term indicated at the time all kind of legitimate 

theatre traveling companies, aside from their repertoire.' 

In his article on McKee Rankin's combination. Levi Phillips seems to suggest that all 

kinds of traveling companies in the country functioned more or less in the same way. In 

fact, his essay is a careful study of the Rankin company as an example of the central 

combination system at work. Several of his observations pertain more to companies led 

and routed by an agent or a business manager than to independent traveling companies. 

For touring companies, he notes, "[cjircuits determined itineraries to a large degree . . . 

allowing managers to book an attraction for one or more weeks in a single transaction" 

through a central agency usually located in New York City (226). However, the Nellie 

Boyd Dramatic Company and many other independent troupes did not work with a central 

booking system, and usually did not perform on official circuits. 

An "official theatrical circuit" refers here to a coalition of theatres organized to do 

business with combinations. As Alfred Bemheim defined it; 

A circuit is a group of theatres so related to each other geographically that they 

form a logical route for a touring theatrical company. . . . But in terms of a 
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business entity, a circuit has a definite, though somewhat shifting limit which is 

determined by the cohesive power of its constituent theatres: that is to say by 

the ability of these theatres to function efficiently as a unit in their relationship 

with attractions. (36) 

Usually such an "entity" was controlled by a single manager, or by a referee representing 

each of the circuit theatres' managers. This businessman arranged bookings through an 

agency or the company's agent in New York. 

Theatrical circuits had developed in the eastern and midwestem part of the country 

since the 1870s. but in 1880 there were just a few in the west. The creation of official 

theatrical circuits in the western part of the country, and especially on the Pacific Coast, 

was hindered by several factors. Railroad fares were deemed excessive and could consume 

the profits of the whole trip to the west coast. One other risk was represented by the long 

distance between the towns on the road west. From Omaha to San Francisco, lamented the 

New York Mirror, jumps between the cities on the Union Pacific and Central Pacific 

Railroad lines "are long, and involve days. After leaving Omaha, there are no places of 

consequence to stop and play, except Salt Lake and Virginia City, and both are over fifteen 

miles from the main road" (14 Jan. 1882). Again, combinations found the lack of alternate 

routes hazardous: "should a company prove unpopular enroute to San Francisco there was 

no practical alternative but to return the same way" (McElhaney 164). On the other hand, 

some California theatre managers did not agree on becoming part of a circuit dominated by 

speculative businessmen. In 1880, thanks to the effort of managers Tom Maguire and 

Charles E. Locke, none of the five major San Francisco theatres were under the control of 

Eastern managers (McElhaney 110). 

These difficulties notwithstanding, during the 1870s some western theatrical 

entrepreneurs like Al Hayman engaged in the organization of a centralized booking system 

in the West. San Francisco became the base for the booking of combinations and repertory 
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companies that originated in that city and toured the towns of the Pacific Coast. Despite the 

developing of such an organization, companies originating out of San Francisco and 

companies that did not restrain their itinerary on the Pacific Coast continued to book their 

season by individual transaction with local theatre managers (Walker. Historx 131). The 

unification of the New York-based booking system with the San Francisco-based one 

occurred in 1882 with the establisment of the Leavitt Circuit.'^ Slowly, the combination 

system —that is the central booking of a combination for a theatrical circuit —in the West 

began to expand in the 1880s. 

One of the earlier western theatrical circuits was the Texas Circuit, organized in 1879 

by the theatre managers of Galveston. San Antonio. Houston. Brenham. and Austin 

(Phillips 233). There is no record of the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company ever playing the 

Texas Circuit. Boyd reached Texas several times, playing El Paso. Marshall. Abilene. 

Cisco, Weatherford, Dallas and more, but apparently never performed the circuit's cities. 

This situation would suggest that the central booking system and the formation of circuits 

discouraged or rather did not leave space to independent traveling companies. However. 

Nellie Boyd did play at least some of the cities on Charles Riggs' California circuit, 

established in 1880. It included the theatres of Stockton. Fresno. Modesto, Merced. 

Madera. Selma. Tulare. Visalia. Bakersfield. Ventura, and Santa Barbara (Leavitt 257). 

The Boyd Company played Stockton. Fresno. Visalia. and Bakersfield on October 1880, 

then continued to Los Angeles and San Bernardino. It is rather implausible that the 

manager booked the troupe for just a few of his circuit's towns. More likely, the company 

had been booked through individual agreement with local theatre managers, as was the 

usual practice. 

A circuit like Riggs's followed a rather logical itinerary in California. From San 

Francisco to San Bernardino or to Santa Barbara there were few alternatives, and the most 

direct route crossed the cited towns. Many circuits of this kind existed in the West, 
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geographical entities that included playhouses situated on a viable route and linked by the 

only existing road. The Oregon Trail constituted one such circuit. This pioneer Utah. 

Idaho and Oregon stage route had been beaten by performers since the beginning of the 

expansion westward. It led easily to Montana, where many quickly developing towns 

formed another logical touring pattern for players. J. A1 Sawtelle constantly played the 

"Montana circuit." which included Jefferson City. Silver City, Silver Star. Sheridan. 

Virginia City. Glendale. Butte. Philipsburg. Missoula, and Helena of course. In Colorado 

the Langrishe troupe had established in the early 1870s an itinerary moving across 

Colorado Springs. Denver. Pueblo. Central City, and Wyoming's mining towns. 

Vaudeville troupes also followed a regular itinerary in the West, which opened in Salt 

Lake City and finished in New Orleans, winding through Montana. Washington. Oregon. 

California. Arizona, and Texas (Gipson 27-30). The Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company 

traveled on a similar route, one that was to become popular among combinations and other 

traveling groups in the following years: the New York Dramatic Mirror published on 14 

January 1882 the ingenious itinerary "devised" by Phil Kirby. agent of Edouin's Sparks 

(sicl company, who. after the completion of the Santa Fe railway in 1881. realized that the 

southern route to California proved more profitable to combinations than the northem one. 

Due to the closeness of several towns, every night could be "filled from Omaha to San 

Francisco, until reaching Tucson. Arizona, where a jump occurs of four hundred miles 

only to San Bernardino. Cal." The itinerary was Omaha, Cheyenne ( 1 night). Ft. Collins. 

CO (1). Boulder City (1). Denver (3 nights). Leadville (3). Colorado Springs ( I). Pueblo 

{1), Trinidad ( 1), Las Vegas, NM (I), Santa Fe (I), Albuquerque (1). Tucson, AZ (3 or 

6), San Bernardino. CA (1). Los Angeles (3). Bakersfield (1). Visalia ( 1). Fresno ( 1). 

Merced (1). Modesto ( I), Stockton (I), San Jose (1), San Francisco, where the company 

stayed for longer periods. At least one year earlier the Boyd company had followed that 

route, coming from Montana and Oregon. They traveled by stagecoach, not depending on 
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railroads, which were the major means of transportation for combinations from the eastern 

states. As a legitimate theatre company they first penetrated the Southwestern regions, 

bringing the "serious drama" to the last frontier. 
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Notes 

^ Boyd's birthdate has been provided by the Fresno Bureau of Vital Statistics, Fresno. 

California. 

2 This discrepancy concerns only the first three months of 1877 and has not been 

resolved yet. 

^ As Phillips points out: "Since a fair season was thirty weeks, and anything beyond 

thiry-five was considered fortunate. Rankin's forty-week seasons were one measure of his 

success" (227). No wonder that Boyd sought to have specified in the New York Clipper 

that her company "closed a season of forty-two weeks" (8 June 1878; 86). Such a lenghty 

traveling season was attractive also to actors looking for engagements in a touring 

company. 

For the definition of "circuit" cf. pp. 46-47. The Montana circuit in 1879 was not 

under the dominance of a sole manager. Later, by 1884, John Maguire gained control over 

many of the circuit's theatres. See McElhaney 167. The New York Clipper quoted a 

correspondent saying that "lt|he citizens of Helena are now building them |Boyd company | 

a theatre " (20 Sept. 1879). According to Brown. History (127) and Clark (303). instead, 

Boyd played for one week in the Sawtelle Theatre and the next in the county courthouse. 

^Odell mentions in his-4«/ia/.v of the New York Staqe one "Nellie (sic| Boyd" playing 

The Blacksmith Vow at the Bowery in 1890 (14: 370), but no other record about this 

presence of Miss Boyd in New York has been found. The theatrical activity in New York 

was year-round, but was divided into three seasons: summer, preliminary, and regular. 

The regular season began approximately 1 October, while the preliminary occupied the 

month of September, after the close of the summer season (Phillips 227). 
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^ Earnest quotes the Boyd company as being the "oldest and most popular dramatic 

organization in the West." but fails to give the source of her quotation (1: S4). 

Arizona Daily Miner. 21 Dec. \^80\ Arizona Weekly Star. 19 Dtc. 1881. According 

to Pat Ryan, the Boyd company was the first professional troupe coming to Tombstone 

from the East (53). He mentions one "first professional troupe to play Tombstone" (52). 

but does not specify its name, nor if it was a legitimate or nonlegitimate company. The 

source he gives tor this information, the Tombstone Epitaph, does not confinm the presence 

of any troupe at the time indicated by the author (13-14 August 1880). 

^ There is no record of the company stopping to play in this state. 

^ No record was found of performances between March and July 1883. Manager 

Welty was in Illinois by April, hiring actors for the company. Perhaps Boyd had gone 

back to Chicago herself. 

There is no record of the Boyd company reaching Mexico again. 

^ ^ The reviewer, however, reported satisfied audiences in both his articles. He termed 

the public an "easy pleased house" (26 Aug. 1887). 

Better-known players, such as Frederick Warde and Jeffrys Lewis, among others, 

appeared between fifty and one hundred times in the region (Eamest 2: 531). 

'•3 Newspapers files of the late nineteenth century are often incomplete and gaps exist 

in the records of theatrical activity. Therefore it is impossible to tell with certainty whether 

those rest periods really occurred or if simply the activity of the company was not recorded. 

^•^This was the case in the 1881-82 season. Later it was not different: in the 1883-84 

season the troupe went from Texas to Montana, including in the tour British Columbia and 

Mexico. 

'5 Cf n. 1. chapter 1. 
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See for example the activity of repertory companies (many of which were not 

formed in New York) as described by Slout. 

See Walker. History 78-80 and Leavitt 241-42. 

For a discussion of touring on the Oregon Trail, see Ernst and Hiatt. The Montana 

circuit is laid out in Clark 303. For the Langrishe circuit see Gamer 147-49. 
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BOOKING 

During the nine years of its western traveling, the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company 

most probably booked its seasons by means of individual correspondence with theatre 

managers. Either Boyd or her business manager contacted local theatre managers 

personally or more likely by mail, and once on the road, an advance agent arranged the 

details of the engagements. The Baker City Reveille reported on 30 March 1887: "Henry 

Rust 1 manager of the Rust's Opera House] received notice today from the advance agent of 

the Nellie Boyd Dramatic company, stating that |the troupe| would appear on April 20th 

and remain one week." Booking by correspondence was not a new procedure, of course. 

Traveling stars in the 1840s and thorough the 1860s arranged their seasons the same way. 

As the AVH" York Herald reported in 1878, "[ejach theatre manager corresponded directly 

with the individual stars, and contracted for the usual week to three weeks of their time, 

adding to these the support of his regular stock company, and filling the open dates with 

his best stock plays" (qtd. in Phillips 245, n. 39). Later, the combination system and the 

stars traveling with their own companies made it difficult for isolated theatres to book the 

attractions they preferred, and "Ib|y the late I870's," explains Phillips, "booking 

procedures had become so complicated and perplexing that . . . centralization . . . was 

essential" (234). By the 1880s managers throughout the country paid an annual fee to an 

agency which in turn provided them with entertainments for their seasons. Up to that time, 

though, individual booking seemed the only viable system in the western part of the nation, 

in small as well as in larger towns. 

Contrary to what happened to combinations traveling with a hit play, population did 

not determine the length of the Boyd troupe's engagements as a rule. According to 
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Phillips, a combination "had to play short stands in smaller communities en route from one 

city to another in order to avoid excessive travel costs." They contracted with circuit 

managers and combined "short stands to make up one-week engagements, thereby 

avoiding the effort and expense of individual bookings" (232). The Nellie Boyd Dramatic 

Company usually played one- to two-week "short seasons" in any town, but the length of 

the engagements varied a lot, apparently without any specific relation to population. For 

instance, the troupe played Los Angeles —population 11.183 in 1880 and 50.395 in 1890 

(McElhaney 163)—at the Tumverein Hall for ten nights in 1880 (18-28 October) and one 

week in 1881 (3-11 January): at the Rink Theatre for six nights in 1883 (8-13 October): at 

the Grand Opera House for six nights in 1885 (23-28 February), two nights in 1886 (17-

18 December), and four nights in 1887 (20-22 August). However, in a large town like Salt 

Lake City (population 20,768 in 1880) the Boyd troupe played always one-week 

engagements, while the nearby small towns secured the company only for two- or three-

night stands. But the troupe never played less than one-week engagements in the small 

Butte. Montana, population 3363 in 1880 (Brown. History 169). 

Boyd's booking system seems to have been rather flexible. In Tombstone, Arizona. 

December 1880. the company was booked for a one week engagement. The short season 

proved very successful, and at the farewell performance on 4 December it was announced 

that the troupe was to remain one more week, to the satisfaction of the audience 

(Tombstone Epitaph, 5 Dec. 1880). In 1881, at the close of Boyd's engagement in 

Tucson, Arizona, the reported that the actress, "after leaving here . . . 

will proceed to Tombstone: from there to Silver City, and from there home |in Chicago), 

by the way of the A.T. & S.F. road: stopping of course at those points where there is a 

prospect of business being good" (27 January 1881). These last-minute changes suggest 

that Boyd had both a previously planned schedule and openings for unplanned 

engagements. This flexibility was rather typical among traveling repertory companies and 
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stars. In the case of Nellie Boyd it remained a policy of her management. During the 

September 1880 tour of Montana, for example. George Welty. business manager, was so 

"well encouraged" by the success the company had obtained that he "consented" to prolong 

their engagement in Helena (qtd. in Tnmhstnne Epitaph, 28 Nov. 1880). On this occasion, 

being one of Boyd's first tours, we can assume that the troupe did not have a busy 

schedule, or at least that the schedule was elastic enough to permit sudden changes of 

program. The case was not very different, however, a couple of years later in Seattle, 

when the two actors contracted smallpox. Boyd was forced to cancel the planned 

engagements up the sound, but. according to the Seaule Daily Chronicle, the company left 

southward three weeks later to fill those same engagements (17 June 1882). Boyd sought 

to maintain adaptable working programs to meet contingencies, and probably the theatrical 

seasons in the towns she visited were poor enough to manage such contingencies. 

THE TROUPE ADVERTISES 

Once the booking was done and touring began, a requisite element in traveling 

companies was the advance agent. He arrived in town some days before the beginning of 

the engagement and prepared the ground for the company's appearance. His personality 

and his experience were often essential to the success of the company he represented.' The 

advance manager's functions were manifold, ranging from contacting the local theatre 

manager to directing advertising to arranging for hotel accommodations. He made 

contracts for the rental of the playhouse or the makeshift hall, and was generally able to 

obtain special hotel rates for the company. According to the Acw York Times, thanks to 

the efforts of shrewd advance agents, company members saw their hotel rates lowered 

from the regular three dollars to one dollar and fifty or two dollars for room and meals (qtd. 

in Phillips 238). Perhaps the most important among the advance agent's numerous tasks 

was effecting advertisement. Up until the 1890s the principal media for advertising 
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remained billboards, posters, handbills, also called dodgers, and newspapers. The 

advance agent was in charge of providing the bill poster in town with handbills and 

posters, whose number varied depending on the size of each town visited. If the troupe 

toured an established itinerary, the agent usually had all the printing ordered to one printing 

office, that would send the posters by express for the agent at his destination. After 

ascertaining that the posters had arrived, the advance agent would distribute them to the bill 

poster (Phillips 238).- Where bill posters did not exist, the advance agent attached the 

posters himself and distributed handbills in the streets. Even in absence of an advance 

agent or with short-notice bookings, posters were shipped anyway to the local theatre 

manager who would arrange for the posting prior the arrival of the company. In some 

small towns this could easily not happen, in which case the actors improvised on the lack 

of local organization. ̂  The agent would also contact the editor of the local newspaper and 

exhibit a number of newspaper clippings and reviews praising his company. Some of these 

were published in the days preceding the beginning of the engagement (Jensen 101). 

The Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company was no exception. Its advance agent came in 

town a few days before the troupe and arranged the details of the engagement and the 

advertising. Although no posters have survived, on some occasions newspaper articles 

mention that bills announcing the Boyd Company's shows had been affixed in town: 

during the troupe's first El Paso engagement, in November 1881. one spectator vvrote in 

his letter to the Lone Star that the "Nellie Boyd's troupe came to EI Paso preceded by big 

posters describing in fiery words the quality and quantity of talent that was to be spread 

over our community by the aforesaid Nellie Boyd's troupe" {Lone Star. 26 Nov. 1881). in 

Sacramento. California. 1882; "The management usually sees to it that the bill-boards 

largely exaggerate the performance given . . . The above company has proved itself an 

honorable exception" (qtd. in Idaho Tri-Weekly Statesman. 12 Aug. 1882). And the Daily 

New Mexican of Santa Fe tells about a misunderstanding caused by the "bill-posters of the 
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Nellie Boyd combination" illustrating a scene from The Two Orphans ( 1 Mar. 1881), (Fig. 

4)."^ The Da//v New Mexican also wrote about the advance agent of the Boyd troupe 

"billing his company for next week in Santa Fe" (25 Feb. 1881). Poster advertising was a 

common habit also for this troupe. And certainly they did not depart from the habit of 

creating dashy, brightly illustrated posters, exalting the ever-extraordinary qualities of any 

company. The Lus Angeles Times described a poster featuring a portrait of the "muscular 

and deep-chested" hero of Unknown 'm "bright and alluring colors" (18 Dec. 1886). and in 

SaltLakeCity the paper praised the quality of the Boyd company's posters: "The business 

manager of the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company has been filling the city with some beautiful 

posters. The lithographic work is exceedingly fine" (Salt Lake Daily Tribune 26 Sept. 

1884).-^ 

If this publicity helped, Boyd supported it shrewdly, seeking to have clippings 

printed in the paper ahead of her arrival and the play-bill published every day for the 

duration of her engagement. The printed bill. too. attracted the reader's eye with 

exclamation marks and promising appellatives like "versatile artiste" and "superb Dramatic 

Company." playing in town "for a short season only" (Tombstone Epitaph, 28 Nov. 1880) 

(Fig. 5). The style did not change over the years, since in 1885 Nellie Boyd was still "the 

most popular of all versatile artists." and her troupe "the famous Nellie Boyd Dramatic 

Company, comprising 17 first-class artists" (Lone Star. 21 Mar. 1885). To capture the 

public's attention even more, for a short period of time Boyd had her portrait engraved on 

the printed playbills. Beyond rendering the announcement more attractive, the portrait 

enhanced the elegance of the presentation and consequently the professional image of the 

leading lady. At the same time it helped to soften the somewhat aggressive big letters and 

ostentatious words that might annoy the eye of more refined people (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 2. An example of advertising posters; billposter for East Lvrine. From Stanley 

Appelbaum. Scenes from the i\ inefeenfh-Ceniury Sfa^e in Advertising Woodcufs (New 

York. 1977) 74. 
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Fig. 3. Billposter ^ov Article 47. From Stanley Appelbaum. Scenes frnm the Sineieenth-

Century Sta^e in Advertising Woodcuts (New York. 1977) 72. 
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Fig. 4. Advertisement poster for The Two Orphans. The light between Pierr and Jacques 

over Louise. From Stanley Appelbaum, Sccnes from the Sinetecnrh-Cenliirv Stage in 

Advertising Woodcuts (New York. 1977) 89. Boyd used ihis iliustralion lo advertise her 

company's performance of The Two Orphans. Some Santa Fe citi/.ens, in 1881. mistook 

the poster for the picture of a fight recently occurred in town, and were "extremely 

disgusted when told the truth in (he matter" (Daily Sew ,Ue.\:ican. 1 Mar. 1881 ). 
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D R A M A T I C  C O M P A N Y ,  
CQMMENCltfG 

Thursday, Nov. 29. 
REPERTOIRE OF EI.AYS: 

;  w t ;  
; ; v; 

<1.1...I 

^ c 
N  • >  N  <1 .  • !  j ' . V  

Admission, $1.00 
Reserved Seata. . - - - $1.50 

• .• . :• -.v r-: t: 

Fig. 5. Advertisement bill for the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company's performances in 

Tombstone, Arizona. Fromiha Tombstone Epitaph, 28 Nov. 1880. 
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j SQUIRE'S OPERA HOUSE 

Tnesdaj Erening, Mfty 23, 
TU* Nsw York and .laa rraacUco kuocmî  

FORGET-ME-NOT, 
And a Laughable Parte. 

TBA RENAXIU ARTUTO, 
N E L L I E  B O Y D ,  

SVPPONCX! BR THA LUPERB 
! NELJJE BOTO DRAMATIC COMPANY. 
[ >L«W AA4 CL««AAT Bcearryl—OMR OW« 
I BRTULAAT ORCHNTRAL 
! NEAERREIL taaU FOR TALA AL I*ANIPHR«T IC. 
I LOWMAN'T. MLL^ 

Fig. 6. Playbill advertising the performance of Fornel-Me-Sot by the Nellie Boyd 

Dramatic Company in Seattle. Washington. From the Seattle Daily P.I.. 23 May 1882. 
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Besides the clippings and bills provided by the company, newspapers published daily 

reviews and comments on the performances. In exchange for this service, the editor 

usually received a number of complimentary tickets tor the press (Jensen 102). By the last 

quarter of the nineteenth century free tickets for the owners of the theatre, the management, 

and the press had become a matter of form in the eastern states, and undoubtedly the 

practice had spread through the country (Brooks 95). The El Paso Herald, on 23 

November 1881. subtly wrote: "Mr. Welty. manager of the Nellie Boyd dramatic troupe, 

paid his respects to the Herald" probably implying the delivering of the expected "comps." 

Once the troupe arrived in town, the advance agent left his place to the business 

manager, who registered the actors at the hotel and then checked on advance ticket sales. 

At times, he found that additional "live" advertising was necessary to assure the local 

populace that the company had arrived as scheduled. It was not uncommon for traveling 

troupes to miss engagements without notifying the theatre manager. Transportation delays, 

ill management, the disbandment of the company in the middle of a touring season, and 

similar incidents could come about, and the local theatre manager found himself strugglins o SO C* 

to fill the evening as best as he could, or giving perfunctory explanations. Thus, as an 

assurance that this would not happen, "the business manager might send company 

members out for a walk so that prospective patrons could see them" (Phillips 238). 

Often the companies sought to have their performances advertised in the streets by 

their own bands. George Willison describes such an activity as it happened in Leadville. 

Colorado, although he referred it to the publicity used for variety performances; 

Eariy every evening seven brass bands assemble in crowded State street before 

each of the variety theaters. . . . Then one by one they march off with a great 

roar of brass and pounding of drums to beat up the town, parading it from one 

end to the other, trailing "boys and banners telling of cancans, female bather, 

daring tumblers and other dramatic attractions." (qtd. in Gamer 141) 
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Such advertisement was common in the entertainment world and sometimes it was the only 

advertisement offered by the company. Slout observes that often the company did not bill a 

town ahead of its arrival: the "orchestra boys" would do the job by playing in the streets 

(17). Nellie Boyd thought well to use every publicity means at her disposal. Beyond 

billing, she also decided to make a regular use of live musical advertisement with daily 

extra performances of great effect. As the Idaho Tri-Weekly Statesman reported in 1882: 

"The splendid orchestra which accompanies the troupe is in itself a great attraction and its 

morning and evening parade |sic| are thoroughly enjoyed by all" (12 Aug.). In Los 

Angeles the orchestra played "excellent music ... at the fountain" (Los Angeles Daily 

Times 9 Oct. 1883). The artistic management of the company was indeed conducted with 

refinery and tactical acumen. 

As to the business manager, George Welty for the Boyd troupe, one of his duties was 

to carry on the terms of the stipulated contracts with local theatre managers. The typical 

agreements between the company and the theatre manager were rent or sharing. Sharing 

terms involved the participation of the theatre manager in the financial risks of the 

operation. For this reason theatre managers in larger cities were willing lo negotiate 

sharing agreements just with first-class companies and dealt on rental terms with all the 

others. On the other hand, managers in the smaller towns booked companies under rental 

agreements only, thus having little more to worry about than collecting the rent (Phillips 

239). 

A LEDGER 

The only record in my possession about the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company's 

expenses for the playhouse speaks of the rent for the theatre in El Paso in 1881: "The Nellie 

Boyd troupe pay S30 per night or SI80 for a week's lease of the theatre" (£/ Paso Daily 

Herald. 26 Nov. 1881). This theatre was in reality Hill's Hall, the makeshift hall built by 
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Mr. Hill expressly to accommodate Boyd's company. The rent was high if compared with 

those charged by other playhouses. Andrew Jensen reported in his article some figures 

regarding theatre rentals in Minnesota for the 1885-86 season; 

A typical example, the Philharmonic Hall in Winona, which seated seven 

hundred, had a thirty- by fifty-four-foot stage and full sets of scenery, and 

rented for fifteen dollars per night or thirty dollars for three nights, exclusive of 

license. The one big-town theater in the state that rented for a fixed sum was 

the roomy and well-equipped Duluth Grand Opera House, which brought sixty 

dollars per night. (98) 

Hill's Hall had cost 51,150 (The Lone Star. 26 Nov. 1881) and was under equipped 

"comparing with the theatres in our centers of population" (El Paso Weekly Herald, 23 

N o v .  1 8 8 1 ) .  I t  w a s  a l s o  c o n v e r t e d  i n t o  a  h o t e l  a f t e r  t h e  d e p a r t u r e  o f  t h e  B o y d  t r o u p e  ( T h e  

Lone Star, 3 Dec. 1881), but as a theatre it brought its proprietor good money. 

Another makeshift hall that hosted the Boyd Company in October 1880 and in 

January 1882 was Tumverein Hall in Los Angeles. Until 1884 this was the only suitable 

building for legitimate theatre in the city. The hall's seating capacity was five hundred, ii 

had dressing rooms in the cellar below the stage, and it featured a "very attractive" 

proscenium arch sustained by four Corinthian columns, with a portrait of Shakespeare on 

the top panel, busts of Goethe and Schiller between the columns, and "heavy crimson 

velvet and lace curtains." Again. "|t|he balcony ceiling was twined with evergreen and 

asparagus fern," and "supper was served at midnight. . . from the kitchen in the rear" (qtd. 

in Kaufman 135-36). In 1914, the Lo\ Angeles Times emphasized what for contemporary 

standards were the negative qualities of the building: "The fioor was fiat, and the seats were 

ordinary chairs, with their numbers chalked on the back. . . . The chairs were more easily 

moved to clear a space for dancing, which invariably took place after theatrical 

performances. . . . The footlight gas was turned on from without. . . . The orchestra 
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consisted of a piano, two or three violins, guitar and comet. . . . Visiting troupes usually 

brought their own scenery." as was the case for the Boyd Company (136). The Tumverein 

Hall, be it good or bad. rented at twenty-five dollars per evening. 

Ticket prices were also relatively high in the western states, especially in small 

towns. Since its beginning with the gold rush, the theatre on the mining frontier had been a 

rather expensive entertainment, though one for which hard-working miners and pioneers 

would gladly pay. In 1849 the Eagle Theater in Sacramento charged three dollars for box 

seats and two dollars for the pit benches (Davis, "They Played" 169). In 1860 at Niblo's 

Garden in New York tickets for boxes were only fifty cents, and those for the family circle 

twenty-five cents (Brooks 55). By 1884 ticket prices at Niblo's still ranged from fifty 

cents for reserved seats to twenty-five cents for the family circle, while the higher priced 

Lyceum in 1885 charged two dollars for the most expensive tickets. In 1880 Sarah 

Bemhardt appeared at Booth's Theatre, and single tickets for her performances cost one to 

three dollars. The price was the same eleven years later for her season at the Standard 

Theatre (92). 

The standard prices for the Boyd Company's performances ranged from one dollar to 

one dollar and fifty cents, with few exceptions. Ticket prices did not change much in the 

nine years of their traveling, between 1879 and 1888. nor did they vary much from one 

town to the other (see Table 1). 
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Table 1. 

Ticket prices charged by various western playhouses for the Nellie Boyd Dramatic 

Company's performances. 

City Year Theatre Gen. adtn. Res. seats Others 

Helena 1879 Sawtelle's Theatre Sl.OO Si.25 

Tombstone 1880 Ritchie's Hall Sl.OO S1.50 

Santa Fe 1881 Mottley's Theatre Sl.OO Sl.OO 

Tombstone 1881 Schieffelin's Hall Sl.OO S1.50 

T ucson 1881 Levin's Hall Sl.OO S1.50 

Seattle 1882 Squire's Opera H. S0.35 S0.50 

Boise 1882 Cjood Templar's H. Sl.OO SI.25 S0.50-S0.25 
maiinecs 

Salt Lake City 1882 Walker Opera House SO.75-0.50-0.25 res scats 

Los Angeles 1883 Rink Theatre S0.35 S0.50 

Stockton 1883 Avon Theatre S0.75 circlcandparquci 

S0.50 galicr\ 

Salt Lake City 1884 Walker Opera House S1.00-0.75-0.50 nt) res. scaLs 

SeaUle 1884 Frye's Opera House S1.00 panjuct S6 seasiin iickci 

Si.25 drcvscircle $5-S6 txi\c> 

$0.75 lamilN circle 

$0.50 gallerv 

El Paso 1885 Schutz Opera House $ 1.00 SI .50 

Source: playbills and announcements printed in newspapers. 1879-1885. 
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The Daily New Mexican of Santa Fe stated that the price of one dollar with no extra 

charge for reserved seats at Mottley's Theatre had been obtained by "popular request" (30 

October 1881). 

The low admission prices at the Rink Theatre in Los Angeles may seem strange, as 

the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company played at the opening of the theatre. The Los Angeles 

Times reported that the ticket price on this occasion had been "reduced" to thirty-Uve and 

fifty cents. In his dissertation about the theatrical activity in Los Angeles. Edward 

Kaufman explains that in 1883 the city had one "preferred" playhouse, the "respectable 

Tumverein Hall." where only legitimate drama was staged and tickets were higher. The 

others were "less fashionable houses —usually converted halls —|which| had to content 

themselves with somewhat lesser attractions and lower admission prices." ranging from 

fifteen cents to twenty-five cents (145). The Rink was a converted roller-skating rink itself 

and it could not compete with Tumverein Hall. Nonetheless, the Los Angeles Times 

reported, it had "a stage and an entirely new set of scenery" and presented it as a real 

playhouse. The management chose to have a sort of promotional sale on the opening's 

tickets, "[njotwithstanding the expense of fitting up the Rink" {qtd. in Kaufman 144). 

Stockton, by 1883. had become a standard stop for companies traveling out of San 

Francisco. Although small, it was a lively and attractive town. Many first-class 

performers had played there, and low prices were customary, as in major theatre centers. 

Seattle Squire's Opera House practiced a popular price policy in 1882 (Seattle Daily 

Chronicle. 23 May 1882). Still, 35. 50. and 75c tickets ranged high compared to the 10-

20-30 policy inaugurated in the 1880s. which soon spread throughout the country. By that 

time, according to Slout. popular prices had become "totally identified with |melo|dramaiic 

repertoire" (14) similar to that of Boyd's. Nellie Boyd began touring he country slightly 

before the establishment of the ten-twenty-thirty companies and kept touring during the 

price-shifting period. However, her company was never identified with ten-twenty-thirty 
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ones, and its melodramatic repertoire never judged poorly staged. Matinees, as the Boise 

example shows, were usually less expensive than evening performances. Salt Lake City 

advertised popular prices for the Boyd's engagenment of November 1882. and this 

provoked what the Tribune called a "misapprehension" in the theatregoers: the price 

reduction made them think that the company was a poor one. and only small audiences 

attended Boyd's first few performances (2 Nov. 1882). The paper struggled to reassure 

the public about the company's merits, and finally succeeded in gathering larger houses for 

the rest of Boyd's engagement. 

In general, though, better players did not necessarily mean higher ticket prices. 

Admission charges depended very much on the reputation of the playhouse and on the 

importance of the event taking place in it. On 1 December 1884 Nellie Boyd played at the 

opening of the very elegant Frye's Opera House, a four-story high building, with a seating 

capacity of 1300. and. according to Edwin Nelson, "the most pretentious structure yet 

erected in Seattle. Its gas lighting fixtures were the most modem available. The auditorium 

was beautifully finished" (37). The price charged for the tickets ranged from fifty cents for 

the gallery to one dollar and twenty-five cents for the dress circle. Two days later, on 3 

December, the renowned Rose Eytinge appeared at the newly opened Standard Theatre, a 

"neat, cool, comfortable, cozy" theatre seating seven-hundred, where the admission charge 

had been set at fifty cents. The performance of Nellie Boyd gave "unbounded satisfaction" 

to the nine-hundred people attending the show (Seattle Daily P.I.. 2 Dec. 1884). but Rose 

Eytinge's "magnificent impersonation" was accorded a reception that "amounted to an 

ovation" in the overcrowded theatre (4 Dec. 1884). Despite this difference in reception, the 

popularity of Nellie Boyd gained her a place in the best and higher priced playhouse in 

town. As Richard Hiatt observed, emotion played a strong part in the preferences of the 

people in the last frontier; first class stars "were not seen often enough to become popular 

in the Pacific Northwest. The small town theatregoers reserved their real affection for 
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those women troupers who came around often enough to establish a loyal local following" 

(126). Again, be it for affection or for better playing, during the Boise engagement of 

August 1882 at the Good Templars' Hall admission to the performances by the Nellie Boyd 

Dramatic Company was one dollar and one dollar and twenty-five cents. Two days after 

the end of Boyd's short season, the McGinley Comedy Company gave "a splendid 

entertainment in Good Templars' Hall" for the price of fifty cents and one doWar (Idaho Tri-

Weekly Slatesman. 24 Aug. 1882). 
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Notes 

' Jensen 97. and Phillips 237 and 246. n. 62 and n. 63. 

2 Changes in advertising modes in the nineteenth century are described in Brooks's 

dissertation. 

^ See the experience of Will Locke in the Josh Anderson show as recounted in Slout 5-

6. 

The Daily New Mexican described the misunderstanding as follows: "The bill-posters 

of the Nellie Boyd combination, in which is the fight between the cripple and Jacques in the 

play of The Two Orphans, excited the undistinguished wonder of a party of Mexicans in 

Lower Santa Fe yesterday. They mistook the illustration for a representation of the fight 

between Gallegos and Chaves on Saturday last, when the former was killed, and were lost 

in astonishment at the expedition with which the Americans had gotten up so many pictures 

of it. A large crowd in Herry Motley's place were (sic) extremely disgusted when told the 

truth in the matter" (1 Mar. 1881). 

5 The reviewer mentions in this article the business manager affixing posters, while 

probably referring to the advance agent. Some of the printing firms supplying billposters 

were dedicated to the production of woodcuts for theatrical uses. The Ledger Job Printing 

Officc of Philadelphia was one of the best-known of such companies. Around 1875 this 

firm published a book containing a large selection of cuts for any kind of theatrical 

advertisment. In this collection, the woodcut of The Two Orphans illustrates the fight 

between the cripple Pierr and Jacques (89), as in Fig. 4. It might well be that Boyd 

purchased her posters also from this firm. For a brief survey of advertisement habits and 
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techniques in the nineteenth century, see Appelbaum vii-\i. The author also gives a 

description of general prices for posters (147). 
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THE NAMES, THE ROLES, THE ORGANIZ-ATION 

The Boyd troupe is defined as a traveling repertory company by current terminology. 

Last-century newspapers' terms for the company varied, and comprised "dramatic troupe." 

"legitimate company." and "combination." Only rarely would papers refer to it as 

"repertoire" or "repertory" company. This term came to current use slightly later in the 

years, when ten-twenty-thirty troupes established themselves. 

The members of the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company kept varying in names and 

number during the time of the troupe's life.' There are only three or four actors whose 

names recur over the years. The rest of the company changed almost completely every 

year, and usually changes occurred at the end of a season. For such companies as Boyd's 

the continuity of performances throughout the year and the nation does not really allow a 

strict temporal definition of a "traveling season," so it seems somewhat arbitrary to divide 

their activity into parts. However, conventionally such division existed and it was 

important for the management of the company.- The New York Clipper reported 

announcements like this one: "The season of 1883-4 will begin with [Nellie Boyd's| troupe 

about June 15. People are wanted for the next tour" (31 March 1883: 27). Generally no 

turnovers happened within any given season. It was customary, however, for performers 

to join different companies in the course of their career, always seeking to acquire a better 

status than they previously enjoyed. Moreover good actors, when given the possibility to 

lead their own company, did not hesitate to leave their supporting roles (Phillips 236). 

Besides players leaving at the end of seasons, the Boyd company also lost some actors 

along the way. when they decided to jump to a different troupe —as in the case of Mr. and 

Mrs. French in Montana—or to settle in a particular town—as did S. Philleo In El Paso. 
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The roles assumed by the other performers suggest that they were employed on the 

basis of their lines of business. Some of the players performed certain duties in the troupe 

beyond acting: property man and business manager are mentioned in articles and reviews 

concerning the Boyd company. 

The troupe traveled by different means of transportation. Most frequently they 

moved by private stage-coach, which allowed them to run along the often primitive trails 

leading to small towns far from the main road. At times they took a train, and at times they 

sailed by steamer. Costs and salaries will be discussed, but information about the financial 

situation of the company is very limited. 

The original company supporting Boyd in her western touring was composed of 

eleven people: Nellie Boyd herself. "Misses Rorence Clifford, Minnie Crisp, Genie 

Tomlinson. Messrs. J.W. Toohey. R.E. French. C.A. Hazenwinkle. O.L. Hart. G.M. 

Welty, W.T. Wright, and W. Tomas" (New York Clipper, 26 July 1879: 142).-^ With this 

troupe Nellie Boyd toured Montana in the summer of 1879. R.E. French was the leading 

man, G.M. Welty the property man. The two years from 1879 to 1881 were somewhat 

frantic as to changes of personnel. For a start. French and his wife. Minnie Crisp, left the 

company at their return engagement in Helena, in September 1879. and became residents of 

that city (/Ve-w Y^rk Clipper. 20 Sept. 1879: 206). Two months later they joined J.A. 

Sawtelle's Dramatic Company. This was one of the rare turnovers that Miss Boyd 

experienced in the middle of a touring season. Mr. and Mrs. French were immediately 

replaced by "Mr. Chapin and Miss Williams of Chicago" {New York Clipper. 20 Sept. 

1879: 206). who by the way were already gone when the Boyd company hit the road in 

1880 for their California tour. At this time Boyd gained an actor from the Sawtelle troupe 

in the person of H.B. Emery, who joined the Boyd company in Plymouth at the beginning 

of June 1880. At the end of the season C.A. Hazenwinkle left to become leading man in 
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the Katie Putnam Comedy Company, whose leader was one of the most beloved second-

tier traveling stars in the northwestern states (A'tfw York Clipper. 19 June 1880: 102). 

By the 1880-81 season the company comprised a handful of performers who 

remained with Nellie Boyd for at least three seasons. The whole troupe was composed of 

George M. Welty, H.B. Emery, leading man. O.L. Hart, first comedian. S. Philleo. W. 

Noble, a Mr. Merritt, Jennie Darragh, Florence Clifford. Maggie Boyd, second leading, 

and Little Georgie Da//v 18 Nov. 1880).'^ J. Frederick was the advance 

agent, and the company included also a certain "Prof. De Val, leader of orchestra," and a 

"Master Herbert (9 years old), leader of brass" (A'fvv York Clipper. 3 Apr. 1880: 14). 

No review mention the presence of an orchestra traveling with the Boyd troupe in the 

1879-80 and 1880-81 seasons, but. when publishing announcements to hire a company. 

Boyd usually advertised for musicians as well."' Thus, the company probably had a small 

band of their own. even if no published handbills mention it. The Daily New iVte.xican 

lamented on 3 March 1881: "If the Nellie Boyd Combination had better music there would 

be a decided improvement in the company's entertainment." but the source of the bad music 

remains unknown. However, by the 1881-82 season the "reorganized and enlarged" Nellie 

Boyd Dramatic Company boasted a full "Brilliant Orchestra" under the direction of Prof. 

H.A. Raymond.^' The New /V/ex/ca/7 was satisfied: "The orchestra . . . is a good one and 

furnished very fine music" (I Nov. 1881). The orchestra continued to be a refined feature 

of the Boyd Company in the following years, and received better and better reviews each 

season. The Lone Star enthusiastically wrote: "The music given by the band attached to the 

Nellie Boyd troupe is the finest ever heard in this country. ... As a rule, the music given 

by the orchestras of traveling theatrical troupes is of the worst kind, but the Nellie Boyd 

band is composed of musicians who would grace the orchestras of the metropolitan 

theaters" (30 Nov. 1881). The Stockton Mail commented: "The orchestra is a good one. 

and contributes in no small degree to the pleasure of the audience" (8 Nov. 1883). The 
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handbills printed in the Seattle Daily P.I. for the company's engagement of December 

1884 announced the presence of "Miss Boyd's own elegant Silver Comet Band and Superb 

Orchestra," that "treated the audience to a number of selections played in an 

unexceptionable manner" during the opening of Frye's Opera House (2 Dec. 1884). 

For the 1881-82 season Genevra Canavan and J.P. Curran. among others, came into 

the Boyd Company. Canavan played second leadings in lieu of Maggie Boyd and was 

often praised as a very good actress. Curran played supporting and small roles, and 

apparently acted also as advance manager during this season.^ The two jobs must have 

been incompatible, or at least exhausting, and by the next season A.F. Bailey joined the 

troupe, acting uniquely as an advance agent. Another dual role was taken by George M. 

Welty. who became business manager of the company in 1880 and often played small 

parts. Mr. Welty continued to be associated with the company to the last season, though 

after 1884 there is no more mention of his name as an actor. 

The performers assumed their roles according to their lines of business. Nellie Boyd 

usually played the title role, though in a few plays she chose minor characters that were 

probably more appealing to her. The leading lady was seconded by Emery, leading man, 

who was accorded alternatively good and less satisfactory receptions by audiences and 

critics. The first comedian was O.L. Hart, an excellent actor, judging from the reviews he 

received everywhere. He could not help keeping "the audience in a roar of laughter" (qtd. 

in Daily \'ew Mexican. 27 Oct. 1881) and systematically "brought down the house" with 

any of his personifications (1 Nov. 1881). Genevra Canavan generally assumed the title 

role when Nellie Boyd chose a minor one. Philleo filled second leading and second 

comedian parts. The other actors played minor supporting roles, usually receiving only 

passing notes from the reviewers. 

A small child always traveled with the company, as melodramatic repertoire often 

required the presence of a little boy or girl. Little Georgie was Jennie Darragh's child. 
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When Darragh left in 1881. Ruby Lafayette entered the troupe with her daughter, little 

Alma, "surprisingly good for so young an actress" (Seattle Daily P.I., 23 May 1882). 

Little Nellie Felton and her parents joined the company for the 1883-1884 season. The 

little girl's acting was judged "very natural" (Seattle Daily P.I.. 12 Feb. 1884). 

A complete change of company took place in the 1883-84 season. An announcement, 

or "card." appeared in the New York Clipper on 3 1 March 1883: "Season 1883-1884. To 

open on or about June 15. Wanted, a full dramatic company and musicians for the Nellie 

Boyd Dramatic Company. Silver Band and Orchestra, people who double in Band 

preferred: a good property-man to play small parts and play in band. . . . Address G.M. 

Welty, 209 West Van Buren Street, Chicago, until April 7" (32). The previous January 

Philleo and Mrs. Harding had left the Boyd company to settle in El Paso. Texas, where 

they "improvised" a local company under the management of Henry Collins, "formerly 

manager of the California Comedy Company" (Lone Star. 3 1 Jan. 1883). This and other 

unknown reasons made Boyd decide for a full turnover. At the end of August. 1883, a 

leading man and a property-man were still wanted for the company (New York Clipper. 25 

Aug. 1883; 372). Finally, the new Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company was complete. It 

included seventeen people, only five of whom formed the "Superb Orchestra." which 

anyway kept collecting great reviews. G.M. Welty was again the business manager. 

Theodore Roberts the leading man. Frank B. Hatch the new "genius" comedian. Fred 

Felton the stage manager, Charles Snook the "master of property," D.W. Clark the Musical 

Director. Supporting players were: Rose Wilder. Mrs. Fred Felton. little Nellie Felton. 

Charles Morris, Frank Ellerslie, George Dubois, and Frank Combs (Seattle Daily P.I.. 12 

and 13 Feb. 1884). By December 1884 only the names of Theodore Roberts and George 

Welty remained unchanged in the troupe, and in the last two seasons the company included 

Roberts, Hatch again, and the new names of John Wallace, a Miss Wilton as soubrette. and 

Carol Crouse. Thomas R. Harrold was the Musical Director.^ 
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George Welty. the only person connected with Nellie Boyd during the whole 

existence of her company, got his position as business manager in 1880. Among other 

things, he was in charge of hiring the performers, or at least of arranging casting.'^ His 

address appeared in the "cards" published to this purpose in the Clipper. A review in the 

Tombstone Epilaph about the rendition ofFunchon stated that "the entire cast was presented 

in a manner to reflect credit on the management," implying the resposibilities of the 

manager in the choice of actors (30 November 1880). But "the management" is not limited 

to the work of the sole business manager. Surely he had a hand in all business matters 

pertaining to the company, but Nellie Boyd, as artistic leader and head of the troupe, gladly 

shared his duties. The choice of repertoire and itinerary was her concern primarily.'" and 

she was also attentive to the economic side of her job. Harrold stated: "Good business 

woman as she was ... so she was as the financier at the head of her company. Of course 

she had her business manager, but she was always in close touch with everything. Pay 

day was at 10 o'clock every Sunday morning and she herself paid out every cent of salary" 

(Fresno Morning Repuhlican. 14 Nov. 1909). Dispensing the company members'weekly 

pay was typically done by the business manager. Again, the business manager accorded 

loans to the performers and deduced the sum from their salary, becoming a sort of cashier 

(239). Nellie Boyd did a similar thing with her troupe. She acted as a treasurer when "a 

member of the company ask(ed| her to retain his or her salary, after taking out what was 

needed for immediate and personal expenses." Boyd's actors and actresses liked and trust 

the actress's "economical and money-saving tendency" {Fresno Morning Repuhlican. 14 

Nov. 1909). 

It is not incorrect to claim for Nellie Boyd the role of manager of her own company. 

She had put together a troupe and had carried on her first season with no business 

manager. As we have seen, the figure of a non-actor manager was just dawning at the end 

of the 1870s and imposed itself in the persons of theatrical speculators during the 1880s. 
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Boyd, as many others, acted as leading lady and business manager of the troupe she 

formed and. after acquiring a business manager, kept an active role in the organization of 

the company and continued to share the financial risks of the traveling theatrical life. As 

some studies have shown, actresses forming and leading their traveling companies always 

carried managerial responsibilities.'' 

Of main concern for all traveling troupes was limiting expenses, from advertisement 

to transportation to performers' salaries. There is no information about salaries as paid in 

the Boyd company. The manager's card on the Clipper recited: "People pay their own 

board. State lowest salaries in first letter" (31 March 1883 : 32). It was not the most 

alluring of announcements, but the terms were typical.' - The amount of the weekly pay. 

however, is not known. Phillips's essay (241-42) and Brooks's dissertation (102-4) show 

that weekly salaries in the late 1870s and early 1880s ranged from ten dollars for the child 

in the troupe to two hundred dollars for a well-known lead. The differences in wage 

depended very much on an actor's line of business and reputation, "reputation taking 

precedence" (Phillips 242). Lawrence Barrett advised his advance agent to keep the total 

weekly salary expenses up to five hundred dollars for a company comprising nine men and 

four ladies beyond himself. In this case salaries ranged from forty dollars for the actress 

playing seconds and heavies to eighty or one hundred dollars for the chief support.'' The 

Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company was similar in number to Barrett's, comprising twelve to 

seventeen people. How profitable it could be to work in a repertory company like Boyd's 

remains unknown. However, an incident occurred in 1887 that shows how much a nightly 

performance could be worth. Harrold related that the Boyd company was delayed on their 

way to Boise. Idaho, primarily because of bad weather. They missed the opening night of 

a one-week engagement in the city, and "S700 was taken for the first performance which 

had to be returned" (Fresno Morning Republican. 14 Nov. 1909). Harrold did not specify 

where the seven hundred dollars would come from, but it could have been just the box 
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office balance, since a ticket cost around one dollar and twenty-five cents. Apart from this 

occurrence, there is no other record of Boyd's earnings that could tell how rewarding 

traveling theatre was in economical terms for nonoutstanding stars or for supporting 

players. 

The Boyd company traveled mainly by private stagecoach. Although by the early 

1880s many of the principal railways had been completed, a great number oi small towns 

could not be reached but by taking a stage route. Moreover, stage roads were better 

connected than railroads (see Fig. I). At the end of the 1880-81 season, the Boyd 

company, that had so far traveled by stage coach, took the A.T.&,S.F. railroad lor their tnp 

back to Chicago. They carried complete scenery, properties and costumes for their 

productions. These alone probably necessitated a freight car, and expenses nruist have been 

high. Nonetheless, Boyd did not disdain railway transportation, when convenient: the 

company had been the "first to take the Southern Overland Railroad across the continent 

(New Ynrk Clipper, 26 Mar. 1881; 12). which by 1881 connected Texas. Arizona. New 

Mexico and California. 

The steamer was the best solution when the company traveled north from San 

Francisco to Portland. Seattle or Victoria, the overland route being very hard. Sailing 

could be very upsetting anyway, as demonstrated by the performers' choice to reach 

Oregon by the overland route in 1887. Despite the difficulty of a winter stage trip, they 

claimed that "to go by steamer would make them so deathly sea-sick that it would take three 

vnoni]\s io vecover" (Fresno Morning Repuhlican, 14 Nov. 1909). Stagecoach  remained 

the troupe's favorite means of transportation. 

To accommodate a company of twelve to seventeen people plus scenery, costumes, 

and properties required at least two stages. The troupe did not spare itself in large luggage, 

which was often playfully commented on in the local papers: "one would think that the 

circus had come to see the great wagon load of trunks which arrived in town Sunday 
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belonging to the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company" (Baker Counlx Reveille. 2 Aug. 1882). 

Nellie Boyd's costume packing-box alone constituted a subject of conversation: in Tucson. 

Arizona, during their "friendly call" to Boyd at her hotel room, the Weekly Slur's 

journalists expressed "astonishment at the size of a trunk we saw in the room: for we were 

uncertain which was the room and which the trunk." When the actress admitted to be "very 

nervous at the prospect" of meeting hostile Indians while traveling, the journalists "thought 

of suggesting that the big trunk would answer for a block house to which all the company 

could retreat and be safe" (27 Jan. 1881). 

Laughing or not at these jokes, people and luggage went along on overloaded 

stagecoaches, which at times proved not to be the most comfortable of all means. Harrold 

related an episode about problematic stagecoach traveling. The company had left Yreka. 

California, for Ashland, Oregon, on a sunny winter morning. The ground was covered 

with one foot of immaculate snow. 

We hadn't gone over five miles when the sun commenced to soften up the 

snow and make it slushy to such an extent that the horses would bog at every 

step. So it was a case of the men getting out and walking. But even this didn't 

mend matters, so the women had to get out also. If the author of The Snow, 

the Beautiful Snow had appeared on the scene at this particular time. I hate to 

think what would have happened to him. 

The men used some sleds they found on the road to drag the women, then forded "a 

number of small creeks" carrying the ladies on their backs. Finally the company arrived at 

Cole's Station. 11 miles from Yreka. The trip had taken them the entire day. To Boyd's 

credit. Harrold reported that she merrily encouraged the group and was "so jolly and good-

natured 'hroughout this trying trip that you couldn't help liking her" (Fresno Mornini; 

Repuhlican. 14 Nov. 1909). Hard as it was. at least the stagecoach gave the performers 

freedom in choosing places and time for their traveling. 
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ENGAGEMENTS 

Once in town, the company was ready to begin the planned engagements the same 

evening. The Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company usually performed for what was called a 

"short season" of one week, sometimes extending to two weeks. Generally they offered 

seven performances per week, changing their bill nightly. One evening of performance 

included a regular play, sometimes a recited prologue, and an afterpiece, usually a farce. 

Nellie Boyd clung to the habit of the afterpiece "after most companies had discarded it" 

(Earnest I: 84). There is no evidence that she offered vaudeville between the acts of a play. 

According to Slout, such presentations were typical of repertory companies playing mainly 

small towns and served to "Till the time' while the stage was being set" (15). Both 

afterpieces and vaudeville between acts could be seen as a typical feature of older or minor-

quality companies. Boyd rejected in-between pieces that could interrupt the flow of the 

play, and, in order to "fill the time," offered musical entertainments. As the Puget Sound 

Herald put it. "the intermission between the acts was agreeably beguiled by excellent 

musical selections by the Nellie Boyd orchestra" (qtd. in Salt Lake Daily Tribune, 1 Oct. 

1884). 

The "laughable pieces" Boyd presented after the regular play met the expectations of 

the public and never failed to please audience and critics alike. Moreover, Boyd's easy 

interpretation of both dramatic and comic roles reinforced her fame as an actress whose 

versatility "could not be excelled" (/\ncr;/7a Dd/(v5/<ir. 16 Nov. 1880). At times a tableau 

or a jig was offered at the close of the regular performance. In Santa Fe, New Mexico, the 

tableau Retrihution "was a very striking one and the curtain went down as the audience was 

intently gazing upon the painful scene," while the Donnyhrnok Jii>, "introduced" by Nellie 

the night before, "brought down the house" (Daily AVvv Mexican. 3 and 4 Mar. 1881). 
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Again, Boyd played the fool in the "roaring farce The Fool of the Fumilw" gaining praise 

and friends in this extravagant interpretation (Seattle Daily P.I.. 26 May 1882). 

Presenting an entertaining afterpiece was anyway a clever act of business. The "gods 

of the gallery" notoriously went to the theatre to show off and "enact the part of 

hoodlums." sometimes disturbing the performance to the point of having newspapers 

demanding the intervention of police officers (Seattle Dally P./.. 27 May 1882). But they 

usually were extremely pleased by risible representations, flocked to the theatre when they 

knew they could have fun, and did not spare their applause.Indeed, the afterpiece was 

what "the boys" expected most: "The performance (of CaiytUle] was quite a lengthy one, 

and did not admit of any Slasher business, which some of the boys rather regretted."' By 

trying to attract all kind of audiences, Nellie Boyd was securing the largest possible houses 

for her performances. 

In their week-long engagements, the company commonly offered Monday through 

Saturday evening shows plus a Saturday matinee especially dedicated to ladies and 

children. The Saturday matinee was offered fairly regularly on one week or longer 

engagements, no matter how large the hosting town was. Tombstone. Seattle. Stockton. 

El Paso. Tucson, Boise, Los Angeles, all these towns enjoyed so-called "children" or 

"grand" matinees. Phillips shows how Rankin's combination manager routed the company 

so that "Saturdays were played in cities sufficiently populous to support matinee 

performances" (228), and rarely in communities under 55.000 inhabitants. Companies 

touring a single play needed a population large enough to ensure two different audiences in 

the same day. Again, these figures do not seem to have been a concern for the Boyd's 

troupe and in general for repertory companies, due probably to the possibility they had to 

change their offering even in the same day. The very same people attending the matinee 

could go to the theatre also in the evening and enjoy a different performance. On 

Saturdays, in fact, the Boyd company played a matinee and an evening performance and 
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could present two different productions, as well as repeat the same play. For example. 

Haz.el Kirke was presented for the El Paso Saturday matinee on 26 November 1881. On 

Saturday evening the company performed Eusr Lynne. In Salt Lake City, instead, the 

company unusually began its engagement with a Saturday matinee, giving Solomon Isaacs. 

and repeated the play on Saturday evening (Salt Lake Daily Tribune. 4 Oct. 1884). In 

Tucson. Arizona, during the November 1880 two-week season, the Boyd company offered 

one "grand Matinee" on Thursday. 25 November, and no matinees on the two Saturdays 

comprised in the engagement. Thursday matinees were not common, as usually this type 

of performance was reserved for Saturday afternoons or, where economically 

advantageous, for Wednesdays (Phillips 228). In fact, according to the records gathered, 

the Thursday matinee in Tucson is the only one of its kind in Boyd's touring career. 

There is no information on whether the troupe used to give matinees during their two-

or three-night stands, but it looks rather improbable. Instead, as Thomas Harrold recalled 

on occasion of Boyd's death, she had a "special interest" in children and schools: "It was a 

common incident while staying in a town, or even when on stage travel and the time to the 

next show would permit, to call the company together to entertain the passing school" 

(Fresno Mornini^ Republican. 14 Nov. 1909). Such unannounced matinees were quite a 

unique feature of the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company, one that qualifies Boyd as a pioneer 

also in educational theatre. In fact, beyond improvising for the "passing school." Boyd 

also organized lectures and demonstrations for high schools, her favorite teaching terrain. 

Comedian Wallace, a "well-read man on general topics, land! familiar also with 

Shakespearean literature and characters." was often recruited to instruct the students with 

his personincations (Fresno Mornini^ Republican. 14 Nov. 1909). These distinctive and 

uncommon lessons surely pleased the students more than any book. Nellie Boyd 

continued to cultivate her interest in schools after her retirement from the stage. In her new 

hometown, Fresno, California, for many years she directed the annual theatrical 
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performance by the Fresno high school's students (Fresno Morning Republican. 8 Nov. 

1909). 

If Saturday matinees occurred almost as a rule in Boyd's company, Sunday 

performances were very rare. The custom of Sunday theatricals itself was not spread in the 

country. In several eastern cities, including New York and Philadelphia, laws prohibited 

Sunday performances. Only New Orleans in the South, Chicago. Cincinnati. St. Louis 

and San Francisco in the West sanctioned the practice. However, Sunday performances 

were forbidden either by law or by convention in most of the U.S. Outside the theatrical 

profession, opposition was based on religious grounds. But also inside the profession 

working Sundays were not looked upon as desirable. Besides, Sunday performances 

usually proved poorly paying compared to regular ones,"' Generally the Nellie Boyd 

Dramatic Company used Sundays to travel from one town to the next, and most times 

engagements began on Monday. Three Arizona towns form an exception: Tucson. 

Frescott, and Tombstone, which apparently enjoyed the greater number of the Boyd 

company's performances. During the December 1880 two-week engagement in 

Tombstone, the company got on the boards seventeen consecutive times, thirteen of which 

on regular performances, one on a matinee, two on Sunday, and one for a benefit soiree. 

They performed fourteen different plays, without counting the afterpieces. In Frescott the 

troupe played on Sunday, 26 December 1880. although the Arizona Miner reported that it 

was an unusual occurrence (27 Dec. 1880). In 1881 the company again gave Sunday 

performances in these two towns. There is no record showing that Sundays were regular 

working days for the Boyd Company. On the contrary, dark theatres on Sunday were 

generally taken for granted. 

Often at the conclusion of her engagements Nellie Boyd was tendered a benefit soiree 

from her audiences. Brooks explains that by 1880 benefits were given "for special honors, 

for charitable causes, or as a celebration for a special occasion, instead of being used 
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regularly to supplement salaries" (71). After 1880 the majority of benefits were for 

"charitable causes, although there were still a few given for theatre staff" (104). For 

traveling troupes benefits were the demonstration of thankfulness from the part of an 

appreciative public and continued to be offered to favorite traveling stars. 

Boyd did not receive benefits regularly, but she did receive many throughout her 

career. A letter to the leading lady, published in the Arizona Daily Star, illustrates the 

procedure: "Dear Madam: The undersigned citizens of Tucson, wishing to show their 

appreciation of your ability as an actress, and their esteem for you as a lady, desire to 

tender you a benefit, to take place during your present engagement in Tucson, on such a 

night as you may determine, and in such a character as you may select. (Signed)." To 

which Boyd responded: 

Gentlemen: In response to your highly esteemed favor of December 21st. 

tendering me a complimentary benefit. I would name Saturday evening. 

December 24. and the play of "Forget-Me-Not," in which I will personate for 

your approval the character of Stephanie de Mohrvart. Thanking you for our 

expressions of approbation, and your kindness in thus tendering me a 

complimentary benefit. 1 am most respectfully yours. Nellie Boyd. (22 Dec. 

1881) 

One certainly useful benefit was given to the actress in Seattle, after the smallpox incident 

that took the company away from the road for two weeks. The Seattle Daily Chronicle 

stated that Boyd's expenses "while remaining here have amounted to several hundred 

dollars, and our citizens have shown their appreciation of her conduct by contributing 

liberally to her entertainment" (17 June 1882). The soiree "proved a benefit indeed." 

assured the Daily P.I. (15 June 1882). The financial and artistic success of benefits was 

regularly stressed in the reviews, indicating the noble character that this habit retained for 

theatregoers in the West. 
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Repertory companies usually returned to the same towns every year, and on some 

occasions played return engagemnets in the same place more than once a year. Levi 

Phillips states that return engagements were usually considered impractical for traveling 

companies. He does not seem to make any distinction between traveling repertory 

companies and combinations touring a single hit play. Certainly, managers of 

combinations touring a single play must be certain to have first-class attractions when they 

decided to book their troupe in the same place more than once in one season (Phillips 23 1). 

For repertory companies return engagements were less problematic, thanks to the 

possibility they had to change their offering daily, although sometimes the repertoire was 

not so vast to allow for an entire change of program at every engagement. Nevertheless, 

once a star and her company had established themselves as "favorite." return engagements 

rarely proved unprofitable, as audiences witnessed gladly their favorite plays performed as 

they expected. 

The Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company occasionally played return engagements, as in 

Texas (January. March, and July 1883). and California (November 1884 and February 

1885) and its audiences invariably accorded it a warm reception. But apart from these 

examples, determination was what marked the success of repertory traveling companies. 

By returning to the same towns at least every other season, Nellie Boyd became a constant 

in the cultural life of such communities. The success of the first engagement in each town 

was a calling card to exhibit in the rest of the nation and a guarantee of good reception on 

the troupe's next visit. Returning was fundamental to the life of the company itself. 

As a troupe traveling with full-cast productions, the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company 

did not require the support of a local stock company or amateur troupe. However, there is 

at least one mention of a local thespian actually playing with the Boyd Company. In 

Tombstone. 1 December 1880. George W. Parsons went to the theatre with some friends. 

He wrote this laconic comment in his private journal: "R. the two A's and I attended the 
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Nellie Boyd dramatic performance tonight of Rose Michel. Very good. 'Chip' took part in 

play" (!05). "Chip" remains an isolated case in the records, but he was not. as pointed out 

earlier, the only local citizen to become involved with the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company, 

although not as directly as Chip did.' 
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Notes 

' Only the variations occurring in the nine years of the company's western touring will 

be discussed here. 

2 Of course, the division of the theatrical year at least in regular and summer seasons 

existed for the activity of playhouses in most towns and in every large city. 

^ With exception of the New Ynrk Clipper, the page numbers of newspapers are not 

available and will not be given. 

Maggie Boyd could be Nellie's half-sister. Nellie's mother. Margaret, had gotten 

married for the second time to a Mr. John Bimey, who had four children, among whom 

was one named Maggie iFresno Repuhlicun. 14 Jan. 1931). Maggie could have chosen 

her half-sister's surname to stress her link with the leading lady and possibly to avoid a 

connection of her true name to the theatrical profession. These are only hypotheses, as no 

evidence exists on Maggie Boyd's and Nellie Boyd's sisterhood. Maggie is mentioned on 

various occasions togeher with Nellie since 1873. She remained with the Boyd company 

until 1881. 

^ See for instance the announcement appeared on the New York Clipper on 8 June 

1878: "Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company. Wanted, for season of 1878 and '79. a Full 

Dramatic Company; also Brass Band" (83). 

^ From the handbill printed daily in the New Mexican. 28 Oct. through 5 Nov. 1881. 

"^TheNew Ynrk Clipper of 2 July 1881. however, reports W.H. Mizener as advance 

agent (238). 

^Theodore Roberts made a name for himself in the cinema and played as leading man 

for Mrs. Leslie Carter. Hatch left the theatre for the business world and became manager 
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of William A. Brady's New York enterprise. In 1909 Harrold was Deputy County 

Surveyor in Fresno, California (F/ier Fresno Morning Republican. 14 Nov. 1909). 

^ It is unknown whether or not Nellie Boyd participated to the chioce of the 

performers. Phillips lists a combination business manager's typical duties: "He purchased 

[the company members'! train tickets, checked them into hotels, seeing that the ladies had 

the best rooms, advised them as to time and place of departure for the next engagement, 

and dispensed their weekly pay" (239). To employ performers was instead a duty of the 

combination manager, meaning by this term the leading actor of the company, the 

performer who put together the combination and gave it his or her name (226) — Rankin in 

Phillips's essay, Boyd here. 

Harrold recalled Nellie Boyd organizing a meeting in San Francisco with the 

company, after which she changed the season opening from the planned Portland. Oregon 

to Sacramento, California (The Fresno Mornint^ Repuh/ican. 14 Nov. 1909). 

' ' See for example Curry's book. Lauterbach also examined the theatrical activity of a 

leading lady and manager. Jolly Delia Pringle. 

Another card in the same paper offered "state very lowest salaries in first letter" (31 

Mar. 1883: 32). 

Qtd. in Phillips 241. The letter is dated 17 May 1879. As Barrett's letter shows, 

actresses and actors on the same line of business received different salaries, the actresses' 

being less substantial. 

See the Los Angeles Evening Express (19 October 1880), qtd. in Earnest I; 85. 

Newspapers often complained about the bad conduct and perennial laughing of the 'boys." 

See for example Earnest 2: 536-39; Dci//v S/ar. 16 Nov. 1880 and 24 Nov. 1880; 
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Arizona Daily Miner. 27 Dec. 1880. recording that citizens in Prescott demanded the 

presence of the Sheriff in the theatre to preserve order. 

Daily New Mexican. 4 November 1881. Slasher and Crasher was the title of a 

seemingly irresistible farce that the Boyd company presented fairly often as an afterpiece. 

For a discussion of opposition to Sunday theatricals see Phillips 228-30. Some 

great stars of the late 1870s and early 1880s often refused to perform also on Saturday 

nights. See for example Bordman 10. 

'^The Tombstone Epitaph of 30 November 1880 reported, as "leader of the orchestra 

.. . the familiar face of Mendel Meyer." Although not specified. Meyer might have been a 

Tombstone citizen, in which case this would be one more episode of direct participation of 

a local citizen to a performance by the Boyd's troupe. George Parson was a "miner, real 

estate entrepreneur, and diarist of Tombstone in its heyday .. . [and] a skillful and versatile 

actor on its amateur stage" (Ryan 58). 
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PLAYS. PIRACY, AND SETTINGS 

The Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company traveled with a vast repertoire of thirty-five 

pieces, consisting of popular melodramas, comedies, and afterpieces. Many 

companies in the last quarter of the nineteenth century traveled with "literally dozens of 

pieces prepared, which allowed them to vary their offerings according to the tastes of the 

various communities" (Slout 14). Titles and offerings, however, did not vary much from 

town to town. Nor did they differ much from one company to the next. A list of the plays 

offered by the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company is both impressive and typical of traveling 

repertory companies.' 

Melodramas; Rose Michel: Article 47; A Case for Divorce: Two Orphans: The 

Octoroon :Cami lie: Led Astray: Lady of Lyons: East Lynne: Hazel Kirke: For^et-Me-Noi: 

Fanchon, the Cricket: A Celebrated Case: Coralie: Leah, the Forsaken: The Ticket-of-Leave 

Man: Frou-frou: The Banker's Daughter: Hidden Hand: Uncle Tom's Cabin: The Sew 

Magdalen: Lorle*: The Passion's Slave'^: Claire and the For^e Master*: Unknown*: The 

Planter's Wife'*: Streets of New York'*: Bought or Lost, and Won*. 

Comedies: Caste: Solon Shini>le: Kathleen Mavoureen: To Oblige Benson. 

Mis.rgi'\Qc&s((nvce.s): Slasher and Crasher: Nan. the Good for Nothing: The Rou^h 

Diamond: The Fool of the Family: Turn Him Out. 

Tragedies: Lucretia Borgia. 

The list includes English plays, American productions. French and German 

adaptations, and dramatizations of novels, like Hidden Hand.- Many of these plays were 

melodramas, stories of sorrow and murder, outcast and repentance, with a more or less 

happy ending. Several of them presented comic passages to counterpoint the more tearful 
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episodes, and were labeled "comedy-dramas." as for instance Hazel Kirke i Daily New 

Mexican. 4 Nov. 1881; Arizona Weekly Star. 22 Dec. 1881). Some of them were judged 

"realistic" and credible —though "painfully sad" —like the very improbable The Two 

Orphans (Arizona Daily Star. 24 Nov. 1880). Some others were announced plainly as 

"thrillingdrama" —r/jt? Octoroon, for instance—or "sensational and emotional." as Article 

47. and many were "society dramas," like A Case for Divorce or The Banker's Dauf^hter. 

Theatregoers loved them all and papers delighted in publishing such comments as; 

"Handkerchiefs were in request all the evening" (Stockton Eveninj> Mail. 6 Nov. 1883) or 

"[t|he various emotional scenes drew tears to the eyes of many" (Arizona Weekly Star. 22 

Dec. 1881). 

Patrons were very fond also of comedies and farces, and the Nellie Boyd Dramatic 

Company knew how to give them satisfaction. The "old fun-making" Solon Shingle and 

"the greatest of all comedies" Solomon Isaacs always won hearty applause (Tombstone 

Epitaph. 27 Nov. 1880 and Seattle Daily P.I.. 5 Feb. 1884). The "screaming farce ' 

Slasher and Crasher ia\\e.d to "convulse an audience" (Seattle Daily P.I.. 15 June 

1882) and to attract wonderful reviews, thanks especially to the interpretation of O.L. Hart. 

In some instances companies created original sketches and added them to the plot of 

famous plays, so that their audiences could enjoy a new element every now and then. A 

reviewer approved Boyd's presentation of Fanchon. the Cricket, during which "|s|ome 

humorous scenes and a May-pole dance were introduced . . . with good effect" (Los 

Ant^eles Daily Times. 9 Oct. 1883). Although this is the only mention of the Boyd 

company adding scenes to a play, the perfectly natural tone of the reviewer suggests that 

the practice was common among theatrical troupes. 

Most times, the fame a play had acquired on eastern theatres accounted for the 

success—or at least for the copious patronage —it obtained in the West. Newspapers 

announcements of a performance often emphasized the quality of the play by reminding the 
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reader of its success on the Eastern boards and particularly in New York: "The play of A 

Case for Divorce, is one of those society melodramas which have gained such headway in 

the larger city of the East" (Arizona Daily Star. 20 Nov. 1880). Adolphe d'Ennery's A 

Celebrated Case "had the remarkable run of and entire season in New York city, and is 

pronounced by the press and public to be one of the strongest plays ever written" (Idaho 

Tri-Weekly Statesman. 12 Aug. 1882). The Banker's Dauf>hter was advertised as "highly 

spoken of by eastern critics" (Tombstone Dailx Su^fiet. 4 Dec. 1881). The most 

successful play, however, was probably Steele MacKaye's Hazel Kirke. one of the first 

American attempts at naturalism. The Daily New Mexican stated it rather strongly: "This 

beautiful comedy-drama . . . stands today the most successful and popular play ever 

produced in America, having exceeded its one thousandth consecutive performance, and 

with no abatement in the enthusiasm with which it is received in every city where it is 

produced, from Maine to California" (4 Nov. 1881). The play was indeed very successful, 

having scored 486 performances at the Madison Square Theatre on its first appearance, and 

there was room for big figures when a newspaper was determined to attract a large 

audience. ' Thus, even if a great number of plays in a repertoire allowed a troupe to adapt 

its offerings to the locai taste, this taste was by and large affected by New York palates. In 

the last two decades of the nineteenth century melodrama drew crowds both on the East and 

West coasts. 

It is not known what editions of scripts Nellie Boyd was using. A Copyright Act had 

been signed in 1870 to protect artistic creations, including play scripts. By the time Boyd 

was on the road, managers had to pay a royalty for the right to perform a play. Of course, 

this rule was circled by the very common practice of slightly changing the title of the scripts 

(Brooks 86). This was probably the case for Nellie Boyd's presentation of Coralie in 

1882. The play, announced the Seattle P.I., "is identical with the one produced at the 

Union Square Theatre. New York, last season, under the title of Felicia" (14 June 1882). 
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Felicia: or. Woman's Love, was A.R. Cazauran's adaptation of Delpit and Belot's Les Fils 

deCoralie and had been presented on 28 February 1881 at the Union Square (Bordman 

163). Such recent a script could not just be reproduced without permission, thus a change 

of title was necessary. The explanation in the newspaper would suffice to reassure the 

patrons of the play's goodness, proven on eastern boards, and nobody could denounce the 

operation as script piracy. As for the other scripts, it was as common for "piratical 

stenographers" to attend a performance enough times to be able to transcribe it on paper and 

for the troupe to use that version of the script.-* A supporter of the piracy hypothesis about 

Boyd's productions is Pat Ryan. According to him. 

[s|everal of the plays in her repertoire appear to have been pirated versions of 

New York successes. Fanchon, the Cricker. for instance, was normally 

regarded as the vehicle and private property of comedienne Maggie Mitchell; 

while Rose Michel. The Two Orphans, and A Celebrated Case all belonged to 

the Union Square Theatre, New York, the former two works being at that time 

the vehicles, respectively, of traveling stars Rose Eytinge and Kate Claxton. 

(54) 

The author does not explain on what basis lies his assumption of Nellie Boyd's omission 

of royalty payment, but the practice was so widespread that it is difficult not to lean toward 

his side."" However, in 1879 the New York Mirror also was publishing ads to sell scripts: 

"Three complete plays for fifteen cents.. .. [Ejach number contains 10 pages, original and 

recent casts, all the stage business, costumes and directions. Each play unaltered and 

unabridged" (20 Dec.: 7). Some of the advertised titles were also in Boyd's repertoire, but 

it remains impossible to determine whether the actress bought or pirated her scripts. 

The issue of piracy did not at all concern theatregoers nor critics at the time. On the 

contrary, the closer relation an edition bore to its original New York production or to a big 

star's version, the better. In Seattle, Washington, for Coralie it was essential to be the 
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same as Felicia: the Seattle P.I. pointed it out to secure a large audience to the show ( 14 

June 1882). In Santa Fe. New Mexico, the announcement that Nellie Boyd would put on 

stage Sarah Bemhardt's dramatization of Ccunille attracted an interested and numerous 

audience (Da//v New Me.Kican, 4 Nov. 1881). At its best, knowing that a certain play was 

the vehicle of a given star brought about interesting considerations. Reviewers could not 

help making comparisons between Boyd and the established star of a play. Apparently, all 

journalists had witnessed at least one production by the star in question. Thus, in her 

rendition of Fanchon Nellie Boyd's was judged "the peer of Maggie Mitchell" (Tombstone 

Epitaph. 13 Dec. 1880). Only the lack of stage room for the appropriate scenic effects 

hampered the outcome of the performance, which otherwise would have gone through 

"with every bit as much effect" as Mitchell's (Da//v/Ve^w ;VfenV(i/i. 1 Nov. 1881). In 1880 

Boyd's conception of Camille rivaled Matilda Heron's (Tombstone Epitaph. 13 Dec. 

1880). and critics in Helena, Montana, thought that in "dramatic and emotional acting she 

[Boydl is little inferior to Clara Morris, whose fame extends to the uttermost limits of the 

land" (qtd. in Arizona Daily Star. 19 Nov. 1880). 

Obviously, some small town theatregoers—or at least critics —had in mind a defined 

model of acting, established in the theatres of the East, to which actors should conform to 

receive positive reviews. If a particular star had designed a role in a way that made her or 

him famous, lesser known performers in the country had to expect their interpretation to be 

often judged according to this parameter. O.L. Hart, first comedian in Boyd's troupe, also 

had to confront himself with a famous actor: "As Solon Shingle he is, of course, an 

imitator of John E. Owens, but it speaks to his credit that is able to imitate the great actor so 

clearly" (Tombstone Epitaph, 7 Dec. 1880). However, the majority of the reviews 

comparing a traveling performer with a great star spoke highly in favor of the former. 

Knowing that Nellie Boyd could easily equal Matilda Heron was definitely advantageous to 

Boyd, whose fight against great stars often was carried on only by her reviewers. On the 
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other hand, the citation of stars' names and acting styles indicated also the journalist's 

desire to reassure the readers about his competence on the subject. 

The majority of the plays in Boyd's repertoire featured fairly common melodramatic 

adventures, usually peppered with coupsde theatre that could require some special effects, 

or at least elaborate settings. Bordman describes an "effective set" at the Union Square for 

the first production of Led Astray. The scene designer "flanked the picture with 'three 

wings' and furnished flower pedestals, tables, and chairs downstage. Three steps led to a 

small terrace at the rear. More stairways and a view of the handsome grounds were all 

painted on a flat" with a careful perspective (69). Playing principally in makeshift halls and 

unequipped theatres, the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company could not avail itself of any 

special effects. Their scenery, appropriate as it could be, surely did not cover the whole 

spectrum of each play's set requirements. Reviewers often complained about the state of 

the local playhouse and praised the work of the Boyd company upon "wretched stage!s| 

and surroundings," which offered only poor scenic facilities (5ea///e Daily P.I.. 13 and 14 

Feb. 1884). The troupe's scenery was anyway cited in doing its job in creating the right 

atmosphere for the plays: "This excellent company is provided with scenery painted by 

Graham, of Chicago and can play the Two Orphans here as well as anywhere." stated the 

E.O. of Pendleton. Oregon (qtd. in Bedrock. Democrat, 26 July 1882). 

Although generally the company used its own scenery, there were cases in which the 

local management provided one. In Salt Lake City "Dr. McKenzie has been at large 

expenses in the mounting of this play \LucretiaBor^ia\ and that o{ Romeo and Juliet . . . 

The scenery is new. and much of it of great elegance, in itself a high attraction" (Salt Lake 

Dailv Tribune. 3 Nov. 1882). Probably, large-city theatre managers supplied traveling 

companies with the scener>' of those plays that they knew would be produced often in their 

theatre. Of the seven pieces presented by the Boyd company during this engagement in 
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Salt Lake City, only Lucreria Borgia and Romeo and Juliet were furnished of scenery by 

the city's Walker Opera House. 

THE IMAGE OF THE WOMAN 

The melodramas in Boyd's repertoire featured rather traditional heroines, either cast 

out and redeemed, or sacrificed to true love, or guilty and repentant, or pure and unjustly 

suffering until happiness and reward come. As Rosemarie Bank pointed out, these female 

characters "epitomized the ideal woman of that period —chaste, virtuous, nurturer of home 

and family . . . loving wife, sister, sweetheart, and mother, loyal friend, and the 

cornerstone of a stable, productive, and decent society." Far from being helpless, 

defenseless, and passive characters, often women in the post-Civil War melodrama were 

active heroines, who "determine(d| their fates by working for wages, by playing an active 

role in solving the problems that beset them, and by defining the moral climate within 

which the action of the play takes place" ("The Second Face" 240). Nonetheless, such 

characters represented in the end conventional women of their time. On the whole, the 

melodramatic woman was the embodiment of virtue, and virtue belonged in the family or in 

the dedication to it.'' 

Nellie Boyd did not always choose to play the title role in the melodramas comprising 

her repertoire, showing a peculiar interest for parts that usually the audience would not 

relate to the leading actress or to the star of a company. In The Ticket-of-Leave Man. for 

example. Boyd played Sam Willoughby. a boisterous but after all good-hearted fifteen-

year-old boy, whose knack for gambling and dreams of easy life risk him getting involved 

with two thugs who would gladly use the boy for their criminal intents. Sam is the despair 

of his logorrheic and loving grandmother, an extremely funny Mrs. Willoughby. Helped 

by Bob and May. the hero and heroine of the story, Sam finally understands the value of 

honest life and the real dangers offered by bars and alcohol. 
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Sam was not the first male role Boyd played. In New York. 1875-76. she had 

supported George Belmore as Ned Compo in Boucicault's The Flying Scud (Odell 10: 8). 

As a matter of fact, it was quite common for young actresses to be assigned the role of a 

boy. In Boyd's company little Nellie Felton appeared as Arthur Medland in the comedy 

Solomon Isaacs, and Adele Holt performed Sam Willoughby in 1884, when —at age thirty-

six—Boyd decided to give up that role and play the angelic working-class heroine of the 

story. May Edwards iSearrle Daily P.I.. 5 Feb. and 3 Dec. 1884). 

Why the habit of playing male roles, or breeches parts, was so popular among 

nineteenth-century actresses has been a matter of wide speculation among scholars. 

Several reasons can be found, from the advantageous displaying of one woman's legs in 

tights to the quest for novelty to the opportunity for economic and artistic equality with 

men. but the question is destined to remain unsolved." On the other hand. Earnest shows 

that male actors in female parts were not uncommon either. On the Los Angeles boards, in 

1882. Holmes Grover, Jr. played two serious female roles in one play. Easi Lynne. 

showing that men did not play only comic female parts, as it is usually believed (2: 528). 

Boyd's Sam. then, was not at all a striking novelty on the stage, and the actress's 

motives in choosing this part are impossible to determine. However, it is unlikely that 

Boyd chose the role to display her legs. A different consideration can be made, following a 

suggestion by Dudden. who quotes Charles Dickens admiring actress Marie Wilton in the 

role of a boy. The author found her personification "so stupendously like a boy, and 

unlike a woman, that it is perfectly free from offense" (99). It is possible that the desire to 

emphasize the sense of purity in a jeopardized child made Boyd play Sam. The play itself 

was a warning against the danger represented by hard liquor and the bar. and a young 

woman in the role of a boy enhanced both the boy's candidness and the weight of the 

danger.'"^ 
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Other secondary roles in Boyd's career include Polly in T.W. Robertson's Caste and 

Rorence St. Vincent de Browne in Bronson Howard's The Banker's Daughter. These two 

characters depart from the traditional depiction of female protagonists of melodramas. The 

Banker's Dauf>hler presented the common story of a young woman forced to marry a man 

she does not love to save her father from bankruptcy. In this case Lilian, the banker's 

daughter, can be seen as the typical tamed shrew, selfish in the beginning and considerate 

in the (happy) ending. Suffering and pathos abound in between. Boyd discarded this role 

in favor of that of Rorence. Lilian's best friend, who, even more scornful of love and 

marriage than Lilian, marries an old millionaire with the purpose of becoming a very rich 

widow. She is thoughtless and merry, and forms a comic duo in the scenes with her 

sclerotic husband, whom she nurtures like a baby. After several years of marriage the old 

husband dies, and Rorence, the millionaire widow, meets and marries the hilarious G. 

Washington Phipps. a very pragmatic American businessman and tourist who "did" Europe 

in two weeks. 

Caste is a comedy, the tone throughout is lighter than that of a melodrama, although 

sensational events happen even here. Esther and Polly are two working-class women, 

daughters of a comic alcoholic rogue. They work as ballerinas in a small company to 

support themselves and their father. Esther and the Hon. George D'Alroy love each other, 

and decide to be wed despite their belonging to different social classes. They are happy, 

but George must 20 to war in India, from where the news arrives of his death. Esther 

gives birth to a son. After some complications related especially to the baby. George 

comes back and the happy ending follows. The author used the other characters of the play 

to enliven the plot. Among them the effervescent Polly, who possesses "high spirits and 

stinging wit" and is "outgoing, buoyant, and passionate" (Barrett 120). She will marry 

Sam, one of the few examples of "credible working men" appearing on the stage at the time 
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(Tydeman 20). She is a minor character among others, although the play features only 

eight people, but she offers a less conventional image of woman than Esther does. 

Boyd's decision to play these roles represents an interesting choice for the actress. 

She surely picked parts appealing to her. but the roles of Sam, Polly and Rorence in 

Boyd's repertoire can be read as an attempt —more or less conscious—of the leading lady 

to emphasize the positive qualities of nontraditional feminine figures and the independence 

of an actress from her roles. Keeping in mind certain occurrences in Boyd's life, it is 

possible to create a coherent picture of a woman getting ahead with her own ideals in 

nineteenth-century society. Of course, these ideals retlected some of the changes that were 

taking place at the time, especially in the sphere of women's emancipation and awareness. 

It is impossible to know whether the choice of minor roles in certain plays was consciously 

related to the fostering of progressive ideas and to the enhancing of a definite image of 

actress and woman, but an interpretation of the facts in this sense is plausible. 

Nineteenth-century melodrama in general presented through the heroine the image of 

a virtuous woman following ver>' precise rules of domesticity and respectability, what was 

known as "true womanhood." Where the heroine failed to meet these requirements, she 

expiated her sin through sufferings usually related to the loss of her place in the family or 

of esteem from the part of her loved ones. Sense of sacrifice, honesty, and redeeming 

repentance were characteristic of melodramatic femininity, however active, and all 

supported the ideal of the family and the home, in short, the private sphere as a woman's 

domain and the place where she could really fulfill her "natural" role in society. To 

nineteenth-century women melodrama could offer much, as Faye Dudden observed, but "it 

always qualified and contained its offerings" (73). The roles of Polly and Rorence instead 

suggest that even less "regular" women can be good persons and live respectable lives. 

They offer a different approach to the very concept of woman, without really threatening 

the fundamental values imbued in nineteenth-century society."^ 
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Nellie Boyd, as most actresses, lived on the edge between art and immorality. 

Theatre surrounded the actress with an ambiguous aura. An actress left her home — 

considered as the proper, natural place for women to live and improve—and plunged into 

the public sphere. Here she made a living by herself, a masculine idea; she had to please 

the audience in order to obtain public acceptance, a skill considered dangerously close to 

prostitution; yet she had to maintain her image as a respectable woman.'" Although "|t|he 

whole status of the profession began gradually to improve from the 1860s onward." 

performers had to struggle well into the 1880s to obtain "some social recognition" 

(Johnson 11-12). According to Harrold. Nellie Boyd "was a widow, though probably few 

who had the pleasure of her acquaintance knew this. Nellie Boyd was her name before 

marriage and she assumed it when she went on the stage" (Fresno Morning Repuhlican. 14 

Nov. 1909). Assuming this true, after her husband's death Boyd probably found herself 

without means to survive. For nineteenth-century young women of any social class 

widowhood was among the most compelling reasons why a woman determined to look for 

a job (Johnson 41). As opposed to hard, poorly paying positions in industry, the stage 

"offered [both educated and uneducated 1 women one of the few self-respecting 

occupational alternatives" (52). combined with relatively higher salaries. Like Anna Cora 

Mowatt, Olive Logan. Clara Morris, and countless unknown others. Nellie Boyd entered 

the theatrical profession by necessity.'' In taking this step Boyd was defying the ideal of 

true womanhood. More so when she decided to take to the road with her own company, as 

"actress-managers, in particular, lost their frailty and delicacy that were among woman's 

treasured attributes in soiling themselves with money matters" (29). Nonetheless, she was 

strongly convinced that the theatrical profession, businesswomen, and respectability could 

go together and even support one another. After leaving the professional stage in 1888. 

Boyd acquired a vineyard in Fresno, California, and ran a very successful raisin farm. At 

the same time, she continued to be active in the cultural life of the town and encouraged 
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theatrical amateurs' activity by participating or working in local thespians' productions 

(Fresno Morning Repuhlican. 8 Nov. 1909). 

Throughout her traveling theatrical career. Boyd pertormed a variety of roles that did 

not restrict her definition of actress nor her rendering of woman's image. Her playing 

consecutively melodramatic and farcical characters in one evening, for example, also served 

a kind of desacralizing purpose, which did not allow the audience to identify Boyd with the 

ideal woman of the melodrama. With these considerations I am not stating that Boyd was 

deliberately leading her audiences into some improbable cultural revolution, but her swift 

shifting among very different characters on stage rendered the image of the dramatic 

heroine —hence of the idealized nineteenth-century woman —less incisive. Of course, it is 

not to be forgotten that the vast majority of Boyd's roles were dramatic heroines. These 

parts contributed to the establishment of an image of femininity endowed with moral 

strength, altruism, courage, and delicate feelings. But Boyd was also able to maintain the 

distinction between the woman-actress and the portrayal of the idealized woman. She 

stressed the fact that a professional performer could choose any role she liked and was not 

bound to agree necessarily with the ideals professed by the heroine she was performing. 

The assertion of the distance between character and performer was overt in Boyd's 

male parts. Sam Willoughby and the title role in The Fool of the Family. In fact, besides 

conveying more of an idea of purity in the character, playing breeches roles might raise yet 

another, subtler, question. Discussing Charlotte Cushman's breeches parts, Dudden states 

that these "undermined the assumption that gender was natural, inborn, undeniable, and 

suggested instead that it was something assumed, learned, performed" (99). Cushman 

"demonstratively disconnectjed] the sex of the body from the gender it might enact or 

assume" (100). Although Boyd, unlike Cushman. did not interpret any great role of the 

classical theatre, nor any leading male role in her repertoire's melodramas, the male parts 

she played highlighted at least the disconnection of the performer from the character 
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assumed. In this manner. Boyd was able to reinforce the dignity of her personal life and 

the awareness with which she impersonated her characters. 

Acting in a male role was not at all a destabilizing choice, nor did Boyd mean to alter 

in any way the existing order. On the contrary, she was very careful in following 

established rules. But through her different stage characters she conveyed the idea that a 

woman could be a very acceptable human being even when she stepped out of home and 

church to engage in the public world. How consciously she was conveying such ideas 

through her performances is a matter of speculation only. But her political and civic 

commitment later in life bespeaks her willingness to work toward women's awareness of 

their possibilities and power in the society. 

Boyd's participation in the civic life of Fresno was not exhausted by business and 

amateur theatricals. In 1894 she founded the Parlor Lecture Club, an organization aimed at 

involving women in the public life of the city, and supported women's cause by taking a 

prominent part in the State Federation of Women's Clubs. Politically, she was a leading 

spirit in the McKinley Suffrage club, one of the many groups organized through the 

country with the purpose of obtaining the right of voting for women.'- Considering this 

active pro-women engagement. Boyd's interpretation of secondary characters and 

exemplarily of Polly and Rorence can be read as an attempt to promote the image of a more 

self-aware kind of woman than was usually offered by melodrama. Polly and Rorence 

allowed Boyd not only to shift somewhat the spectator's attention from the main character, 

but also to present an alternative to that traditional image. Few plays featured minor 

characters of a desirable quality. Caste Vind The Banker's Daughter are among these. Both 

Polly and Rorence are nontraditional and interesting types of women belonging to different 

social classes. And even if a deviation from the norm could be understandable in an 

uneducated working-class woman (Polly), the lack of principles in the conduct of a middle-
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class girl (Rorence) would not go unnoticed and supports the idea of a woman making up 

her own destiny without being just overwhelmed by the events. 

Rorence is a middle-class young opportunist, who makes a business out of her first 

marriage and thus becomes a good target for a rich businessman, combining love, 

merriment and profit in her second marital link. She is in love, but does not seem 

particularly devoted to plain domesticity. And despite her not exactly innocent plotting, she 

keeps getting away with her plans and is happy throughout the play. Her maternal 

affection toward her first husband and her love for the second are Florence's only true 

feelings, which suffice to reveal her fundamentally generous heart and allow her to avoid 

the suffering usually related to such expedient women. This type of woman could inspire 

some sense of uneasiness in the audience, were not she a comic —therefore innocuous-

character in the play. Nonetheless, a leading lady choosing this part naturally emphasized 

its importance, and critics did not fail to notice it: "Miss Boyd as Rorence St. Vincent de 

Brown, succeeded in making what is really a subordinate character one of the most 

xxn^oriani" (Seaule Daily P.I.. 13 Feb. 1884). The unruly peculiarity of the character must 

have remained firmly impressed on an audience for whom Lilian, the banker's daughter, 

was the one who really possessed a high personality Dti/7v P./.. 13 Feb. 1884). 

By dismissing this value Boyd highlighted the calculating characteristics of Rorence, and 

proposed to her public the bright side of a woman reasoning with her head before getting 

engulfed in matters of the heart. 

Intelligent and witty, besides being sensible, Polly is the other alternative woman 

presented by Boyd. It was a difficult part to play, according to actress Marie Wilton: "The 

range of feeling must be very wide," and the role required "sudden transitions . . . from 

broad comic humor to deep feeling." A great difference existed between Polly and her 

sister Esther, defined by a reviewer in 1867 as a "sort of quietly heroic yet thoroughly 

domestic role" (qtd. in Barrett 120). Boyd chose to play the part of a clever, working-class 
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young woman, who works in the low ranks of the ballet corps for a living, and is not 

principally concerned with finding a husband —although she will marry and quit her job. 

Even if the two events are only mentioned in the play and will occur after the last curtain, 

they show that, after all, Polly will adapt to domestic life, despite her doubts: "I wonder if I 

shall like private life, and if private life will like me" (Tydeman 159). Polly maintains her 

low social status throughout the play and is perfectly happy with it. Two asides spoken by 

Esther and Polly at the end of the play are conclusive on the subject: 

ESTHER: (aside) And she will live in a back room, behind a shop. Well —I 

hope she will be happy. 

POLLY: (aside) And she will live in a fine house —and have a carriage—and 

be a lady. Well —1 hope she will be happy. (Tydeman 184) 

Yet, Polly earns the sympathy of the public through her personality and honest behavior. 

In short, she is a respectable woman, despite her job and social position. Polly represented 

a very direct way for Boyd to stress one issue about which she was also very sensitive: 

respectability. As a woman of her century, Boyd deemed this trait to be necessary to gain 

social acceptance. As an actress of her century, she needed to convey a respectable image 

of herself to gain both social acceptance and success. By means of secondary characters 

and a varied repertoire she was able not to relate too closely respectability and true 

womanhood. At the same time, she widened the scope of respectable personalities, 

reaching beyond the domestic woman, and stressed the validity of such alternative 

characters by playing them herself. 

Naturally, being an actress, Nellie Boyd was the live embodiment of such an 

alternative. She strongly defended her profession from any attack or irony. During an 

interview she informed journalists that "she was educated in a convent and left it for the 

stage, and that never for a moment since has she regretted the step." The journalists 
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"suggested that it was from the sublime to the ridiculous, but this she resented in the most 

emphatic manner." Boyd continued, stating that actresses 

stand much higher in point of character than the world gives them credit for. 

She said that she had known of cases where the ladies of 'our best society' in 

some of the cities she had visited, had been guilty of acts of impudence with the 

male members of the theatrical profession that nine out of ten actresses would 

have shrunk from. (Arizona Weekly Star. 27 Jan. 1881) 

She knew that her professional and personal behavior would greatly affect the success of 

her ideals. "If known." she stated, women's actions considered unrespectable "would 

create a suspicion from which they never could free themselves" (Arizona Weekly Star. 27 

Jan. 1881). Once stigmatized, a woman could abandon any hope of redemption into 

society. Throughout her life. Boyd remained consistent to her preaching. 

A photograph of the actress eloquently expresses the kind of self-promoting image 

Boyd created. This picture displays many of the characteristics a nineteenth-century 

audience considered inherent to successful actresses. Dudden shows how by the 1860s 

visual representations and the spectacular had become the central core of the theatrical 

experience in an entertainment world more and more devoted to profitability. The 

nineteenth century in general was "fascinated with appearances, and with the problem of 

'reading' others" (63). The development of photography nurtured this fascination. For 

actresses especially, exterior appearance became one —the most important. Dudden 

argues —of the keys of their success on the stage. "The assumption that women had a 

special responsibility to be beautiful, and ought not to appear in public unless they were." 

permeated society and greatly affected the theatre (176). Fashionable dresses and beautiful 

stage costumes became a must for all actresses and in particular for stage beginners "not 

blessed in face or form" (177). Moreover, the display of fashionably clothed female bodies 

interested both men and women, and was advantageous to the box office.' ^ Boyd knew 
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the importance of her visual impact on the stage. In her enormous trunk she carried 

beautiful costumes that elicited admiration. This ability of the leading lady's wardrobe was 

held in great consideration: "The costumes worn by Miss Boyd and Miss Lafayette were 

exceedingly handsome, and called forth the admiration of ladies present." recited the New 

Mexican (3 Nov. 1881). In Tucson. Boyd's costumes were deemed "rich and 

appropriate." (Arizona Weekly Star. 22 Dec. 1881) and their quality was as refined as to 

compensate for the lack of stage equipment. A satisfied reviewer noted that "[ijt has not 

been our good fortune to witness such elaborate toilets at any previous representation in 

Tucson" (29 Dec. 1881). Beautiful apparel played to the advantage of Boyd herself. In 

defending the quality of the company to increase attendance to its pertormances. a Stockton 

reviewer observed, among other things, that Boyd "has a varied and expensive wardrobe, 

and dresses with exquisite taste" {Stockton Evening Mail, 6 Nov. 1883). She had 

shrewdly displayed "several very fine costumes, the drapery and color of which showed 

much taste" (8 Nov. 1883 ). In producing her inevitable carte de visite photograph. Boyd 

kept in mind the importance of appearances and the public's avidity for meaningful visual 

particulars (Fig. 7). It is a studio picture, portraying on a natural background a young 

woman sitting on a log. She wears an austere but elaborate dress with fine leather gloves, 

her dark hair groomed with a fringe on her forehead. Refined elegance and personal 

loveliness are the first evident characteristics of this woman. It appears as if the 

photographer just caught her while she was reading a book in isolation. Noticing the 

intruder, she takes her time to lower the book on her lap and to open her parasol, and lets 

him take the picture. Undoubtedly, she is a woman of culture, thus can very likely speak 

skillfully and graciously. She looks at the camera with a mild but direct gaze, suggesting 

delicacy and determination at the same time. She is aware of the photographer's gaze — 

hence of the public's gaze —at her and knows perfectly how to sustain it with no 

uneasiness. 
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Fig. 7. Nellie Boyd. From Pat Ryan, "Tombstone Theatre Tonight!" Fhe Smoke Signal 

13 (1966) 54. The original photograph was filed in the Theatre Collection of the New 

York Public Library, but has been missing since 1977. 



It proved a fruitful combination. Here was a woman who knew her social position 

and the limits that all respectable women had to accept. She is beautiful and discrete. At 

the same time, though, this apparent submissiveness reveals her capacity to act 

independently. This nice woman in reality works to support herself. Thus, one woman 

can both be endowed with respectability and pursue a public career, and appear very 

genteel indeed. 

Nellie Boyd strove to corroborate this image in her personal and professional life. 

Throughout her career she sought to establish for her and her company a reputation of 

respectability and honest work also off stage. Harrold recounted how she clung to strict 

professional ethics and demanded her actors and actresses do the same. 

Miss Boyd insisted that the members of her company should always be ladies 

and gentlemen in all their relations with the public. She forbid any public 

flirting, and I know of two summary dismissals for violations of her orders. 

For the first offense she would call the delinquent aside and quietly warn him 

and state her displeasure. The second offense was followed by dismissal. 

(Fresno Morning Repiihlican. 14 Nov. 1909) 

Rules of conduct governing the behavior of performers in the theatre constituted an old 

habit in stock companies. After 1870 and with the increasing number of combinations such 

rules were no longer imposed by theatrical custom, but by the stage manager and the 

performers themselves. Actors were expected to know their lines and to be on time. 

Augustin Daly even prohibited his performers to talk about his plays or rehearsals to 

reporters (Brooks 107). The extension of professional ethics off stage required by Boyd 

seems exaggerated. In fact. Harrold stated, it gained its goal perfectly: "The result of this 

regime was that membership in Miss Boyd's company gave one a social standing. Miss 

Boyd was widely known and so generally admired in all classes of society that she could 

not afford to have others than ladies and gentlemen in her company" (Fresno Morning 
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Repuhlicun. 14 Nov. 1909). E.xactly as she had wanted, beyond becoming a western star. 

Nellie Boyd had succeeded also in gaining social status and acceptance. At the same time, 

she was able to impose a discipline to her company and still retain for herself a reputation 

as a pleasant manager. She was regarded as a joyful person in her circle, and "those 

comprising the company . . . were a happy-go-lucky, congenial lot of people, willing and 

ready at all times to lend a helping hand" (Fresno Morning Republican, 14 Nov. 1909). 

Newspapers appreciated on several occasions Boyd's behavior and generous 

personality. Exemplary is the episode of the smallpox that struck Philleo and Clark in 

Seattle, Washington, in June 1882. When the two actors were hospitalized. Boyd decided 

to cancel the planned engagements rather than fill them with the rest of the company. This 

action earned the leading lady large appreciation. "I Boyd's| troupe." wrote the Seurrle 

Daily Chronicle, "was not quarantined, and there was nothing to prevent her from 

transferring the company to another section and continue to fill engagements. This she 

refused to do. preferring to stay and by her means to contribute to the care of the 

unfortunate members sent to the pest-house" (17 June 1882). Hospitalization expenses 

were high. Boyd had agreed to pay 

one-half of these expenses, and gave Dr. Smith S50 besides, making the total 

cost to her, to say nothing of expenses and losses by delay. SI20. This the 

little woman paid willingly, without a single complaint. She is deserving of the 

greatest credit for the fair and liberal manner in which she has acted in this 

matter, and our people fully appreciated her for it. (Seattle Daily P.I.. 17 June 

1882)1^ 

The Chronicle stated that her total expenses amounted to "several hundred dollars" (17 June 

1882). During the two-week stay in Seattle Boyd and the troupe also availed themselves of 

the opportunity to spend time in idleness, some actors remaining in Seattle, some going out 

to Lake Union, some camping across the bay (Seattle Daily P.I., 4 June 1882). By the end 
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of her stay. Boyd had gained the favor of the population. "Miss Boyd has made a 

favorable impression upon Seattle people. Her lady-like behavior, together with the 

magnanimous spirit manifested toward the two members of her troupe who were stricken 

down with sickness, have been indeed commendable" {Seattle Daily Chronicle. 17 June 

1882). By means of her conduct, she was able to make many friends in town, and thus to 

enhance also the quality of the reception accorded to her acting. As Coralie, in the benefit 

performance. Boyd "fully came up to the expectations of her friends here, who look upon 

her as a lady of rare ability as an actress" (Seattle Daily P.I., 15 June 1882). 

Nellie Boyd always sought to act in such a manner to please people, both as an 

actress and as a woman. Many reviews remarked that, thanks to "lady-like qualities and 

artistic abilities." she succeeded in making friends wherever she went (Tombstone Daily 

Nuf^^et, 4 Dec. 1881). As stated earlier, she gladly lent her orchestra to the Knights of 

Pythias in El Paso. Texas, and her scenery to the Ladies Episcopal Society in Tucson. 

Arizona.'Beyond being a characteristic of her friendly personality, making acquaintances 

among her audiences also helped Boyd contain her traveling expenses. Harrold did not 

recall 

during the 18 months' association with the lady of her ever stopping at a hotel 

where she might be registered with the members of her company. A friend or 

friends would always meet her at railroad depot or stage halting station to 

welcome her. . . and during the week's stay in town the manager lady of the 

company would be the guest at the houses of the best people of the town, 

spending a day or so with one, then at another, until the week was out. (Fresno 

iViorninfi Republican. 14 Nov. 1909) 

Certainly these friends were mostly prominent citizens, for whom the legitimate stage 

retained an educational and uplifting value. The distinction between high culture and low 

culture —hence between legitimate drama and popular entertainment —had been established 
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in the East and by the 1880s had begun to appear also in some western cities. Class 

differences affected the composition of the audience in one theatre.'"^ The "best people of 

the town" were liberal in their support "to amusement which claims at its standard 

respectability and worth," as the Prescott Democrat put it (qtd. in Dailv New Mexican, 26 

Feb. 1881). Those citizens proved certainly useful in supporting also Boyd's theatrical 

business. In Seattle people did not forget Boyd's adventure of 1882. Two years later the 

Seattle P.I. stated; "Nellie Boyd is probably the most popular actress among our people 

that has ever visited the Sound, and this accounts for the rapidity with which the box sheet 

is being filled up" (8 Feb. 1884). Boyd, the good businesswoman, encouraged this flirting 

between herself, her company and good society, offering for instance to the ladies in the 

audience a "genuine souvenir." the program of the evening "printed on satin, with fringe 

border, mounted on a cabinet sized card, tied with a double knot, and all deliciously 

scented" {Seattle Weekly P.I.. 4 Dec. 1884) or having her performance followed by a 

social dance, "to which admission will be free to all holders of tickets to the theatre" 

(Arizona Daily Star. 25 Nov. 1880).' '^ 

Aside from the obvious advantages deriving from good reputation among well-to-do 

people, what is important to observe is that Nellie Boyd presented herself successfully as a 

respectable nondomestic woman and thorough professional. In this manner, she also 

poured respectability on the theatre's reputation, that same respectability that western towns 

were expecting to see on the legitimate stage. These qualities made a favorite star out of 

Nellie Boyd everywhere in the West. Growing frontier towns demanded a cultural status 

that they believed could be reached also through the lessons of legitimate drama. Boyd 

believed the stage could give such lessons and gain even more esteem through the members 

of the theatrical profession. Moreover, her profession had allowed Boyd to cultivate a 

respectable image of nonidealized women. Probably western minds were more ready than 

their eastern counterparts to accept the "normality" of an enterprising woman, as most 
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pioneer women had to be. This only means that Boyd incorporated the qualities deemed 

necessary for the social and cultural growing of that part of the country. Her w ork and that 

of all second-tier stars in proposing and reflecting values that were considered fundamental 

in the western regions is of great importance and deserves more accurate study than it has 

received so far. 

Fig. 8. Nellie Boyd in her later years. Photograph courtesy of the Fresno Historical 

Society, Fresno. California. 
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Notes 

' The plays marked with an asterisk were added to Boyd's repertoire after 1883. 

Records seem to indicate that Boyd offered only three pieces during her last two traveling 

seasons (1886-87 and 1887-88); Passion's Slave. The Unknown, and His Natural Life. 

2 For a discussion of most of the plays listed here, see Bordman's important text. On 

Saturday, 4 November 1882 the Salt Lake Daily Tribune printed a play-bill of the Boyd 

Company presenting Romeo and Juliet at its evening performance. This is the only 

mention of Boyd ever playing Shakespeare wiht her own company. A short announcement 

on the same day reminded the readers of the matinee only (with East Lynne). without 

mentioning the evening show. Unfortunately, no reviews appeared on 5 November, and it 

is impossible to know if the company stuck with the bill. A column praising Boyd's 

brocade costumes appeared on 5 November and referred to the peformance on the evening 

before, but did not give any hint about the play. 

^ The same article was printed on the Arizona Weekly Star. 22 Dec. 1881. It is not 

presented as a clip from the .\'ew Mexican. It could be just a deliberate appropriation or a 

promotional article written by the company and distributed to papers. Several Hazel Kirke 

Combinations were touring the country after the play's successful opening season in New 

York. 1880(Bordman 150-51). 

Ryan 54. A similar episode was reported by manager William J. Rorence to defend 

himself against an accusation brought to him by Lester Wallack in 1867. Judge Barnard 

ruled in favor of Florence (Brooks 87). 

5 See also Slout 14. 
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^ See Bank. "The Second Face." The author lists a series of twenty-une American 

melodramas representative of the genre as it evolved after the Civil War up to First World 

War. None of these appears in Boyd's repertoire, although the actress chose many plays 

that presented active heroines as defined by Bank. Faye Dudden notes also that 

melodramas featuring very active heroines could be appealing to women because they 

showed them capable of astonishing deeds (71). Such deeds were anyway intended to gain 

the reward of virtue and the punishment of vice (Bank. "The Second Face" 242). 

^ See Shafer. Johnson 59-63. and Dudden 92-103. 

^ In this case the young woman playing a boy part was in her thirties, and not. as 

usually occurred, a younger girl. Perhaps the role of Sam allowed Boyd to play also with 

her own appearance and self-transforming skills. 

^ Melodrama supported and confirmed for the most part the social construction of 

nineteenth-century America and was mainly concerned with the intimate sphere, where 

moral problems were the vital issue. See Bank. "The Second Face" 243. Here 1 will only 

talk about the melodramatic image of woman. For a discussion of melodrama in America 

see McConachie. Grimsted and Mason. 

'0 Bishop 51-55 and Johnson 26 ff. Johnson discusses at length the nineteenth-

century idealization of the domestic woman. 

'  ̂ On one occasion Boyd stated that she had left the convent in which she was 

educated to work in the theatre {Arizona Weekly Star. 27 Jan. 1881). Be it a dream of 

success or a necessity. Boyd definitely stepped out of woman's "natural" world. 

Fresno Morning Republican, 8 and 14 Nov. 1909: Fresno Repuhlican. 14 Jan. 

1914; Walker. Blue Book 147. 
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Dudden explains how "Augustin Daly routinely engaged middle-class women for 

walk-on parts with the requirement that they furnish their own clothes... . The gorgeous 

costumes of the women became one of the attactions of every Daly production" (177). It is 

interesting to note that in New York Boyd had worked under the management of Daly in 

the Fifth-Avenue Theatre Company during the 1876-77 season . 

This appears to be the only extant photograph of Boyd as an actress. No other such 

images have been located, except her portraits on handbills printed in newspapers. One 

more photograph of Boyd exists: the actress is in her later years, and the picture was 

probably taken in Fresno after Boyd had retired from the stage (Fig. 8). No date is 

available for either picture. In Fig. 7 Boyd seems young, so the photograph could have 

been taken in New York in the early 1870s. There is no indication on whether the 

photograph portrays Nellie Boyd as herself or as one of the characters she impersonated, 

but this is of little importance. Self-promoting pictures in any case meant to convey the 

distinctive features one actress deemed significant for her image or for her interpretation of 

the character portrayed, usually her favorite role. In either case, Nellie Boyd chose 

specifically those expressive particulars for her image. 

Health Officer Dr. Smith presented to Boyd the following bill: "Groceries, meats, 

vegetables and other provisions, S57.85; nursing and medicine, S60; messenger S22; total 

\3>9.'&5" {Seattle Daily P.I.. 17 June 1882). 

Lone Star, 26 Nov. 1881 and Arizona Weekly Star, 22 Dec. 1881. 

Dudden 108 ff. Different playhouses offered different theatre genres: see Willson 

10 ff. and Kaufman 145. 
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Needless to say, 1 am not stating that Boyd constructed friendship on the basis of 

profit. Certainly, though, she knew when and how to take advantage of favorable 

situations. 



6. CRITICAL RECEPTION 

120 

THE TROUPE AND ITS AUDIENCE 

If Nellie Boyd was appreciated as a lady, she was extremely well received as an 

actress. With few exceptions, she and her company were always accorded praiseworthy 

reviews and the unconditioned favor of their audiences. 

Browsing through last century's theatrical commentary in the newspapers, it is 

difficult to find any depreciatory note about a given company. Good variety troupes, 

minstrels, circuses, opera companies, and dramatic companies —generally all of them 

received positive critiques in the papers, more or less enthusiastic maybe, but seldom 

completely negative. At most, no comment appeared at all after a performance, if the 

reporters did not deem it good enough to justify the effort of writing about it. 

More commonly, papers published extremely laudatory reviews, which often sound 

exaggerated and uncritical. According to Jensen, such reviews were printed in exchange 

for the complimentary tickets issued to the press by the company, and undoubtedly the 

practice accounted for many extolling comments. However, when one examines the critical 

reception accorded to a company during a week or longer engagements, reviews form a 

coherent body of critique, and exaggerations are easy to detect. 

In the case of the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company, the reviews collected usually 

present detailed comments about the performance and the acting, revealing the interest of 

most reviewers in offering valid and creditable theatrical critiques. Generalized and 

uncritical comments are found for the most part in announcements, very likely provided by 

the company to advertise a particular piece. Such announcements are all similar 

stylistically, and their identification poses no difficulties. Salt luike Daily Tribune, for 

instance, published this column: "The superb Nellie Boyd Combination, supporting the 
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best of all versatile artists. Nellie Boyd, appears this afternoon at the Walker Opera House 

in the play known as Solomon Isaacs, in which she has made such a wonderful hit in 

various parts of the country" (4 Oct. 1884). Similarly, the Seanle Daily P.I. announced: 

"Return engagement of the best of all versatile artists, Nellie Boyd and Company. They 

will present East Lynne on Feb. 25th. It is the most emotional drama ever written" (14 

Feb. 1884). Once skimmed from this kind of commentary, reviews about the Boyd 

company illustrate well the common parameters used in evaluating a performance and the 

reception accorded to the troupe. 

If uncritical reviews and bright advertisements described in big letters the superlative 

qualities of the company, the Boyd troupe almost always had to prove its value against 

such superlatives. Prior to its first appearance in town, papers announced that the company 

came highly recommended, and invited people to attend the shows.' After the opening 

performance, the press pronounced its verdict. The Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company found 

critics always unanimous in their relief. In Sacramento, a reviewer declared that "[i |t is so 

seldom that one meets in the theatrical profession people of modest pretensions who 

possess sterling worth. . . . [Tlhe merits of the entertainment are rarely commensurate to 

the prices charged for witnessing it. The above company has proved itself an honorable 

exception" (qtd. in Idaho Tri-Weekly Statesman. 8 Aug. 1882). 

In Oregon the company succeeded also in overcoming the resistance of one skeptical 

critic, who described most traveling shows as "seedy." He wrote: "For once I will depart 

from my prejudice against such things, and speak a good word for Miss Nellie Boyd and 

her . . . troupe. Miss Boyd is an actress of no ordinary talent, and her stock company first-

class. Everybody was completely surprised at the character and quality of the playing" 

(Q^id. 'xn Arizona Daily Star. 18 Nov. 1880).- If not surprised, journalists in Prescott who 

had took the pain to read "much about the high dramatic talent of Miss Boyd and her 

support." were pleased to note that the "imagination of jthe troupe's] clever performing 
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was doubly increased after visiting the theater Saturday evening." They could now assert: 

"This combination belongs to the top of the ladder" (qtd. in Daily Sew Mexican, 26 Feb. 

1881). Also in Boise, where the coming of the company was "looked forward to with 

great anxiety," Boyd succeeded in charming her audiences. Reviewers agreed that the 

troupe was "without doubt the best dramatic company which has played the territory this 

year" (Idaho Tri- Weekly Statesman. 12 A ug. 1882). 

Theatregoers and critics in B Paso proved more difficult to convince. The Lone Star 

published a letter to the editor in which a citizen gave his opinion on Boyd's troupe: 

Nellie Boyd's troupe came to El Paso preceded by big posters . . . and 1 must 

confess that until Thursday night's performance, the whole concern failed to 

come up to what those big posters prepared us to see. But The Banker's 

Daughter was so well rendered and so well adapted to the peculiar talent of the 

troupe that 1 am ready to pass the sponge over the deficiencies of the three 

preceding performances. (26 Nov. 1881) 

The Lone Star itself had judged the first three performances by the Boyd company "high-

toned. entertaining and instructive" (23 Nov. 1881), revealing only later that in reality its 

opinion coincided with that of the author of the letter: on 26 November the paper declared 

that Boyd's impersonation of Leah the Jewess "surpassed all her former efforts in this city. 

. . . The recollection of the mediocre playing of the first three evenings of the troupe's 

engagement in this city is obliterated by that of the talent displayed last night and the night 

before" in The Banker's Daughter (26 Nov. 1881). 

Such positive critique of Boyd's work followed her appearance in all the towns she 

visited with her troupe. With the first tours the company had established their good 

reputation, and continued to run "far above average" (Daily New Mexican. 1 Nov. 1881), 

its members sustaining their parts "up to metropolitan theatrical standards" (Arizona Daily 
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Star. 25 Nov. 1880). Even when the company failed to attract large audiences, as in 

Stockton in 1883. critics acknowledged its merits: 

Very many first-class companies have performed in Stockton, and audiences 

cannot help making comparisons. But Miss Boyd and her company are entitled 

to credit for conscientious work, although that work may not be of a high 

grade. . . . Miss Boyd and Messrs. Roberts and Hatch may be classified 

without any flattery as first-rate stock actors. Theater-goers in this age of 

dramatic progress and lively competition expect stars and star companies, and 

are consequently hard to please. The company, on the whole, is a fair one. and 

much better than many that have drawn larger houses in this city. (Slockum 

Mail. 8 Nov. 1883).^ 

Although comments about the Boyd company and in general about traveling troupes 

grew shorter and shorter with the passing years, newspapers continued to label Boyd as an 

old favorite, her company as deserving of the success obtained, and her performances as 

capable of drawing large houses. A couple of cases of contemptuous receptions occurred 

in El Paso and in Los Angeles. The El Paso Herald scorned the arrival of the Boyd troupe 

in 1885; "This snide old troupe . . . which plays to empty houses everywhere else in the 

wide world, except in El Paso, is billed for this place March 23rd. Oh, Lord, what have 

we done to deserve these serial inflictions" (15 March). It is evident that some kind of 

personal resentment informed the editor's move. However, it probably influenced the 

theatregoers' decision to attend the show. By the first years of the 1880s, papers had 

become powerful instruments in favor or against a public personage's reputation and 

success. Critics often held the reins of performers' careers, and a deriding note as the one 

announcing the Boyd troupe in El Paso certainly affected the engagement. The Lone Star. 

once cautious in praising the company, on this occasion complained that Boyd "had met 

with fair success, but not such as she is deserving." The paper reminded theatregoers that 
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Boyd was "the first actress who ever played before an El Paso audience," and this fact 

alone should encourage attendance. For its part, the Lone Star bound itself to "guarantee 

the presence of all old timers." The Schutz Opera House management resorted to reduction 

of the general admission price from one dollar to fifty cents (25 March 1885). There is no 

record of the performances in the following days, and this might indicate the poor outcome 

of the campaign. However, to support the good reputation of Boyd's troupe and its own 

fair judgment, the Lone Star of 28 March announced that the company was playing to 

immense houses in Colorado City. The day after the Herald pushed on triumphantly: "The 

Nellie Boyd company has gone east and will play in hurrah towns along the T.P. railroad. 

These are about the only places in which that company plays to anything other than a 

beggarly row of empty benches" (29 March 1885)."^ 

In 1886 the Los Angeles Times unmercifully termed the company supporting Boyd 

"about the most incompetent of any that have yet trod the classic boards of our Temple of 

the Drama" (18 Dec. 1886). The paper reported a disappointed audience, and no more 

mention of this engagement was published. However, aside from these incidents, the 

Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company kepi roaming the West and collecting good reviews.^ 

Probably the troupe's best appreciated quality was its smoothness. The Ore^onian 

described the company's behavior onstage as possessing some rare qualities: "There are no 

stage waits, no monologues by the prompter, no miscues in anything. The company is 

well behaved and contains several performers averaging better that those who have starred 

it here" (qtd. in Baker County Reveille. 26 July 1882). It seems unlikely that Boyd 

indulged in such habits as "mak|ing| her entrance with her face to the galleries and 

waitjingl for a 'reception'." an action that Garff Wilson described as typical of the 

"classical school" stars (123). The Boyd company's productions were considered even 

realistic, their audiences "seemed as if they were witnessing not a play but real life" (Daily-

New Mexican. 25 Feb. 1881). If the Boyd troupe displayed some artificiality, this was 
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generally excused on the ground that they were acting on "wretched stage|s|." as the Seattle 

P.I. once remarked. The company knew how to react and soon the artificiality 

disappeared, leaving pace to an interpretation carried on "with more zest and reality" (13 

Feb. 1884). The Eureka Leader XQw'i&WQd the performance of Rose Michel in a similar 

tone, regretting the inadequacy of the playhouse to host grand tableaux and special effects. 

Lacking these fundamental features, the paper noted, the "abruptness in the situations and a 

poverty in the dialogue" of the play were more evident. But the company's interpretation, 

and mostly Boyd's and Hazenwinkle's, were judged faultless, perfect, magnificent (qtd. in 

Arizona Daily Star. 16 Nov. 1880). In general, papers were pleased to declare that the 

performers knew how to make the best of limited stage room. A reviewer called their 

ingenuity in such circumstances "consummate skill" {Tombstone Epitaph. 9 Dec. 1880). 

although the troupe was only on its second touring season. Definitely, traveling actors 

needed to be resourceful in order to adapt to the often primitive conditions of the various 

"halls" they used as playhouses throughout the country. 

In reporting the reception accorded to the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company, reviewers 

always mentioned the reaction of the audience to the performance. Thus, reviews generally 

included both the critic's thoughts and the theatregoers' attitude and number in the 

playhouse. Over the years, the Boyd company performed before houses of any size, that 

reviewers termed immense, crowded, large, fair, small, or slim, and never failed to please 

the public. The Stockton Mail kindly appreciated the performers' giving their best 

"whether the audience be large or small" (8 Nov. 1883). Audiences were described as 

appreciative, enthusiastic, completely won by the performance, well rewarded, 

fashionable, intelligent, responsive, select, thoroughly delighted, elite. Reviewers were 

also attentive to notice differences in attendance. A Celehrated Case, for example, was 

witnessed in Seattle "with marked pleasure by an audience considerably larger in number 

than that of the night before" (Seattle Daily P.I.. 6 Dec. 1884). 
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Rarely did a reviewer report of unsatisfied audiences. A few instances show that the 

public was content even when the reviewer himself did not particularly enjoy the 

performance. In 1887 the presentation of Passion's Slave by the Boyd company in Los 

Angeles wearied a reviewer. He ascribed the unsuccessful rendition mainly to the 

playscript, which he found "hackneyed and dull." and a "mixture of outraged possibilities." 

but the actors did not convince him either. O.H. Barr displayed an "abnormal hoarseness." 

W. Kohler tended to swagger. Robyn Merry "labor|ed| to be as funny as she can." and 

Boyd herself was just average. Nonetheless, the audience attending the pertormance was 

described as "large and easily pleased." with no depreciative comment about this difference 

of opinions. The reviewer only hoped that the next play by Boyd might not "call so 

strongly upon (Boyd's friends'| charitable blindness" (Los Angeles Times. 26 Aug. 1887). 

A kind of scoffing comment about the audience was instead written by a reviewer who 

probably did not hold in high consideration one of Boyd's performances at her 1880 

engagement in Los Angeles: "It is said that the 'gods of the gallery' are infallible judges of 

the merits of a performance—that they are nearer to nature than are people of more culture. 

If this be true, and if the boys of Los Angeles are of the genuine type, then Miss Boyd is a 

great actress ... for the applause was liberal" (qtd. in Earnest 1: 84-85). 

There were occasions in which critics urged audiences to make justice to the company 

by increasing their attendance to the shows. In Salt Lake City, on I November 1882, A 

Case for Divorce was given to a small audience. The Sail Lake Tribune commented: "The 

people of this city are losing a delicious series of performances this week" (2 Nov. 1882). 

According to the paper, a misapprehension caused by the reduction of ticket price was the 

main reason for the low attendance. But LucreriaBorgia, on the night after, did not see any 

increase in the audience: "If there had been no better performance at the Opera House last 

evening than there was attendance, the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company would have made a 

failure. But fortunately for those who were there, the size of the audience was no measure 
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of the excellence of the acting, which was superb." The paper insisted: "The people of Salt 

Lake City are missing something well worthy their patronage, by permitting this first-rate 

company to play to such slim houses" (3 Nov. 1882). Finally, audiences grew larger, to 

the satisfaction of the Tribune: "The strength and artistic ability of the company are getting 

to be better appreciated by the Salt Lake public daily, and we shall confidently expect to see 

a crowded house at |the| matinee, for it will richly deserve one" (4 Nov. 1882). Only once 

poor attendance was considered the result of the troupe not ranking high in dramatic merits 

iStocklon Mail. 8 Nov. 1883). 

In general, good houses greeted the Boyd company's pertormances all over the West. 

Reviewers noted also the presence of large audiences despite the inclemency of the 

weather, be it the "enervating heat" of a summer in Iowa (qtd. in Daily New Mexican. 30 

Oct. 1881) or a "soaking rain following a gusty day" of dust storms {Salt Lake Daily 

Tribune. 4 Nov. 1882). In Des Moines, the State /?e^/.vr£'r marveled at the sight of "one of 

the best houses" attending the show; 

It is hardly to be expected that any theatrical attraction could come to Des 

Moines in the dead heat of midsummer and make a financial and artistic success 

of their performances; yet this is not only what Miss Boyd and her troupe have 

done, but they have done it at a time when the unusual excitement incident to 

the assassination of President Garfield would naturally unfit theatergoers from 

seeking pleasure from the footlights, (qtd. in Dailx S'ew Mexican. 30 Oct. 

1881) 

In this case the Boyd company competed successfully with a public grievance, but there 

were instances in which they had to confront themselves more directly with other theatre 

performances in town. A good house gathered for the first evening of Boyd's engagement 

in El Paso in 1883. "[njotwithstanding the various other entertainments in the city" {Lone 

Star. 3 Jan. 1883). And the three hundred persons attending Boyd's pert'ormance of 
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Claire andrhe Fnrf^e Master in Seattle formed as good an audience as could be expected, 

"considering that there were two other theatrical entertainments in the city," one of them 

featuring the famous Rose Eytinge {Seanle Daily P.I.. 4 Dec. 1884). 

Sometimes, instead, being the only entertainment in town was not enough. In 

Tombstone. The Two Orphans drew so many people to Ritchie's Hall that the place was 

overcrowded and many could not gain admission. The fortunate who witnessed the 

performance were "enthusiastic" and "well repaid" to such a degree that the company 

decided to repeat the play the following evening for the satisfaction of those who could not 

get in the hall the first time (Tombstone Epitaph. 9 Dec. 1880). An even more enthusiastic 

and peculiar audience gathered at the Frye's Opera House in Seattle, on 6 December 1884 

to attend Boyd's pertormance of L'rle: 

The little ones who attended the matinee yesterday afternoon were delighted. 

Few had ever been in the Opera House, and none had yet seen it lit up, in all its 

beauty and comfort. It was a revelation to many of them, and they were ecstatic 

at the scene and with the music and the play jof Lorle\. Nellie Boyd and her 

company never had a more pleased audience than was furnished them yesterday 

by the five or six hundred children who greeted them. {Seattle Daily P.I.. 7 

Dec. 1884) 

Most commonly, Boyd's audiences proved large and appreciative. Reviews show 

that theatregoers were deemed always capable of understanding and appreciating good 

acting, and newspapers never failed to report their reaction to the play, whether or not 

critics and public agreed in their opinions about the performance. But where the opinions 

coincided, some reviewers were quick to point it out, as did this journalist in Portland: 

"Frank Eleeralie, in the role of the villain Matthew Thornton, was vile indeed. We do not 

only say this from observation, but from the oft repeated words of the ladies in the 

audience that 'he ought to be hung'" (qtd. in Seattle Daily P.I.. 5 Feb. 1884). 
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Through the reviews commenting on audiences it is possible to draw a picture of 

theatregoers at the time, however hazy. Gallery "b'hoys" were omnipresent, often to the 

annoyance of the rest of the audience. Very elegant members of the public never failed to 

get noticed, but the reviewer was especially happy when he could acknowledge the 

presence of many respectable people.*^' As cities grew larger, and particularly as they 

boasted more than one theatre, theatregoers began to separate in categories corresponding 

roughly to social classes and attended different shows in different theatres." The kind of 

entertainment for every group was chosen accordingly to such division. This phenomenon 

mostly concerned theatregoers in the eastern United States, and it is difficult to understand 

where the same thing was taking place in the West, as suggested by Kaufman (145). and 

whether or not it touched Boyd's performances. Although reviewers tried to stress the 

presence of the best people of the town at Boyd's performances, it is not simple to 

determine the type of audiences that the Boyd company attracted. Melodrama in general 

satisfied the palates of all social classes, and it is more likely that any class division became 

evident only inside the playhouse, when theatregoers reached their differently located seats. 

NELLIE BOYD 

As an individual actress, Nellie Boyd collected favorable receptions and critiques 

since her debut as traveling star. As early as 1879 the Helena Herald wrote: "This lady is 

an artist compared with whom all others of the sex in the profession who have visited 

Montana pale their ineffectual fires" (qtd. in Arizona Daily Star. 19 Nov. 1880). The 

stature of her talent struck a reviewer in Des Moines, who commented; 

Miss Boyd has not come heralded as a star of the first magnitude, yet the 

performance entitles her to a more truthful claim to the appellation than many 

who make more pretensions. She has always been admitted to be a careful and 

conscientious artist, but her perfection on this visit to Des Moines entitles her 
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with the leading actresses of the country vvho venture in the same roles which 

she plays, (qtd. in Daily New Mexican, 30 Oct. 1881) 

In this case flamboyant billposters did not impress the reviewer, while Boyd surpassed his 

best expectations. Either striving to match advertisement or swiftly overcoming it, Boyd 

was considered always exceedingly fortunate in her first visits in the various towns and 

succeeded in maintaining her position as "popular favorite" in the successive years {Seattle 

Daily P.I.. 8 Feb. 1884). 

Although Boyd was later considered a graduate of the old school of emotional acting 

(Fresno Morning Republican. 8 Nov. 1909). during her traveling career she was often 

praised for the naturalness of her acting and for what was seen as a realistic interpretation 

of emotions. When playing the usually contrived plots and often hueless characters of 

melodrama, it was easy to fall into forced presentation. Boyd's contemporaries, instead, 

judged Boyd's acting "easy and unconstrained" (Daily New Mexican. 29 Oct. 1881), even 

when playing the most intensely emotional roles. In those especially, "even in East 

Lynne." observed a reviewer, "she acted with an ease that showed capabilities beyond the 

requirements of the parts" (Idaho Tri-Weekly Statesman. 8 Aug. 1882). 

Boyd's naturalness on the stage, the reviewers noted, demonstrated that the leading 

lady was a painstaking actress, and her delineations of the different characters revealed 

careful study of the roles and deep analysis of the emotions (Daily New Mexican. 1 Nov. 

1881: Tombstone Epitaph. 30 Nov. and 3 Dec. 1880). Her acting style evinced power, 

study, and rendered characters "with realistic force and vigor most gratifying" (Seattle 

Daily Chronicle. 23 May 1882). The precision with which Boyd interpreted her roles 

earned her a reputation as a "true-to-life" actress, as opposed to actors of the heroic 

tradition founded by Edwin Forrest, whose style was still alive at the time, but fading in the 

consideration of the contemporary public, at least of more sophisticated audiences and 

critics.^ 
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Of course. Bovd's natural acting stvle did not have much to do with the dawnins 

realistic movement. During her apprenticeship in New York. Boyd might have had the 

occasion to witness the performances of actors coming from very different schools. 

Emotional actresses like Clara Morris. Kate Claxton. and Fanny Davenport alternated on 

the city boards with "classic" performers such as Edwin Booth. Helena Modjeska. and 

Fanny Janauschek and with the sweet and refined actresses of the "personality school" like 

Maggie Mitchell. In comedy Joseph Jefferson still excelled, and great character players like 

Edward Harrigan and Tony Hart. E.M. Holland. Stuart Robson and William Crane 

dominated the scene. All these players, including emotional ones, tried to achieve a more 

"true to life" acting than had their predecessors. They put great study in their 

interpretations and avoided the vigorous display of histrionic powers typical of the Forrest 

generation of actors. Joseph Jefferson's famous Rip Van Winkle, for example, was a 

masterpiece of studied naturalness.'' 

Boyd herself worked with several big names of the theatre, most of whom employing 

an acting style that preferred a measured rendering of a part rather than an emotional one: in 

New York Boyd performed under the direction of Daly, whose style was renowned for 

polish and sprightliness; she was part of the company supporting Helena Modjeska. whose 

acting has been defined intellectual, analytical, symmetrical, and poetic (Wilson 57-63); 

while in the Chicago Academy of Music stock company. Boyd supported actors like 

Lawrence Barrett. Robert McWade, E.A. Sothem, and the horsewoman Kate Fisher, 

together with the emotional actress Mrs. Chanfrau and Forrest's disciple John McCullogh. 

Boyd also acted with famous comic duos, Harrigan and Hart, and Robson and Crane. All 

these experiences surely helped the actress to develop a certain ease and sense of simplicity 

that she later used also in her emotional acting. Although far from any realism a la Ibsen or 

Shaw, this ease was natural enough for Boyd's western audiences. 
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[n a sparkling part like that of Sam Willoughby papers commented that she "acted the 

wild, fast young fellow to the life" (qtd. in Earnest 2: 528). But where reviewers found 

Boyd at most realistic and powerful was in her delineation of melodramatic characters; 

when speaking of truthful acting they referred generally to Boyd's interpretation of 

dramatic passions. Newspapers praised Boyd's "rare emotional powers" (Tomhstone 

Epitaph, 4 Dec. 1880). always capable of drawing tears (Stockian Mail, 8 Nov. 1883). 

They stressed the fact that the actress best expressed her artistic abilities in emotional roles. 

As the Salt Lake City Tribune observed, in the part of Kate Medland. leading female 

character in Solomon Isaacs, Boyd "does not have the opportunity to display her emotional 

powers, except in the second act, when she meets her stolen child, when she takes 

advantage of the opportunity and displays a rare bit of talent. Her acting is finished and 

pleasing" (5 Oct. 1884). 

Boyd's talent was often related to her capacity of being emotional without sounding 

false. The Arizona Daily Star considered Boyd particularly in her element as the blind 

Louise of The Two Orphans: "Her naturally soft, sweet voice, modulated by sympathy 

with the sad fate of the beautiful, but afflicted wanderer, filled a picture to appeal in no 

weak language to the great heart of humanity" (24 Nov. 1880). Her interpretation of the 

character was judged "so natural and true as to bring tears to the eyes of many of the fair as 

well as of the sterner sex" (DailyEpitaph, 9 Dec. 1880). Again, in the dual character of 

Lady Isabel and Madam Vine of East Lynne. Boyd proved "strong." but not "vehement." 

showing that she had employed the great care necessary to prevent an actor from crossing 

the "vague and illy defined" line "between the pathetic and the ridiculous" {Seattle Daily 

P.I., 26 Feb. 1884), that is between the undertone typical of real life and the artificiality of 

some of its reproductions on stage. 

Critics agreed that the pathetic might well be "real" when rendered "in a way which 

makes art seem simple nature," as a reviewer noted. In this case the journalist was talking 
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about Frank Mayo's impersonation of Davy Crockett on Salt Lake City's boards in 1882. 

but his words illustrates what "simple nature" meant for his contemporaries: "There is no 

storming or ranting: for the hour which the play lasts the actor is simply the lion hearted but 

gentle Crockett, and all through there is an undertone of poetry as beautiful as music" {Salt 

Lake Daily Tribune. 7 Nov. 1882. italics added). However, simple realism could be 

conveyed also through well-marked connotations, like Rose Eytinge's make-up in Leah, 

the Forsaken: "Her make-up was exceedingly striking, and in many passages of the drama 

her acting was so realistic as to carry the auditors back to the time of discord in which the 

scene is laid" {Salt Lake Daily Tribune. 16 Oct. 1884). Suffering was painted strongly 

enough on the actress's face to give evidence of its reality. And Eytinge herself was a star 

of emotional roles. 

No storming or ranting, but ease, study, "realistic" conventions: apparently these 

were the qualities that formed the realism that—western, at least—theatregoers appreciated 

in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Thus, for her audiences Boyd had a plain style 

that prevented her emotional personifications from being the convulsed twisting of a 

swollen heart and rendered them the refined portrayal of what we would call the 

psychological shades of the character. Reviews are far from sufficient to determine with 

precision Boyd's acting style, but they suggest an affinity with the style of a versatile and 

emotional actress like Eytinge, who starred in melodramas like Rose Michel, but also 

played leading roles with Edwin Booth and Edward L. Davenport. Smoothness and lack 

of mannerism characterized the acting of these performers and made it natural and relaxed. 

Reviews about Boyd show that theatregoers and critics appreciated her smoothness and 

lack of mannerism, suggesting that the actress placed herself at a safe distance from the 

"ranting" dominion and appeared relaxed in her emotional parts. 

However, over the years Boyd's ease on the stage began to be considered no longer a 

demonstration of realistic interpretations, but just the display of acting skills on the part of 
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an actress long accustomed to the stage (Lrn Angeles Times. 26 Aug. 1887). As Realism 

began to conquer American boards, the "harrowing business" (28 Feb. 1885) of 

melodramatic heroines failed to fit in the new ideals, and critics felt they could no longer 

speak of realistic renditions when referring to such business. 

During Boyd's traveling career, two of her roles frequently impressed the critics: that 

of Fanchon in Fanchon, the Cricket, and that of Stephanie in Fnri^et-Me-Not. Often in her 

first appearance in a town Nellie Boyd played Fanchon. probably because the play was 

very well-known and the main character a good mixture of touching and lively traits (Fig. 

9). It is the story of an orphan. Fanchon, an odd child who will grow into being a "modest 

Christian woman." after passing the stages of "wild careless girl" and "more thoughtful 

maiden" {Seattle Daily Chronicle. 23 May 1882). The character offered Boyd the 

possibility to display her versatility as an actress, and to be appreciated both in her 

emotional and comic acting. The Seattle Chronicle called Boyd's presentation of the 

character "admirable." It was "demonstrated in all its varying, conflicting lights and shades 

. . . repeatedly eliciting hearty and deserved applause" (23 May 1882). Many reviewers 

agreed in considering Boyd particularly attractive in the role of Fanchon. her acting both 

revealing a careful study of the character and employing a great deal of vivacity. In 

addition, the play featured some dances, offering the actress one more occasion to show 

her talent; "[Sjhe is a good dancer and makes the scene in which the village children dance 

lively enough for anybody" (Da/Zv/Vcvv/V/e.v/cc//7, 1 Nov. 1881). Boyd's natural acting in 

this part was widely appreciated. 
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Fig. 9. Woodcut for Fanchon. (he Cricket. Fanchon dances with her shadow. From 

Stanley Appelbaum, Scenes from the Nineteenth-Century Sta^e in Advertising Woodcuts 

(New York. 1977) 73. 
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Very different from Fanchon. and in general from melodramatic heroines, is the character 

of Stephanie. The Des Moines State Register described her "a character that has no 

prototype on the stage; it is an instance in the drama where the 'heavy villain' of the play is 

represented as a female. It represents ambition, pride, hate and all the passions, in a breast 

where one would expect the tenderest feelings" (qtd. in Daily S'ew Mexican. 30 Oct. 

1881). Stephanie, Marquise de Mohrivart, in her younger years lured patrons into her 

husband's gambling house. One night an angry patron entered Stephanie's room, killed 

her husband and left her for dead. The play opens with a recovered Stephanie trying to 

push her way into English society. To this end she goes to Rome and engages in a series 

of perfidious maneuvers to gain money. But the still vengeful patron who had tried to kill 

her is still around, and eventually Stephanie will have to give up her ambitions and flee 

(Fig. 10). Stephanie was unanimously regarded as repelling the sympathy of the audience, 

and Boyd unfailingly gained admiration in the role. "It is a trying part to an actress, but 

one in which Miss Boyd came triumphantly through" (Da/7v A'cw/V/eLv/fu/?. 30 Oct. 1881). 

The Arizona Daily Star declared that Boyd never "carried a part better," and "depicted the 

various phases of Stephanie's life true to nature" (22 Dec. 1881). The review published in 

the Arizona Weekly Star is an interesting one: 

While the characteristics of a gay and fashionable woman of the world are 

somewhat familiar to the social eye, still the peculiar features portrayed in the 

character of the Marchionness de Mauvart |sic| are novel, and afford a fine 

opportunity for the display of true histrionic power. The sudden transitions of 

feeling from pride to envy and revenge, and the final crushing expose which 

frustrated the Marchionness, a cowering victim of abject fear, were exquisitely 

portrayed, and exhibited a rare artistic conception of the conflicting emotions 

which were struggling for mastery over the despairing hopes of a scheming 

female intriguer. (29 Dec. 1881) 
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The fact that this was not a traditional character and was nonetheless very carefully 

rendered by the actress elicited words of admiration about Boyd's histrionic powers. The 

role admittedly allowed Boyd to employ her best qualities and to demonstrate her artistic 

force, as well as the care she put in all her interpretations. This thoroughness in the leading 

lady's delineations truly enabled her to concentrate the attention of the public on the roles 

she performed, emphasizing their importance and significance. We could suppose that the 

effect was all the stronger in her interpretation of unusual or minor roles like Sam, Polly, 

and Rorence. In these parts she had the possibility to take her audience by surprise and 

bring out the force of characters considered dispensable. 
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Fig. 10. Illustration for fort,'e';-A/£'-/Vc)f. Stephanie is forced to tlee after Sir Horace Welby 

has shown her the vengeful Corsican, who is determined to kill her. From the A'e-w York 

Clipper. 26 Mar. 1881: 10. 
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Nellie Boyd was also greatly admired in her interpretation of Lucretia Borgia, in the 

homonymous tragedy. Apparently, this was a role that Boyd took with growing success 

over the years and, according to the critics, one that required a strong and powerful actress. 

Boyd proved to be equal to the task, receiving glowing reviews in the role of the execrated 

poisoner. In 1882 the Sail Lake Daily Tribune admired the "fire and pathos she threw into 

her personation" (3 Nov.), and by 1884 the paper pronounced Boyd's decided success: 

"Miss Boyd as Lucretia was grand, eclipsing all her previous efforts" (9 Oct.). Also in 

Seattle reviewers thought that Boyd had been "more than usually effective" and greatly 

powerful in her delineation of the character Daily P.I., 24 Feb. 1884). 

Audiences as well were more than satisfied with Boyd's Lucretia. The Vallejo 

Chronicle reported that the "clever and successful manner" in which the actress played the 

role caused the audience to interrupt frequently her performance with "well deserved" 

applause (qtd. in Salt Lake Daily Tribune, 2 Oct. 1884). Similarly, in Los Angeles Boyd 

pleased her large audience in the title role and was "recalled several times." an occurrence 

not often reported in Boyd's reviews. Lucretia Borgia was the only role in Boyd's 

repertoire that could claim some similarity with great tragic roles of the classic stage. 

Perhaps Boyd's versatility would have allowed her to extend her repertoire to such roles 

and to achieve success also in them. Why she chose to limit her repertoire for the most part 

to melodramas is impossible to say, but one can speculate that, beyond the personal taste of 

the leading lady, melodrama constituted a more secure ground for the success of a traveling 

star. In short, by offering to her audiences what they desired to see, Boyd was half-way to 

financial and artistic success. On the other hand, since melodrama was so strictly related to 

contemporary social ideas and values, theatregoers —particularly in small towns —saw it as 

an almost indispensable reference for their own lives and the development of their 

communities. 
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The ability of Nellie Boyd to penetrate and render with vigor any role she played 

earned her a reputation as a greatly versatile actress. Nellie Boyd herself wanted to be 

advertised as "very versatile" on playbills and posters. In fact, this was the quality that 

reviewers praised most in the actress, along with her precision. Her versatility was present 

also in a sorrowful character as the blind orphan Louise; Boyd proved "her ability to 

personate a character in which the pathetic predominates, as well as one which depends 

upon the vivacity and spirit of the actress for its success" {Daily Sew Mexican, 6 Mar. 

1881). Naturally, a leading emotional actress had a chance of showing her versatility 

especially in her nondramatic roles. In comic parts, wrote the Sacramenio Leader. Boyd 

was "happy" and "succeeded in pleasing her audiences" (qtd. in Seattle Daily Chronicle. 18 

May 1882). As Rorence. in The Banker's Daus>hter. with her "humorous acting and 

sayings [Boyd] kept the audience in a roar of laughter" (Seattle Daily P.I., 23 May 1882), 

and in Solomon Isaacs she and the comedian Frank Hatch competed for the best 

presentation: "it is difficult to say whether [the comedy) was more especially adapted to the 

splendid acting of Nellie Boyd herself, in the role of Kate Medland. or to the genius of 

Frank B. Hatch, in the laughable part of Solomon Isaacs" (Seattle Daily P.I.. 12 Feb. 

1884). The actress knew both how to "bring down the house" with comic parts and funny 

dances, and how to draw tears in the eyes of the present, and this accounted for her 

success. 

Boyd proved herself "capable of everything that she has undertaken" {Seattle Daily 

Chronicle. 20 May 1882). demonstrating that she was an accomplished professional. The 

Salt Lake Daily Tribune called her "a versatile actress, with remarkable powers of 

personation" (3 1 Oct. 1882). The range of her interpretations caused a reviewer of the Des 

Moines S/u/e?to state: "Miss Boyd has 'learned the trade' in every branch and all 

the varied changes, and to a thorough education in her art adds no small share of talent" 

(qtd. in Daily New Mexican. 30 Oct. 1881). Even more, she possessed for her public "the 
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genius and talent of a great artiste" (25 Feb. 1881). In regretting her always "too short" 

stays, papers expressed their hope to see her again on the city's boards, and claimed for 

Boyd the title of unquestionable favorite. 
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Notes 

1 See for example the/4n-o/7a DazVv 5tor, 18 Nov. 1880. the Baker County Reveille. 

26 July 1882. and the Idaho Tri-Weekly Statesman. 8 Aug. 1882. Similar announcements 

are found in most papers. 

2 The clips about the Boyd company have been t'ound to be no instances of public 

relations puffing, but accurate reproductions of other papers' reviews. 

^ The journalist also reported a review from a "morning contemporary" which praised 

the troupe's acting. He explained it was "an instance of the manner in which great minds 

do not always run in the same groove." 

In 1883 the Herald also devoted its columns to a sustained bitter critique against the 

renowned Lily Langtry. Her affair with a young, wealthy man named Freddie Gebhard 

stirred papers throughout the country to launch an unmerciful campaign against the 

previously acclaimed actress, on the basis of moral grounds. Having the press on one's 

side meant per se being safe from professional disgrace. 

^ No more reviews about Boyd have been located for the season 1885-86. It is 

possible that, for whatever reason, the company did not meet the favor of the critics during 

this year, and that papers just avoided publishing comments about it. 

6 See for example the "crowded and highly respectable house" reported by a reviewer 

in Prescott. Arizona Da/7vM>zfr. 27 Dec. 1880). 

^ See also Dudden 179 ff. 

^ Woods demonstrates in his essay how the traditional, or "old-school" acting style 

was still appreciated in the American provinces. 

9 For a discussion on American acting see Wilson. 
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The study of the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company offers many insights into the 

activity of independent traveling companies in the last quarter of the nineteenth century and 

on their importance in the cultural development of growing communities in the American 

West. Although not remembered in theatre history texts nor renowned on the East Coast 

boards. Nellie Boyd deserves a place in the history of American regional theatre as an 

enterprising^, successful traveling actress and dauntless leading spirit and manager of her 

own company. 

This research about the Nellie Boyd Dramatic Company leaves several doors open to 

study. The activity of traveling companies needs to be seriously taken in consideration by 

scholars, especially as far as theatre in the developing West is concerned. If a non first-

class repertory company like Boyd's set the measure for a high theatrical standard in some 

communities, scholars need to enlarge their consideration of traveling independent 

companies. Not all such troupes offered poor representations of conventional melodrama, 

and not all of them offered but entertainment to their audiences. In fact, their work was 

looked upon as having a considerable part in the social structure of small towns. These 

companies received also good reviews in larger towns, which were often accustomed to a 

more varied theatrical life. Second-tier stars' competence on the stage was acknowledged 

with no hesitation. 

The old booking habits that independent traveling companies maintained, and the fact 

that legitimate theatre was touring the country under a centralized system, positioned such 

companies somehow out of the reach of scholars fretting over the dynamics of the changing 

procedures that were taking place in the theatre of the time. The study of independent 

traveling companies needs even a vocabulary . Popular theatre, legitimate and nonlegitimate 
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drama, repertory companies: definitions must be provided to avoid just mixing the different 

offerings into the general notion of minor theatre. The important role played by 

independent traveling companies in the theatrical development of the country must not be 

overlooked. Besides, this is a field that offers much to the researcher, and represents a 

lacking dowel in the picture of American theatre history. 

Again, a great deal of study can be conducted on the work of women as artistic or 

business managers (or both) of their own traveling enterprise. This experience proved 

attractive, and perhaps even profitable, to many women throughout the nation. In the 

1880s the road swarmed with leading actresses, more or less talented stars of a more or 

less noteworthy troupe. The popularity of this job among women would probably lead to a 

reconsideration of the notion according to which after 1870 the stage offered less and less 

possibilities to women. If one admits, with Dudden. that "the increase in touring made it 

harder to combine an acting career with marriage and motherhood" (179). one must admit 

that it also constituted an outlet for acting women who did not accept the increasingly 

overwhelming domination that profit-oriented management exerted on the theatre. At the 

same time, being the star and the manager of a traveling company offered women one way 

to be in charge economically and one possibility to command the artistic outcome of a 

production. 

These options existed for an actress, and they did not by default affect negatively the 

quality of her work nor her social reputation. Probably the contrary: western communities 

proved open-minded in their acceptance of resourceful women working in areas 

traditionally reserved to men. Boyd was introduced into the raisin business in Fresno by 

the two women that had started it there, Lucy Hatch and M.F. Austin (Eaton 19). and this 

is only one example of the many kinds of business women conducted in the westem part of 

the country. As managers of their companies, then. Boyd and others like her had the 

opportunity to elude at least the grips of that "theatre oriented toward profit-making . . . 
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invariably constrained to please men" (Dudden 179). They could, in short, still exert 

control over their working lives, and still aim at achieving a success that was for the most 

part far from the reach of ordinary actresses (179). 

Lastly, the cultural value of melodrama must be insisted upon. Several studies have 

already been conducted on this theatrical genre, which has finally been re-evaluated by 

contemporary scholars. A study involving social and historical disciplines could disclose, 

where existing, the different uses of melodrama on the many American stages by 

nineteenth-century pert'ormers and the social impact it might have borne upon developing 

western communities. 
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